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Abstract 
A survey of research o n  drag-due-to-lift minimization at supersonic 
speeds, including a study of the eflectiveness of current design and anal- 
ysis methods, has been conducted. The results show that a linearized 
theory analysis with estimated attainable thrust and vortex force effects 
can predict with reasonable accuracy the lifting eficiency of flat wings. 
Significantly better wing performance can be achieved through the use 
of twist and camber. Although linearized theory methods tend to over- 
estimate the amount of twist and camber required for a given application 
and provide a n  overly optimistic performance prediction, these deficien- 
cies can be overcome by implementation of recently developed empirical 
corrections. Numerous examples of the correlation of experiment and 
theory are presented to demonstrate the applicability and limitations of 
linearized theory methods with and without empirical corrections. The 
use of a n  Euler code for the estimation of aerodynamic characteristics 
of a twisted and cambered wing and its application to design by iteration 
are discussed. 
Introduction 
At supersonic speeds, airplane aerodynamic effi- 
ciency, as measured by the lift-drag ratio, cannot ap- 
proach subsonic levels because of the appearance of 
wave drag. Theoretical studies such as references 1 
and 2, however, have shown the potential for rela- 
tively high levels of efficiency provided wing leading 
edges are swept behind the Mach line and a substan- 
tial portion of the theoretical leading-edge thrust is 
realized. The indicated lift-drag values, if achiev- 
able, are high enough so that the airplane range, 
which is related to the product of lift-drag ratio and 
speed, can be competitive with subsonic values. Un- 
fortunately, the attainment of any substantial por- 
tion of the theoretical leading-edge thrust has not 
been demonstrated in practice. Other theoretical 
and experimental studies, for example references 3 
to 5, have pointed out that wing twist and camber 
may be employed as an alternate means of achiev- 
ing relatively high levels of efficiency. Theoretically, 
a properly twisted and cambered wing can have per- 
formance equal to  or better than a wing with full the- 
oretical leading-edge thrust. In effect, a distributed 
thrust due to  lift loadings acting over much of the 
wing in the region of the leading edge is substituted 
for the concentrated leading-edge force. Experimen- 
tal studies of this approach have shown more encour- 
aging results than studies confined to wings without 
twist and camber. Even with this approach, however, 
the attainable performance levels fall well below the 
theoretical potential. 
This paper reviews and analyzes a variety of ex- 
perimental investigations providing measurements of 
wing lifting efficiency at supersonic speeds. Some of 
these studies (refs. 6 and 7) were designed to evalu- 
ate attainable levels of leading-edge thrust. Others 
(refs. 8 to 17) were devoted to  evaluation of the ben- 
efits of wing twist and camber. The analysis is per- 
formed with the aid of the modified linearized theory 
computer code of reference 18. This code provides for 
both the design and analysis of twisted and cambered 
wings at supersonic speeds. It is used primarily in the 
analysis mode for this study. The code is well suited 
to this purpose because it provides for estimates of 
attainable thrust and separated leading-edge vortex 
forces as well as the forces due to the basic pressure 
loadings. 
The extensive correlations of theory and experi- 
mcrit given in this paper are intended to  provide an 
assessment of the applicability and limitations of the- 
oretical design and analysis methods. A prime goal 
of the study is the establishment of guidelines for 
application to  the design methods which take into 
account and compensate for shortcomings of the the- 
ory so as to more closely define optimum designs and 
more accurately estimate achievable performance. 
The paper provides first a discussion of theoreti- 
cal wing-design and analysis concepts and their use in 
the computer code. This is followed by comparisons 
of theoretical and experimental results for flat wings 
(wings without twist or camber) and for wings with 
twist and camber. Results from these comparisons 
are then used in derivation of an empirical method 
for better employment of linearized theory in twisted 
and cambered wing design and more accurate esti- 
mation of achievable performance. The reader inter- 
ested in application of the empirical method and not 
its justification may want to proceed directly to the 
sect ion "Empirical Design Guidelines." Other design 
considerations applicable to complete airplane con- 
figurations are also discussed. Finally, one example 
of the application of an Euler code method to twisted 
and cambered wing analysis is given. Brian E. 
hlcGrath of the Lockheed Engineering & Sciences 
Company. Hampton. Virginia. and Kenneth M. Jones 
of the Langley Research Center provided an under- 
standing of the Euler code computational process, 
recommended the appropriate solution strategy, and 
in general oversaw this part of the design study. 
Symbols 
aspect ratio, b2/S 
span, in. 
axial- or chord-force coefficient 
drag coefficient 
drag coefficient due to lift, CD - C0.0 
drag coefficient a t  a = 0" for configu- 
ration with no camber or twist 
lift coefficient 
design lift coefficient 
theoretical lift-curve slope a t  a = O", 
per deg 
pitching-moment coefficient 
design pitching-moment coefficient 
normal-force coefficient 
pressure coefficient 
lifting pressure coefficient 
local chord, in. 
mean aerodynamic chord, in. 
section axial-force coefficient 
streamwise chord length for leading- 
edge design area 
section normal-force coefficient 
wing root chord, chord a t  y = 0, in. 
section leading-edge thrust coefficient 
section attainable leading-edge thrust 
coefficient 
streamwise chord length for trailing- 
edge design area 
section theoretical leading-edge thrust 
coefficient 
design lift-coefficient factor. 
suction parameter factor, 
(Ss.max)exp 
(Ss.max)th 
arbitrary constant used in definition of 
pressure distribution 
arrow wing notch ratio (see fig. 1) 
lift-drag ratio 
overall wing length 
Mach number 
Reynolds number based on mean 
aerodynamic chord 
leading-edge radius, in. 
reference area, in2 
suction parameter, 
CL WCL/CL_)  - ACD 
C, tan(CL/CLn) - c;/(~AR) 
section thickness, in. 
Cartesian coordinates, positive aft, 
right, and up, respectively 
distance in x direction measured from 
leading edge, in. 
wing shear parameter, distance behind 
wing apex at which camber surface 
ordinates are set to  zero, in. (see 
fig. 30) 
limiting value of the singularity 
parameter, ACP&?, at  x' = 0 
angle of attack, deg 
angle of attack corresponding to 
design lift coefficient 
angle of attack for zero thrust 
angle of attack corresponding to zero 
lift 
range of angle of attack for full 
leading-edge thrust 
= d r n  
= X ' / C  for (t/c)max 
ratio of specific heats, 1.4 
wing leading-edge sweep angle 
At? wing trailing-edge sweep angle 
Subscripts: 
avc average 
C cambered wing 
exp experiment 
f flat wing 
fc flat wing-cambered wing interference 
f t  full thrust 
le leading edge 
max maximum 
opt optimum 
th theoretical 
te trailing edge 
U upper surface 
U vortex 
vac vacuum 
Theoretical Considerations 
This review of drag-due-to-lift reduction technol- 
ogy for supersonic flight encompasses an examination 
of a variety of experimental test programs. For con- 
sistency in the comparisons of theoretical and mea- 
sured lifting efficiencies, one computer code for the 
estimation of wing aerodynamic characteristics is ap- 
plied in all cases. That code, designated WINGDES2 
which is described in reference 18, provides an esti- 
mate of attainable leading-edge thrust and separated 
lcading-edge vortcx forces as well as the forccs as- 
sociated with the basic attached flow pressure dis- 
tributions. The code, which is further described in 
the appendix, provides both design and analysis ca- 
pabilities. In this paper, the code is used primar- 
ily in the analysis mode. Similar results would bc 
expected from the code described in references 19 
and 20, which has been updated to  include thrust 
and vortex forccs and is part of the Boeing complex of 
supersonic design and analysis codes (refs. 21 to 24). 
Theoretical Drag Breakdown 
Sketch A depicts a typical supersonic lift-drag po- 
lar curve and shows the main contributions to the 
drag. For efficient flight, at a lift coefficient which 
maximizes the lift-drag ratio, the drag due to  lift is 
about half the total. This is the contribution which is 
estimated by the WINGDES2 code. The code evalu- 
ates the drag by an integration of pressures acting on 
the lifting surface. However, linearized theory con- 
cepts also allow a separation of the drag due to lift 
Skin friction drag 
0 
CL 
' acD 
' cD,O 
Sketch A 
into two fundamental components: vortex drag as- 
sociated with the spanwise distribution of the lifting 
force and the resultant downwash behind the wing 
and wave drag due to lift, which arises only for su- 
personic flow, associated with the longitudinal dis- 
tribution of lift and the resultant disturbance waves 
propagating into the surrounding air. This separa- 
tion of drag contributions can be of value in analysis 
of wing performance and in the scarch for optimum 
designs. 
The combination of thickness wave drag and skin 
friction drag ( C O , ~ )  represents the drag of a config- 
uration without twist and camber at  zero lift and 
zero angle of attack. Because the purpose of this 
study is the evaluation of lifting efficiency, an ex- 
perimental evaluation of CD," is used when available 
rather than a theoretical estimate. For the few test 
programs which did not provide data for compara- 
ble configurations without twist and camber, C D , ~  
is estimated with methods described in references 21  
to 25. 
The WINGDES2 computer code of reference 18 
actually works with forces perpendicular and tangent 
to a wing reference plane rather than lift and drag 
directly. The relationship between these forces is de- 
picted in sketch B. The use of C, and CA rather 
than CL and CD permits a more elementary separa- 
tion of the contributions to wing forces. As shown 
in subsequent analysis, curves of CA versus CY are 
a 
Sketch B 
3 
particularly iiscfiil i n  comparisons of twisted and 
canibercd \ring pcrforniancc with that of the corre- 
sponding flat wing. 
Perturbation Velocities and Pressure 
Distribution 
The, \I7INGDES2 code evaluation of lifting surfacc. 
perturbation velocities arid pressure distributions fol- 
lows procedures originally developed in reference 19. 
The tc~2iriiqiics for application of linearized theory 
vortex latticc solutions in reference 19 were later 
modified as described in reference 20 to provide a 
bet tcr nicthod. ..aft element sensing." for control- 
ling pressure distribution oscillation tendencies. A 
further modification. described in reference 18. pro- 
vided an additional smoothing of pressure distribu- 
tions. which is especially valuable for very highly 
swept wing leading edges. 
Basic Force Integration 
The force integration techniques applied to t hc 
basic pressure loadings were originally developed for 
subsonic speeds and are dcscribcd in some detail in 
reference 26. Their adaptation to supersonic speeds 
for use in the WINGDES2 code is not, adequately 
described in reference 18. Because of that omission 
and because some of the concepts involved are vital 
to an understanding of the code features. a brief 
description of the process is given. 
Force characteristics for lifting wings could be de- 
termined from individual solutions for each of a series 
of wing angles of attack. The superposition cliar- 
acteristics of linearized theory. however. provide for 
a more economical process that actually can give a 
more exact numerical evaluation of the theory. In 
the evaluation of basic wing forces due to pressiirc 
loadings on the wing surfaces. contributions from a 
cambered wing with its reference plane at zero an- 
gle of attack are combined with contributions fromi a 
flat wing siirface at  angle of attack. This separation 
allows the sclcction of integration techniques appro- 
priate to each of the two different types of pressure 
dist ribiitions. 
Typicid contributions to normal force as evalu- 
ated by the lifting siirface solutions of reference 18 
are showi in sketch C. The basic loading for a flat 
n-ing section at an angle of attack of 1". with a typ- 
ical leadiIig-edge singularity associated with a siib- 
sonic leading edge. is shown at the top of the sketch. 
Loadings at other angles of attack are assumed to 
be proportional to the sine of the angle. The sine 
of the angle rather than the angle itself is used be- 
cause the theory does not distinguish between the 
Flat wing,a =lo 
Cambered wing,Q=Oo 
Sketch C 
two (s ina = cy in radians) and because experience 
has shown that the sine variation agrees better with 
measured results. The basic loading for a camber 
surface which displays no leading-edge singularity is 
shown at the bottom of the sketch. The total lifting 
pressure coefficient at  angle of attack is 
Section normal-force coefficients representing 
these two contributions are found by numerical so- 
lutions of the following integral equations: 
Special integration techniques designed to  ac- 
count for the leading-edge singularity are used in the 
calculation of the flat wing contribution to normal 
force illustrated at  the top of sketch C. For any seg- 
rrierit of the wing chord, the flat wing pressure distri- 
bution is assumed to have the form 
k 
Ac~i.J = 
( A I  < 1) 
with the particular value of the arbitrary constant IC 
defined by the value of AC,,f at a solution control 
point being applicable only to that segment. At 
subsonic speeds and at  supersonic speeds for wings 
with subsonic leading edges, the pressure distribution 
near the leading edge tends to vary inversely with a. The product AC,,fd:' which has a limiting 
4 
value at  the leading edge (x' = 0) is a measure of the 
singularity strength. 
The cambered wing section loading shown a t  the 
bottom of sketch C is smooth with no evidence of a 
singularity. Departures from this idealized condition 
which generally arise are treated later. For any seg- 
ment of the wing chord, the cambered wing pressure 
distribution without singularities is assumed to have 
the form 
AC,,, = Ic\/x'(c - x') (AI < 1) 
with the particular value of k being applicable only 
to  that segment. Contributions from integrations of 
the cambered wing and the flat wing loading with 
the variation in sin& taken into account are added 
to  obtain the section normal force for the cambered 
wing at angle of attack: 
sin cy 
CN = cN,c ____ CN>f sin 1" 
Typical contributions to axial or chord force are 
shown in sketch D. The loading of a cambered wing 
section at zero angle of attack, again in the absence 
of singularities, is shown at the top of the sketch. 
The same form of pressure distribution as previously 
described is allowed to act on the camber surface 
slopes in the integration to obtain the cambered wing 
section axial- or chord-force coefficient C A , ~  at cy = 0": 
CA,, = 5 JOc AC,,, (g) dx' 
Cave 
The flat wing generates no axial force since by defini- 
tion its surface is coincident with the reference plane. 
The flat wing loading, however, generates an inter- 
ference loading on the surface of the cambered wing 
Cambered wing,Q=Oo 
Cambered wing,Aa = 1' 
Sketch D 
which is of critical importance in estimating the cam- 
bered wing aerodynamic performance at  angle of 
attack. As shown in the bottom of sketch D, an 
interference term, cA,fc, is found by performing a n  
integration in which the flat wing pressure distribu- 
tion of a = 1" is allowed to act on the cambered wing 
surface slopes: 
CA,fc = __ 
Cave 
acp,f (") dz' 
The section axial-force coefficient for the cambered 
wing at  angle of attack (excluding friction and thick- 
ness contributions) given by 
sin 01 
is a linear function of sin Q 
Leading-Edge Thrust 
The basic lifting surface pressure distributions 
and resultant forces previously discussed do not in- 
clude a theoretical leading-edge thrust force which 
arises from the velocities generated by a flow around 
the leading edge from a stagnation point on the wing 
lower surface. This force, which at  supersonic speeds 
arises only for wings with subsonic leading edges 
(p  cot Ale < l),  is calculated by methods described 
in reference 27 which were later modified for use in 
reference 18. The magnitude of the force is directly 
dependent on the previously mentioned leading-edge 
singularity strength parameter ACpJp.  Wing per- 
formance is critically dependent on the amount of 
this theoretical force which can actually be realized. 
In reference 28, a study of the factors which place 
limits on theoretical thrust was made, and a scarni- 
empirical method for estimation of attainable thrust 
was developed. This estimation technique is em- 
ployed in the WINGDES2 code. 
For a flat wing, the full theoretical thrust at  a 
given span station is a function of the square of the 
angle of attack as shown in sketch E. The attainable 
thrust, however, has a more complex dependence on 
angle of attack. Up to the critical angle, designated 
A q t ,  attainable thrust equal to  the full theoretical 
thrust is predicted. Beyond that point, although the 
attainable thrust increases, it becomes a smaller and 
smaller fraction of the theoretical thrust. Actually, at  
some angle of attack the attainable thrust will fail to 
increase and could even drop precipitously, an event 
which the attainable thrust method does not predict. 
A typical spanwise variation of both theoretical 
and attainable thrusts for a flat wing is shown in 
sketch F.  For an arrow wing with subsonic leading 
edges (PcotA1, < 1) and supersonic trailing edges 
5 
Flat wing 
r 
Ct 
0 -  
r 
, I/&;; 
n - 
a 
Sketch E 
Flat wing 
r a=40 
Ct 0 u 
Ct 
a = 8 O  
0 1 
Y 
b12 
- 
Sketch F 
( p  cot Ate > l), the theoretical thrust increases lin- 
early with increasing span position. The attainable 
thrust estimate, however, can display a rather arbi- 
trary variation with span position. Notice that for 
an angle of attack of 4", full thrust is estimated to 
be achievable for about half of the semispan. For 
an angle of attack of 8", full thrust is estimated 
to be achievable for about 15 percent of the semi- 
span. Thus at the 15-percent station, the range of 
full thrust is about 8", but at  the mid semispan sta- 
tion this range is only about 4". The decrease of the 
range of full thrust with increasing span station is due 
to the more rapid growth of theoretical leading-edge 
thrust with angle of attack and the earlier encounter 
of limiting pressures. Stated another way, the rapid 
growth of upwash in the spanwise direction makes 
it more difficult for the flow to remain attached and 
can result in the onset of flow separation and the fail- 
ure to  achieve theoretical thrust at smaller angles of 
attack. 
The spanwise variation of this range of full thrust 
shown in sketch G is an important consideration in 
the evaluation of flat wing performance and, as is 
0 1 
Y 
b12 
- 
Sketch G 
shown later, in the design and evaluation of twisted 
and cambered wings. 
For a twisted and cambered wing, zero thrust 
will not occur at  an angle of attack of 0" but at  an 
angle of attack which produces an alignment of the 
local upwash with the local wing surface. In order 
to estimate theoretical and attainable leading-edge 
thrust for twisted and cambered wings, it is first 
necessary to define that angle. Sketches H and I 
are helpful in a discussion of the evaluation of the 
angle of attack for zero thrust. Sketch H shows code 
results that might be found for one spanwise station 
of a representative cambered wing at three different 
angles of attack. With the wing reference plane at  
an angle of attack of O", a negative leading-edge 
pressure singularity is shown. At some larger angle 
of attack this singularity will go through 0 and a t  
even larger angles will become a positive singularity. 
For the example shown here the singularity and the 
associated leading-edge thrust vanish a t  Q: = 2". This 
important condition can play a significant role in 
both wing analysis and wing design. The angle of 
zero thrust, identified as aZt, could be determined by 
iteration coupled with visual inspection. However, a 
more direct method that is adaptable to  computer 
implementation is available. 
f a =20 
Sketch H 
6 
0 
X'  
Sketch I 
A fully automated method used in the computer 
code of reference 18 for definition of the angle of zero 
thrust may be explained with the aid of sketch I. 
Here the leading-edge singularity strength parame- 
ter AC,@ from code data for both the flat wing 
and the cambered wing (with a singularity) is shown 
as a function of the distance behind the wing lead- 
ing edge. For a flat wing, the pressure behind the 
singularity drops off a t  a rate such that near the 
leading edge, the singularity parameter tends to be 
constant. A wing with pure camber (no singularity 
at all) would have a singularity parameter that ap- 
proaches 0 as X I  approaches 0. Generally, however, 
the cambered wing singularity parameter at  X I  = 0 
is not 0 but has a value designated as Yo,,. The cam- 
bered wing singularity parameter could, however, be 
made to equal 0 by a change in angle of attack, which 
produces a compensating leading-edge singularity in- 
crement. The required angle, the angle of attack for 
zero thrust, may be expressed simply as 
y0,c Q,t = -__ 
because this represents the number of 1' increments 
needed to  produce a singularity parameter of 0. 
The angle of attack for zero thrust is not a single 
value that may be assigned to  a given wing but gener- 
ally varies with the wing spanwise station. Therefore, 
a redefinition of the wing reference plane to simplify 
force calculations is not practical. Instead, the local 
angle of attack for zero thrust is used in a separa- 
tion of cambered wing loadings into two components, 
one with a singularity and one without. This separa- 
tion allows the previously described integration tech- 
niques to  be applied to each of the components for a 
better evaluation of C N , ~  and C A . ~  when a residual 
singularity is present. 
For twisted and cambered wings, theoretical and 
attainable leading-edge thrusts are assumed to  act 
Y0J 
equally on either side of the previously discussed 
angle of zero thrust. This is similar to the assumption 
that upper and lower surface pressure distribution 
increments for a twisted and cambered wing due to a 
change in angle of attack are of equal magnitude but 
opposite sign. A typical variation of section thrust 
coefficient with angle of attack for a twisted and 
cambered wing is shown in sketch J. This variation 
with CY is the same as that shown for a flat wing in 
sketch E, except that it is centered on a,t instead 
of Q = 0". Actually there is one other difference 
between the leading-edge thrust characteristics of 
flat and twisted and cambered wings. As shown in 
sketch K the force acts tangent to the wing lifting 
surface of the leading edge not tangent to  the wing 
reference plane and thus introduces both incremental 
axial and normal forces. 
Cambered wing 
c 
a 
Sketch J 
Sketch K 
Because, for a twisted and cambered wing, aZt 
varies with span position, for example as illustrated 
in sketch L, the range of full thrust could take on 
the appearance illustrated in sketch M. If the wing 
operating angle of attack is less than the upper curve 
(aZt + A q t )  and is greater than the lower curve 
(a,t - A q t )  for the entire wingspan, full theoretical 
thrust is estimated to be achievable. Failure to  
achieve full theoretical thrust, indicated by a range 
of full thrust that does not include the wing angle 
of attack, also implies the onset of flow separation 
which can lead to perforrnance penalties not covered 
by the theory even with the inclusion of attainable 
thrust and vortex force estimates. Information such 
as that illustrated in sketch M will be of value in the 
design and analysis of twisted and cambered wings. 
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Design With Attainable Thrust 
Considerations 
The design process employed in the WINGDES2 
code as described in reference 18 is generally initiated 
by input of a flat lifting surface (the code default). 
Analysis of this initial surface provides values of the 
spanwise variation of A q t  and an initial estimate 
of the angle of attack at which the design lift is 
developed. For this flat surface, the angle of attack 
for zero thrust a,t is 0' at all span stations. For 
wings with subsonic leading edges, good performance 
depends on the development of as large a portion 
of the theoretical flat wing leading-edge thrust as 
circumstances allow and on the substitution of a 
distributed thrust for the theoretical thrust that 
cannot be realized. This distribution of thrust is 
accomplished by creation of a camber surface with 
an aZt spanwise distribution which with the addition 
of the A q t  distribution matches the design angle of 
attack ades. 
Tailoring of the wing shape in the leading-edge 
region is accomplished by use of special leading-edge 
surfaces (described in ref. 18) designed to have their 
' 
largest effect a t  the leading edge itself. A series of 
leading-edge surfaces is provided. each of which is 
centered on a particular computational span station 
in order t o  provide the necessary adjustment to azt. 
The change in the weighting factor for each surface 
is proportional to the quantity Odes - (aZt + Aa,) at 
the span station for that surface. 
These changes in the wing shape change the wing 
lift and pitching moment. It is therefore necessary to  
use additional general camber surfaces which affect 
the entire wing to restore the wing lift and pitching- 
moment coefficients to their design values. The 
method of Lagrange multipliers is used to determine 
the surface shape which provides the required lift and 
pitching-moment increments with a minimum axial 
force. The new wing shape has a new design angle 
of attack and a new spanwise distribution of zero 
thrust angle. This new information necessitates a 
redesign of the leading-edge shape and a subsequent 
redefinition of the general surfaces to  again restore 
lift and pitching-moment coefficients to their proper 
values. The solution therefore requires iteration. A 
more complete description of the design method is in 
reference 18. 
Attainment of some portion of the flat wing theo- 
retical leading-edge thrust reduces the need for com- 
plete alignment of the leading edge with the local 
oncoming flow and results in a wing with a milder 
camber surface. The benefits of such a design are 
better performance at off-design conditions and a re- 
duction of the nonlinear penalties discussed later. 
Vortex Forces 
For wings with sharp leading edges, for which no 
leading-edge thrust is assumed to develop, 
Polhamus (ref. 29) established a relationship between 
the normal force induced by separated vortex flow 
and the theoretical leading-edge thrust. According 
to the Polhamus suction analogy, the suction vec- 
tor c t /  cos Ale is assumed to rotate to a position nor- 
mal to the wing surface. where it affects the nor- 
mal force rather than the chord force. Because 
the WNGDES2 code treats a partially developed 
leading-edge thrust, it is logical t o  consider a par- 
tial development of the vortex force in which 
ct.t - ct.a 
COS Ale 
cN.v = 
The W'INGDES2 code provides three options for 
the estimation of the magnitude and distribution of 
forces generated by detached leading-edge vortices, 
which are assumed to form when there is a failure 
to achieve full theoretical leading-edge thrust. These 
options are outlined in the appendix. 
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Code Application to Arrow Wings 
The linearized theory computer code WINGDES2 
was used in the preparation of figure 1, which illus- 
trates the effect of wing leading-edge sweep and wing 
planform on drag due to  lift. The parameters used al- 
low the results to be applicable to a continuous spec- 
trum of Mach number and sweep-angle combinations. 
Similar plots derived from closed form linearized the- 
ory expressions have appeared in various published 
documents including references 1, 2, and 5 .  
Figure l(a) shows curves for a flat wing without 
leading-edge thrust or vortex force having a typical 
section flow pattern as shown in sketch N. The very 
high drag values for small values of the /3cotAle 
parameter result from the small wingspan and the 
resultant increase of vortex drag. These drag levels 
are somewhat unrealistic because some amount of 
leading-edge thrust and/or vortex force would be 
expected. Generally for thin wings, the vortex force 
arising from the separated leading-edge flow depicted 
in sketch 0 would be realized and would reduce to 
some degree the required angle of attack and high 
levels of drag associated with subsonic leading edges 
( p  cot AI, < 1). Drag levels, however, would still be 
too high to  make subsonic leading edges attractive. 
In spite of this element of pessimism, the drag of 
a flat wing without leading-edge thrust or vortex 
forces provides a useful and easily calculated point 
of reference. 
0- ~ 
X '  
Sketch N 
X'  
Sketch 0 
The curves of figure l (b )  show the dramatic 
improvement offered if the theoretical potential of 
leading-edge thrust could be fully realized. The flow 
pattern of sketch N still applies, but it does not show 
in sufficient detail the flow around the leading edge 
from a stagnation point on the lower surface which 
gives rise to the thrust. This leading-edge thrust 
makes subsonic leading edges appear attractive. The 
tendency of highly swept wings to  have relatively low 
values of thickness wave drag is another factor which 
increases the interest. Unfortunately, only small por- 
tions of this large benefit have been demonstrated 
experimentally. Reference 28 presents a study of the 
factors limiting the achievement of full theoretical 
leading-edge thrust and providcs a means of estimat- 
ing attainable leading-edge thrust. 
The curves of figure l (c)  show the performance 
potential of wings which employ twist and camber 
defined by use of the design mode of the WINGDES2 
computer code of reference 18. Flow patterns for typ- 
ical sections of such wings might appear as shown in 
sketch P. For values of k ,  of 0 and 0.4, the code de- 
fault options were used, but for k,, = 0.8, restricting 
the leading-edge candidate surfaces to the wing area 
itself was necessary to better account for the com- 
plexity introduced by Mach lines from the root chord 
trailing edge crossing the wing leading edge. The 
wings represented in figure l (c)  have a surface which, 
in the region of the leading edge, produces finite load- 
ings instead of the flat wing singularities. In effect, a 
distributed thrust force over much of the wing plan- 
form in the vicinity of the leading edge replaces the 
flat wing leading-edge thrust, which is concentrated 
at the leading edge itself. Drag levels are similar to  
but not identical with those of a flat wing with full 
thrust. There are several reasons for the differences. 
Errors in the numerical solutions for the two classes 
of wings prevent complete agreement, but there are 
two more important reasons. There will be a ten- 
dency for the drag of twisted and cambered wings 
to be higher because of the limited area near the 
tips over which the distributed thrust can be devel- 
oped. This is countered by a general tendency for the 
twisted and cambered wing drags to be lower because 
of improved longitudinal lift distributions which re- 
duce supersonic wave drag due to  lift. As pointed 
out in reference 5, the net result is that  twisted and 
cambered wing drag can often be lower than that of 
the corresponding flat wing with full thrust. 
The wings of figure l (c)  represent a collection of 
point designs. For each of these wings, a flat wing 
with its flow field shown in sketch Q is replaced by a 
twisted and cambered wing with its flow field shown 
in sketch R. The most important characteristic of 
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Sketch P 
Sketch Q 
a properly shaped wing with twist and camber is 
a leading edge shaped to  meet the upwash so that 
pends on the Mach number and to an even greater ex- 
tent on the lift coefficient. At any point on the wing, 
surface ordinate departures from the reference plane 
are proportional to  the design lift coefficient. As de- 
picted in sketch s, an envelope curve representing a 
minimum drag-due-to-lift factor is formed about a 
family of wings, each of which is designed for a spe- 
cific lift coefficient and Mach number. 
I leading-edge pressures remain finite. This shape de- 
Sketch R 
As with most twisted and cambered wing designs, 
the designs of figure l(c) are optimized only in a 
limited sense. Each member of the family is designed 
so that. compared with other members of the family, 
it has the lowest drag. The absolute value of the 
minimized drag thus depends on the size and variety 
of the family (in this case composed of candidate 
CL 
Sketch S 
surfaces, and in other cases composed of candidate 
loadings). 
In the application of linearized theory t o  twisted 
and cambered wing design, some serious real flow 
limitations are ignored. A prime example is the 
limitation on distributed thrust forces imposed by 
achievable upper surface pressure loadings. For a 
twisted and cambered wing designed for a uniform 
load, the lifting surface AC, everywhere is equal 
to the design lift coefficient. For a more optimally 
designed twisted and cambered wing the maximum 
AC, which occurs at the wing leading edge may be 
about 40 percent greater than the uniform load value. 
Because linearized theory gives an equal division of 
lift between upper and lower surfaces, the leading- 
edge upper surface pressure coefficient for a well- 
designed twisted and cambered wing would be 
The vacuum pressure coefficient imposes an absolute 
limit on achievable upper surface pressures. Thus, 
the maximum negative upper surface pressure coeffi- 
cient would be 
and the maximum design lift coefficient may be ap- 
proximated as 
This relationship is illustrated in sketch T. Real flow 
limitations are much more severe than this idealized 
limit, especially a t  low Reynolds numbers. The 
shaded band in the sketch represents an “educated 
guess” of real flow limits for typical wind tunnel 
Reynolds numbers of 2 x lo6 to  4 x lo6. The guess 
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is based in part on the analysis of reference 28. This 
clearly illustrates the difficulty of effectively applying 
twist and camber at high supersonic Mach numbers. 
1.4 
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is a measure of the departure from the upper limit 
and approach to the lower bound. 
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Suction Parameter 
In comparing the aerodynamic performance of 
various wing designs, a common figure of merit is 
convenient. The lift-drag ratio which is often used for 
this purpose is affected by thickness as well as pure 
lift effects and is not used here. Because this study 
is designed to  concentrate on lifting efficiency, the 
suction parameter is used for the purpose of rating 
the performance. The suction parameter which is 
defined by the equation 
may be explained with the aid of sketch U. With 
this parameter, the wing drag is compared with 
upper and lower bounds. The upper bound CD,O + 
CL tan (CLICL,) is the drag of a flat wing with no 
leading-edge thrust and no vortex forces. Actually, 
flat wings develop some degree of leading-edge thrust 
and/or some degree of vortex force and generally 
have somewhat lower drags than given by the upper 
limit. A prime advantage of this upper limit is its 
simplicity and repeatability. The lower bound CD,O + 
C;/nAR is the drag of a wing with an elliptical 
span load distribution (a uniform downwash) and the 
full amount of any theoretical leading-edge thrust 
that might be called for. There is no supersonic 
wave drag-due-to-lift contribution. This limit is a 
carryover from subsonic speeds where the limit is 
reasonably achievable. At supersonic speeds, the 
presence of wave drag due to lift prevents a close 
approach to  this value. Again the simplicity and 
repeatability make it a logical choice. As shown by 
the equation and the sketch, the suction parameter 
tan (CL 
AR 
/CL 
Analysis of Flat Wing Data 
As mentioned in the section “Theoretical Consid- 
erations,” the WINGDES2 code provides an estimate 
of attainable thrust and vortex forces. A compari- 
son of the theory with measured data for flat wings 
(wings without twist or camber) provides a test of the 
accuracy of the prediction for baseline configurations 
uncomplicated by the presence of twist and camber. 
In addition, the examination of such data helps il- 
lustrate the need for twist and camber to overcome 
performance penalties due to the failure to develop 
the theoretical leading-edge thrust. 
60’ Swept Arrow Wings 
Figure 2 presents data from reference 6 for 60’ 
swept arrow wings with various wing sections tested 
at Mach numbers from 1.60 to  2.16. The flat wings 
were tested in both an upright and an inverted atti- 
tude; data for these two conditions indicate to some 
degree the repeatability and accuracy of the measure- 
ments. The most notable effect, of the model attitude 
(upright or inverted) is in the axial-force data and the 
suction parameter. Only small differences are seen in 
the normal force. Differences in pitching moment and 
drag are so small that only upright data are shown. 
For the “sharp” leading edge shown in figure 2(a), 
the model actually had a small amount of bluntness 
estimated to  correspond to a constant radius of about 
0.004 in. along the whole leading edge. This value 
was used in the code cstimation of attainable thrust. 
The theory overestimates the axial force (under- 
estimates the thrust) and overestimates the normal 
force. The net result is that through compensating 
errors the drag and suction parameter agreement is 
quite good. 
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For the standard section with r / c  = 0.0026 shown 
in figure 2(b). there is still some underestimation of 
the thrust and some overestimation of the normal 
force. but again drag and suction parameter are in 
close agreement. For the blunt section with r / c  = 
0.00470 shown in figure 2(c)? the theory gives a better 
estimate of the thrust, but the suction parameter 
is overestimated. Considering some uncertainties in 
the experimental data, reasonable agreement occurs 
between theory and experiment, especially for the 
suction parameter figure of merit. 
If full theoretical leading-edge thrust (the dashed 
line) could be achieved, the wings of figures 2(a) 
to (c) would have a theoretical suction parameter 
of about 0.64 over the entire lift-coefficient range 
instead of only at C, = 0. The measured values 
clearly fall far short of this ideal except for very small 
lift coefficients. 
The wing with the standard section when tested 
at higher Mach numbers (figs. 2(d) to ( f ) )  showed 
decreasing thrust and decreasing suction parameter. 
The theory gives zero thrust for Mach numbers of 
2.00 and greater. The experiment however indicates 
the presence of some effective thrust, perhaps due in 
part to a detached wing bow shock which allows a 
subsonic type of flow at the leading edge. Again, in 
spite of some discrepancies in force components, the 
prediction of suction parameter variation with Mach 
number is reasonably good. 
Modified Arrow Wings 
Another set of flat wing data is shown in fig- 
ure 3.  These data for a wing with aspect ratio of 
1.83 and various sections tested at Mach numbers of 
1.60 and 2.36 are taken from reference 7. As shown 
in figure 3(a), the wing section characterized as sharp 
leading edge displays an axial-force decrease (an at- 
attack. The theory gives a good estimate of this force 
by using an assumed constant leading-edge radius of 
0.004 in. All the other measured aerodynamic char- 
acteristics including drag and suction parameter are 
also in good agreement with the theory. Data for the 
wing with a standard section (NACA 65A004) with 
r / c  = 0.001 shown in figure 3(b) also agree well with 
the theory. The aerodynamic efficiency of this wing, 
however. is only marginally better than that of the 
sharp-leading-edge wing. For the blunt-leading-edge 
wing of figure 3(c). which has a maximum value of 
r / c  of 0.004. the theory predicts a larger amount of 
thrust and a greater suction parameter than actually 
is realized. In fact, the measured data are almost the 
same as those of the wing with the standard section. 
I tainable leading-edge thrust increase) with angle of 
The wings whose data are shown in figures 3(a) 
to (c) would produce suction parameters of about 
0.62 for all lift coefficients if full theoretical leading- 
edge thrust could be achieved. Again the measured 
lifting efficiency is well below this level. 
Data for these same three wings at  a Mach num- 
ber of 2.36 are shown in figures 3(d) to ( f ) .  Even 
at  this high Mach number, part of the leading edge 
is subsonic ( p  cot Ale < 1) and some thrust is devel- 
oped. Again in spite of some discrepancies, the the- 
ory provides a reasonable prediction of the measured 
performance. 
A significant observation for these and the pre- 
vious flat wings is that sharp leading edges actually 
have some effective leading-edge radius and may have 
only small performance penalties relative to the stan- 
dard sections. Also blunt leading edges fail t o  offer 
any improvement in performance relative to that of 
the standard sections. An examination of geomet- 
ric data for a large number of NACA airfoil sections 
shows that leading-edge radius is related to the sec- 
tion maximum thickness and location of maximum 
thickness by the simple expression 
r 0.28 t 
c r l  max 
- % - (;) 
Two-dimensional experimental airfoil data for NACA 
wing sections were used in the calibration of the 
attainable thrust prediction method; thus, it is not 
surprising that the method is more accurate for 
“standard sections” than for arbitrary shapes. 
These observations lead to the following sugges- 
tion for selection of leading-edge radius for use in 
code predictions of attainable thrust. First, make as 
accurate as possible an estimate of the actual leading- 
edge radius with stated ratios for standard sections 
and measured values or estimates for nonstandard 
sections. Then compare this radius with that given 
by the preceding expression and use whichever is 
smaller. Application of this procedure to an appro- 
priate selection of wingspan stations gives a span- 
wise distribution of leading-edge radius that should 
improve prediction capabilities. 
Aspect Ratio 2 Wing-Body Combination 
Additional flat wing data (ref. 8) presented in 
figure 4 provide a further test of the prediction ability 
of the theory. Figures 4(a) to (c) show data for 
the aspect ratio 2 wing at three different Reynolds 
numbers. The theory predicts a small increase in 
the amount of thrust attainable as the Reynolds 
number increases. The experiment also shows a 
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small but noticeable improvement in the wing lifting 
efficiency, as measured by the suction parameter, 
with increasing Reynolds number. 
Reference 8 provides data and an analysis, which 
points out some hazards in evaluating wing lifting 
efficiency a t  wind tunnel Reynolds numbers. At low 
Reynolds numbers, there may be regions of laminar 
flow at small angles of attack and a transition to 
more nearly turbulent flow as the angle increases. 
Such changes obscure attempts to evaluate increases 
in lifting efficiency brought about by measures taken 
to increase attainable thrust or by the introduction 
of twist and camber. The results shown in figure 4 
and throughout this paper are from tests which used 
transition strips, which attempt to simulate a fully 
turbulent boundary layer. 
Figures 4(d) and (e) illustrate the influence of 
Mach number on attainable thrust and wing per- 
formance at a Reynolds number of 5.6 x lo6. The 
thrust and the other performance characteristics are 
well predicted by the theory. 
The data in figure 4(d) for a configuration with 
a 3-percent-thick airfoil may be compared with the 
data for the 5-percent-thick airfoil shown in fig- 
ure 4(b). The thinner airfoil has a lower value of 
C0.0 because of its lower wave drag but also develops 
less thrust which results in little noticeable change in 
drag a t  the higher lift coefficients. 
In general, the flat wings examined in this sec- 
tion displayed relatively low levels of aerodynamic 
efficiency as measured by the suction parameter, 
even though predicted levels of attainable thrust were 
achieved. Thcre is clearly a need to explore the use 
of twist and camber to  substitute distributed thrust 
forces for thc unattained concentrated thrust. 
Analysis of Twisted and Cambered Wing 
Data 
A wide variety of representative twisted and cam- 
bered wing data has been examined to  assess achiev- 
able levels of supersonic lifting efficiency. For con- 
sistency in the analysis of the data, one computer 
code, the WINGDES2 code previously discussed, is 
applied to  all the data. Linearized theory meth- 
ods, even modified methods such as WINGDES, have 
certain deficiencies in application to  twisted and cam- 
bered wings. Specifically the tendency is to over- 
estimate the pcrformance levels achievable and to 
overestimate the amount of twist and camber re- 
quired for a particular application. More accurate 
alternate methods, however, have not yet been devel- 
oped to the point where they can easily and quickly 
be applied to the volume of cases treated herein. 
Data for the twisted and cambered wings are pre- 
sented in the same fashion as for the flat wing with 
one exception. Axial and normal forces are calcu- 
lated and plotted as a function of the quantity cr - cro 
instead of a. The angle a0 as shown in sketch V is 
the theoretical angle of attack at which the twisted 
and cambered wing produces a lift coefficient of zero. 
This conversion permits a clear visualization of the 
prime characteristic of efficient twisted and cambered 
wings, which, as shown in sketch W, is an axial force 
with a negative slope so that for design conditions, 
an axial force associated with a flat wing with full 
thrust may be replaced by an axial force resulting 
from a distributed thrust. 
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Aspect Ratio 2 Wing-Body Combination 
With Conical Camber 
Figure 5 shows data from reference 8 for an aspect 
ratio 2 wing-body combination with conical camber 
designed for a Mach number of 1.00 and a lift coef- 
ficient of 0.215. Data for this wing tested at a Mach 
number of 1.30 and a Reynolds number of 5.6 x lo6 
are shown in figure 5(a). A value of C D , ~  of 0.0122 
taken from the experimental data of figure 4(d) 
was used in applying the theory to the twisted and 
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cambered wing body. Even though this wing sur- 
face was designed for different conditions than those 
of the test. it performed quite well. The decrease 
of axial force with increasing angle of attack indi- 
cates an effective substitution of distributed thrust 
for the theoretical leading-edge thrust. Realization 
of this thrust force results in a measured peak suc- 
tion parameter of about 0.55 a t  a lift coefficient of 
about 0.20. which is a considerable improvement over 
the corresponding value of about 0.20 for the flat 
wing. The theory gives a good estimate of the actual 
performance. 
Data for the conically cambered wing at  a Mach 
number of 1.70 shown in figure 5(b) show a much 
poorer performance. only slightly better than the cor- 
responding flat wing (fig. 4(e)). Also a sizable dis- 
crepancy exists between the theory and the measured 
data. This tendency for poorer performance and 
poorer theoretical prediction ability as Mach num- 
ber increases is seen throughout this paper. 
Aspect Ratio 1.57 Wing-Body 
Combination Designed for M = 1.62 
Data from reference 4 for wings twisted and cam- 
bered for three different lift coefficients a t  a Mach 
number of 1.62 are shown in figure 6. The wings 
were designed to carry a uniform load at  lift coeffi- 
cients of 0.08 and 0.20. The third wing in the series, a 
flat wing, may be considered to have a design lift co- 
efficient of 0. Shown in figure 6(a) for the flat wing is 
some evidence of a partially laminar flow for a near 
zero (the decrease in CA as a = 0 is approached) 
which makes selection of the proper value of CD.O a 
bit more difficult. Also raised is a question about 
the stability of the flow over the other wings. Thus, 
some uncertainty exists regarding the performance 
levels actually achieved. The negative slopes of the 
axial-force curves and the close agreement of experi- 
ment and theory shown in figures 6(b) and (c) indi- 
cate that the goal of the design was largely achieved. 
The measured suction parameters are probably rea- 
sonably accurate despite the C0.0 uncertainty, and 
measured suction parameter peaks approach theoret- 
ical values. 
The existence of data for three design lift coeffi- 
cients permits an examination of the dependence of 
lifting efficiency as measured by the suction param- 
eter on the severity of the surface warping. Such 
information is presented in figure 7, where suction 
parameter at each of three designated lift coefficients 
is shown as a function of the design lift coefficient. 
At any given point on the wing planform, the cam- 
ber surface ordinates are directly proportional to the 
design lift coefficient. In this plot and all subsequent 
plots of experimental suction parameter versus de- 
sign lift coefficient, the fairing is based on three data 
points even if only two appear in the figure. For an 
operational lift coefficient of 0.08, shown a t  the top 
of the figure, the theory predicts a peak suction pa- 
rameter of about 0.53 at  or near the lift coefficient 
of 0.08. The experimental data indicate a somewhat 
lower peak of about 0.47 at  a lower design lift coef- 
ficient. The same pattern occurs for the other op- 
erating lift  coefficients. The theory not only over- 
estimates the attainable suction parameters but also 
provides a surface that is too severe for a given op- 
erational lift coefficient. These characteristics of the 
theory are explored in greater depth in succeeding 
examples. 
Arrow Wings Designed for M = 2.00 
The twisted and cambered wings of reference 9 
were designed to  carry an optimum combination of 
three candidate loadings subject to the limiting of 
leading-edge loadings to values no more than 40 per- 
cent greater than the average loading over the whole 
wing. This was done to allow a greater theoretical 
lifting efficiency than a uniform loading while still 
avoiding transonic flow in the cross-flow plane for the 
chosen leading-edge sweep angles of 70" and 75" at 
the design conditions of M = 2.00 and CL,des = 0.16. 
The design was accomplished by application of meth- 
ods described in references 30 and 31 in a laborious 
process of hand calculation. Those methods later 
formed the basis for the computer implemented de- 
sign method of reference 19. 
Data from tests of arrow wings with a 70" leading- 
edge sweep are shown in figure 8. These semispan 
models were tested on a boundary-layer bypass plate 
mounted on the tunnel sting support, which was 
found to produce a flow of Mach number 2.05 instead 
of the design value of 2.00. Data are shown for a flat 
wing (CL.des = 0), a wing twisted and cambered for 
the design lift coefficient of 0.16, and a wing with 
an intermediate design lift coefficient of 0.08. The 
wing with CL,des = 0.08 has camber surface ordinates 
which for any given point on the planform are one 
half those for the wing with CL&s = 0.16. As 
shown by the flat wing axial-force data of figure 8(a), 
a small amount of effective leading-edge thrust is 
developed even though the 3-percent-thick circular- 
arc sections have a theoretical leading-edge radius 
of 0. For the theoretical calculations, an estimated 
leading-edge radius of 0.004 in. at all span stations 
was used. From the appearance of the axial-force 
plot, it may be assumed that C0.0 can be established 
with acceptable accuracy. Data for the wing with 
CL,des = 0.16 of figure 8(c) show a noticeable failure 
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to achieve the theoretical values of C, at and near the 
angle of attack for CL = 0.16. The suction parameter 
also shows a considerable discrepancy between the 
theoretical and measured lifting efficiencies. Causes 
of these discrepancies are addressed subsequently. 
Note that the closest approach of the theoretical and 
experimental suction parameter is not at  the design 
lift coefficient but at a higher CL. Data for the wing 
with the milder camber surface in figure 8(b) show a 
closer agreement of theory and experiment than for 
the wing with C L . ~ ~ ~  = 0.16. At a lift coefficient of 
0.16, the suction parameter for this wing is somewhat 
higher than that for the wing with CL.des = 0.16. For 
the wing with Cl,,des = 0.08, the maximum lift-drag 
ratio, which occurs at CL M 0.14, was found to  be 
about 8.8, which compares with a value of about 
8.1 for the flat wing and about 8.3 for the wing 
with C L , ~ ~ ~ ~  = 0.16. After the publication of these 
data in reference 9, many supersonic wing designers 
began to  apply a rule of thumb in which design lift, 
coefficients equal t o  some fraction of the operational 
lift coefficient (usually 0.5 to 0.8) were used in the 
theoretical design. 
Figure 9 shows suction parameter at each of three 
selected lift coefficients as a function of the design 
lift coefficient. Although theoretical peak suction 
parameters of about 0.56 are predicted, measured 
peaks are about 0.38 or less. As in the data for 
the aspect ratio 1.57 wing-body at M = 1.62 shown 
in figure 7, the measured peaks also occur at lower 
design lift coefficients. At this higher Mach number, 
the ratio of measured and theoretical peaks and the 
lift coefficients at which they occur are lower than at  
M = 1.62. 
To further explore the characteristics of twisted 
and cambered wings, the 70" swept wings were 
subjected to pressure distribution tests reported in 
reference 10. Sample data from these tests are repro- 
duced in figure 10. Upper and lower surface pres- 
sure coefficients are shown as a function of nondi- 
merisionalized distance behind the wing leading edge 
for selected semispan stations and for selected an- 
gles of attack. The angles were selected so that data 
would be shown for an angle near that at which 
a theoretical CL of 0.16 is reached and at angles 
4" lower and 4" higher. The experimental distribu- 
tions can be compared with linearized theory distri- 
butions, also taken directly from reference 10. The 
WINGDES2 code givcs results that differ very little 
from those shown when the vortex pressure loadings 
are disregarded. 
For the flat wing data of figure lO(a); experiment 
and theory agree reasonably well for small angles of 
attack and inboard stations. At high angles of attack, 
the discrepancies can get very large, particularly near 
the wingtip. The primary cause is the theoretical 
leading-edge singularity which of course cannot exist 
in the real flow. Also present is evidence of a leading- 
edge flow separation (very noticeable for a: = 8" 
and 6 = 0.3) which is not predicted by the basic 
linearized theory. 
In the data for the wing with C L , ~ ~ ~  = 0.08 of
figure 10(b), reasonable agreement of experiment and 
theory is seen out t o  the 0.7 span station for a = 2" 
which corresponds to a theoretical lift coefficient of 
about 0.15. This is in accord with the relatively good 
performance of this wing compared with the other 
two. For this angle of attack, little or no evidence 
of the separated leacling-edge flow noted for the flat 
wing is seen. 
For the data for the wing with C L . ~ ~ ~  = 0.16 in
figure lO(c), there is a notable failure to produce 
the theoretical loadings in the vicinity of the leading 
edge for the Q = 0" (C, = 0.16) design condition. 
In fact at the outboard station, a negative rather 
than a positive loading is realized. This failure 
can have disastrous effects on twisted and cambered 
wing performance because the indicated theoretical 
loadings are required if the flat wing theoretical 
leading-edge thrust is to be recovered. 
The pressure distribution data just examined can 
be very useful in diagnosing the failures of the lin- 
earized theory in wing design and in providing reme- 
dies. An analysis of the pressure distribution data 
for the wing with C ' L , ~ ~ ~  = 0.16, which may be il- 
lustrated with the aid of figure 11, shows how an 
improved wing design may be devised. The basis 
of the analysis is an assumption that for reasonably 
efficient performance of the twisted and cambered 
wing, leading-edge AC, loadings close to  the theo- 
retical level of C L , J ~ ~  = 1.4 are required and that 
these loadings may be controlled by a properly se- 
lected incremental twist distribution. As illustrated 
by the sketch at the top of the figure, the data of fig- 
ure 1O(c) were used in defining a leading-edge lifting 
pressure coefficient for each span station and angle 
of attack. When assembled and faired as shown in 
the middle of the figure, these data provide the in- 
formation necessary to  define the required twist dis- 
tribution. The plot for AC,,,, versus a has superim- 
posed on it the design value of AC,,l, of 0.22 which 
is cqual to l . 4 C ~ . d ~ ~ .  From this plot, for each span 
station the angle of attack a t  which AC,,,, = 0.22 
is achieved may be read. The results are shown 
at the bottom of the figure in a plot which shows 
the local angle of attack at  which AC,,le of 0.22 
would be achieved. As shown by the dashed line, an 
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incremental twist distribution closely corresponding 
to that derived from the analysis of experimental 
data can be produced by a change of 0.04 in de- 
sign lift coefficient, a reduction from 0.16 to 0.12. 
This incremental twist distribution was found by us- 
ing camber surface ordinates from the wing with 
CL,des = 0.16 to define its spanwise twist distribu- 
tion and then applying a factor (based on the linear 
dependence of z ordinates on CL,~,,) to fit the ex- 
perimentally derived twist distribution. The impli- 
cation of this diagnosis is that the linearized theory 
overestimates the magnitude of the upwash ahead of 
the leading edge and, because of this overestimation, 
calls for an amount of camber that is too large to pro- 
vide a near-tangent onset flow at the leading edge in 
the real flow. In this case, the effective upwash that 
actually developed apparently is only about 75 per- 
cent (0.12/0.16) of the theoretical values. 
In this analysis, an assumption is implied that 
local leading-edge flow is primarily influenced by 
the local geometry and is not critically dependent 
on geometry changes elsewhere. This assumption 
is probably reasonable if the geometry changes are 
small and gradual. Results of the preceding analysis 
are reinforced by the data of figure 9, which shows 
that for a lift coefficient of 0.16 the actual suction 
parameter maximized not at C L , ~ ~ ~  = 0.16 but near 
CL,des = 0.12. The preceding analysis thus indicates 
not only that the proper reduction in design lift 
coefficient will offer improved performance but also 
that there is not likely to be any appreciably better 
adjustment applicable to linearized theory design 
met hods. 
The observed tendency of the actual upwash to 
fall short of the linearized theory prediction is not 
surprising. The theory gives large values of upwash in 
the vicinity of the leading edge and an infinite value 
at the leading edge itself, which is of course unattain- 
able. In addition the bow wave created by the wing 
thickness will cause the upwash generation to begin 
farther ahead of the leading edge than indicated by 
the theoretical Mach line. Thus the actual flow ver- 
tical velocities will develop more gradually than the 
theory indicates and will achieve smaller maximum 
values. 
Data from tests of the wing with a 75' swept lead- 
ing edge reported in reference 9 are given in figure 12. 
Only a flat wing and a wing with C L . ~ , ~  = 0.16 were 
tested, and no subsequent pressure distribution tests 
were conducted. Therefore, an extensive analysis as 
was made for the 70' swept wing cannot be per- 
formed. As for the 70' swept wings, the twisted and 
cambered wing offered an improved performance over 
that of the flat wing at  the design lift coefficient and 
at  higher lift coefficients. 
Modified Arrow Wings Designed for 
M = 2.60 
A systematic study of the effects of leading-edge 
sweep angle and design lift coefficient on the per- 
formance of twisted and cambered arrow wings is 
reported in reference 11. These wings had clipped 
tips because, as discussed in reference 11 and else- 
where in this report, the regions removed provide lit- 
tle or no improvement in lifting efficiency but do con- 
tribute to thickness and skin friction drag. A series 
of nine wings composing a matrix of three leading- 
edge sweep angles ( p  cot AI, = 0.60, 0.75, and 0.90) 
and three design lift coefficients (CL,des = 0, 0.08, 
and 0.12) at  a Mach number of 2.60 was designed by 
use of the method of reference 20. Data from tests 
of those wings are presented in figures 13 t o  15. 
Data for a 75.96' swept wing (pcot A,, = 0.60) 
are shown in figure 13, data for a 72.65' swept wing 
( p  cot A,, = 0.75) are shown in figure 14, and data 
for a 69.44" swept wing (pcot A], = 0.90) are shown 
in figure 15. Qualitative results are similar t o  those 
found for the previously discussed arrow wings tested 
at a hIach number of 2.05. 
In figures 13 to 15, notice that as the sweep 
angle decreases, the suction parameter associated 
with full recovery of the flat wing theoretical leading- 
edge thrust (the dashed line) also decreases. This 
decrease occurs not only because of the reduced 
leading-edge thrust for ,6 cot AI, approaching 1 but 
also because of the increased wave drag due to  lift. 
Wave drag due to lift tends to  vary inversely with the 
square of the wing lifting length in the streamwise 
direction. The wing with /3 cot 121, = 0.90 has only 
82 percent of the lifting length of the wing with 
p cot Ale = 0.60 and thus would have a wave drag due 
to lift about 50 percent higher. The improvement 
in the longitudinal lift distribution offered by well- 
designed twist and camber is more important for the 
wing with p cot A,, = 0.90 and results in a theoretical 
performance considerably better than that of the flat 
wing with full leading-edge thrust. 
The twisted and cambered wings offer perfor- 
mance improvements but not as much as predicted 
by the theory. Peak measured suction parameters fall 
well below the theory and generally occur at higher 
lift coefficients. The primary value of these data is 
their use in defining the dependence of wing per- 
formance as measured by the suction parameter on 
sweep angle as well as design lift coefficient. Fig- 
ure 16 shows suction parameter at three selected 
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lift coefficients for the three different wing plan- 
forms plotted as a function of design lift coefficient. 
Both theoretical and experimental data show de- 
creasing suction parameters with increasing values 
of the parameter pcot  Ale, which is similar to the 
trends shown in figures l (b)  and (c). As for the 
previous arrow wings tested at A4 = 2.05 (fig. 9), 
measured suction parameter peaks are well below the 
theoretical peaks and occur at lower design lift coeffi- 
cients. The experimental peak is generally a smaller 
fraction of the theoretical peak than was true for the 
data at M = 2.05. The value of CL for the experi- 
mental peak is also a smaller fraction of CL for the 
theoretical peak than it was for the data at M = 2.05. 
Figure 17 shows maximum suction parameter at 
each of three lift coefficients as a function of the 
leading-edge sweep-angle parameter. Fairing of the 
data for the three wing planforms indicates that a 
sweep-angle parameter near /3cotAle = 0.60 gives 
the greatest lifting efficiency. Similar plots in refer- 
ence 11 in which maximum lift-drag ratio was the 
dependent variable showed an optimum /3 cot Ale be- 
tween 0.60 and 0.70. 
Delta Wing-Body Combination Designed 
for M = 3.50 
Tests of delta wings twisted and cambered to 
support an optimum combination of three loads at  a 
Mach number of 3.50 reported in reference 12 failed 
to  show any appreciable benefit of departures from 
the flat surface. These data are shown in figure 18. 
However, plots of suction parameter versus design 
lift coefficient shown in figure 19 indicate that design 
lift coefficients somewhat lower than the intermediate 
value of 0.05 should offer some small improvement 
over the flat wing. 
Arbitrary Planform Wing-Body 
Combination Designed for M = 2.40 
Reference 13 presents a study of the effect of 
leading-edge lifting pressure constraints on the per- 
formance of twisted and cambered wings designed for 
a lift coefficient of 0.08 at a Mach number of 2.40. A 
basic twisted and cambered wing was designed by 
use of methods described in references 21 to 24 with 
no constraints applied. The design employed an op- 
timum combination of an apparently large, but un- 
specified, number of candidate loadings. A second 
design with a moderate constraint restricted leading- 
edge pressures so that, at design conditions, the flow 
component normal to  the leading edge would have a 
Mach number less than 1.00. A third design with a 
severe constraint restricted leading-edge lifting pres- 
sures to zero for the whole wingspan. 
Data for these three twisted and cambered wings 
and for a flat wing of the same planform are shown in 
figure 20. All the twisted and cambered wings offer a 
small but measurable performance improvement over 
the flat wing for lift coefficients at which the twisted 
and cambered wing suction parameter reaches its 
maximum value. The unconstrained design offers its 
maximum improvement at and near the design CL 
of 0.08. The severely constrained wing, on the other 
hand, offers an advantage only for lift coefficient,s in 
excess of 0.12. 
A detailed examination of the relative merit.s of 
each of these designs is made simpler by the use of 
figure 21 which enlarges the suction parameter plots 
and provides sketches depicting a mid semispan load- 
ing and surface for the design lift coefficient and for 
a lift coefficient twice that. According to the experi- 
mental data, the design with no constraint produces 
a maximum suction parameter of about 0.36 at i t  lift 
coefficient of about 0.09. At this lift coefficient, the 
mid semispan loading and surface shape are closc to 
those depicted in the sketch for the design CL. For 
the moderate constraint, the pcak measured param- 
eter of about 0.30 occurs for a lift coefficient of about 
0.14. For the severely constrained design, the peak 
measured suction parameter is slightly less than 0.30 
but is reached only when the lift coefficient is about 
0.16, or more than twice the design value. Measured 
suction parameter for the flat wing shows a consider- 
able degree of scatter but does stabilize a t  the higher 
lift coefficients. A fairing of the experimental data for 
this wing takes into consideration the characteristics 
of other flat wings treated in this study. 
These data indicate that the imposition of pres- 
sure restraints more severe than those given by the 
theoretical optimum combination of loads is coun- 
terproductive. Lcading-edge pressures of zero at  the 
leading edge itself and not much greater than zero at 
locations behind the leading edge conflict with the 
goal of substituting a distributed thrust force for the 
theoretical leading-edge force. Such a strategy can 
work only if the loading behind the leading edgc is 
permitted to increase rapidly to  high levels so that 
a substantial thrusting force can be developed. Ap- 
parently, the candidate loadiiigs used in the design 
process did not include any with this characteristic. 
Notice that for the severely constrained wing design, 
both theory and experiment show improved perfor- 
mance at lift coefficients above the design value. At 
these higher lift coefficients, flat plate AC, incre- 
ments result in much larger theoretical loadings in 
the vicinity of the wing leading edge. The restricted 
design thus behaves somewhat like an unrestricted 
design for higher lift coefficients but. in all likelihood 
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produces a lower performance level than would the 
unrestricted design. 
Sote  that for the design of sharp leading edges, 
the \l-INGDES2 code attempts to provide an align- 
ment of leading-edge surface slope with the local 
upwash at  design conditions so that leading-edge 
pressure loadings are near zero. This code, how- 
ever. includes candidate surfaces which allow a rapid 
curvature away from the alignment condition so t,hat 
pressure loadings and thrust forces in the vicinity of 
the wing leading edge can be substantial. 
74" Swept Arrow Wing-Body 
Combinat ion 
Data from reference 14 for an arrow wing designed 
for a lift coefficient of 0.1 and a hlach number of 2.50 
are presented in figure 22. For the flat wing of fig- 
ure 22 (a). good correlation of experiment and theory 
occurs for most of the lift coefficient range. For the 
twisted and cambered wing, however, the measured 
performance again falls short of thcorctical expec- 
tations. A flow breakdown starting at an angle of 
attack of about 4 O  and a lift coefficient of about 0.1 
is shown by the axial-force curve. 
75' Swept Modified Arrow Wing-Body 
Combinat ion 
Figure 23 presents data from reference 15 for a 
modified arrow wing designed for a lift coefficient 
of 0.1 at a Mach number of 3.00. The methods 
of references 30 and 31 were employed to  define a 
surface corresponding to an optimum combination of 
loads. The number of candidate loadings used in the 
design is not specified. Apparently no limitations 
were placed on the magnitude of the total local 
loading. 
The surface has a severe slope in the region of the 
wing apex, which is clearly shown in the photographs 
of reference 15. This characteristic in combination 
with the modified arrow wing planform produces an 
artistic shape which is represented in the original 
NAS.4 logo. From a purely theoretical standpoint. 
the wing apex shape would be beneficial in produc- 
ing a large amount of forward lift which would in 
turn create a large upwash along the outboard wing 
leading edge resulting in increased distributed thrust. 
However. as indicated by the data of figure 23, the 
measured performance falls far short of the theo- 
retical potential. Because no flat wing tests were 
conducted. the Boeing complex of codes (refs. 21 
to 23) was employed to provide a C0.0 estimate. The 
wave drag coefficient at  zero lift was calculated to 
be 0.0023. and the skin friction drag coefficient was 
0.0048. An estimated additional drag coefficient of 
0.0006 was added to these two components to ac- 
count for the use of grit strips to ensure a turbu- 
lent boundary layer. For the wtimated total C D , ~  of 
0.0077. the maximum measured suction parameter 
is only slightly more than zero. Based on observa- 
tions of data for other configurations treated in this 
paper. this wing is unlikely to give an aerodynamic 
performance better than that of a flat wing. 
One possible reason for the poor performance may 
be illustrated by sketch X which has t)ecm prepared 
with data provided by the R'INGDES2 code. This 
plot shows the effect of the severe surfacc slope in the 
region of the wing apex on the leading-edge flow con- 
ditions. As shown in the sketch. the angle of attack 
for zero thrust for an inboard semispan location is 
6" or more negative compared with a design angle of 
attack of 0". As described elsewhere in this paper, for 
a well-designed wing the range of full thrust should 
cover the design angle. Failure to provide the proper 
leading-edge surface alignment with thc flow ahcad 
prevents the recovery of the theoretical leading-edge 
thrust on which the wing efficiency depends. Large 
discrepancies such as shown in sketch X also indicate 
the possibility of severe flow separation which inval- 
idates the theory. In particular, flow separation in 
the wing apex region would reduce the local lift arid 
the resultant upwash field on which the theoretical 
performance depends. 
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Supersonic Transport Wing-Body 
Combinat ion 
The wing-body combination whose planform is 
shown in the sketch of figure 24 is one of a large n u n -  
ber of candidate supersonic transport configurations 
studied by NASA heginning in the midsixties. As 
described in references 32 and 33, a complete vehicle 
model known as the SCAT 15F. built on a similar 
baseline configuration, was assembled arid tested to 
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serve as a demonstration of the integration of various 
techniques for design optimization that were then be- 
ing developed. One of the key techniques was the use 
of wing twist and camber. Data from reference 16 
for a wing designed by the method of reference 19 
for a lift coefficient of 0.08 and a Mach number of 
2.70 are shown in figure 24. For this configuration, 
no data for a comparable flat configuration were ob- 
tained; therefore, a value of CD,O was estimated. The 
Boeing complex of codes (refs. 21 to 24) was used to 
evaluate a skin friction coniponent of 0.0060 and a 
zero lift wave drag of 0.0010. An additional incre- 
merit of 0.0006 due to the grit strips used to ensure 
a turbulent boundary was estimated from data sup- 
plied in reference 16. An estimated total CD,O of 
0.0076 is included in the theory shown in figure 24. 
Thc theory agrees reasonably well with all the exper- 
imental data up to an angle of attack of about 5" or 
a lift Coefficient of about 0.12. As might now be ex- 
pected, however, there is some failure to achieve the 
theoretically predicted suction parameter. The value 
achieved (about 0.30) though is relatively good for a 
Mach number this high. 
60° Swept Wing-Body Combination 
In reference 17, a different and more difficult class 
of design problem was undertaken. In this exercise, 
a relatively mild camber surface for a lift coefficient 
of 0.05 at a Mach number of 1.80 was subject to  a 
mission adaptive redesign in an attempt to improve 
performance at a maneuver lift coefficient of 0.36 and 
it Mach number of 1.60. Such a design presents a dif- 
ficult problem not only because of the more severe 
surfaces rcquired for high lift coefficients but also be- 
cause only a limited area of the wing surface is avail- 
able for the redesign. Only the front 20 percent of 
the local wing chord could be altered to provide a 
surface shape and loading for recovery of the theo- 
retical leading-edge thrust. The higher-than-normal 
prcssure loadings required may in fact be physically 
unattainable if they approach the vacuum pressure 
limit. A further complication is the possible inad- 
cquacy of the code numerical representation of the 
wing surface and loadings in the critical areas. For 
much of the outer wing panel, the modified surface 
may be represented by only one or two chordwise 
code elements which could lead to errors in calcu- 
lation of local pressure loadings and in definition 
of optimized surfaces. The latter problem could be 
avoided by an expansion of the code to handle a much 
larger number of elements. With the additional stor- 
age and higher speeds available with advanced com- 
puters, this should be possible. In design problems 
such as this, every possibility of using larger chord 
redesign areas should be explored. 
Figure 25(a) shows data at M = 1.60 for the 
cruise wing surface designed for a lift coefficient of 
0.05 at a Mach number of 1.80. As might be ex- 
pected, for such a mild surface, there is a reasonable 
correlation of experiment and theory for most of the 
angle of attack and lift coefficient ranges. 
An early version of the WINGDES2 code was 
used to  provide a mission adaptive surface design. 
In an attempt to provide the desired performance 
gains with a camber surface as mild as possible, the 
attainable thrust code features were utilized, and a 
design lift coefficient of 0.30 slightly less than the 
maneuver lift coefficient of 0.36 was used. The 
maneuver wing data shown in figure 25(b) show a 
large discrepancy between theory and experiment 
and a failure of the redesign to  offcr any improved 
performance at design conditions. An analysis in 
the following section of this paper explores in greater 
detail this particular design problem. 
In general, well-designcd twisted and cambered 
wings are found to  give an improved lifting efficiency 
compared with the corresponding flat wings. The 
performance as measured by the suction parameter, 
however, is below the theoretical potential given by 
linearized theory. The nature of these discrepancies 
is addressed in greater detail in the following section. 
Empirical Design Guidelines 
The preceding comparisons of theory and experi- 
ment for twisted and cambered wings revealed some 
consistent qualitative patterns. The maximum suc- 
tion parameters actually achieved were lower than 
those predicted by the theory, and the required 
surface for given design conditions was lcss sevcrc 
(smaller departures from a flat surface) than that 
given by the design methods. In addition. these 
differences become more pronounced with increasing 
Mach number. In this section, an attempt is made to  
quantify the differences and devise empirical adjust- 
ments to  more closely define optimum designs and to 
more accurately estimate achievable performance. 
Derivation of Empirical Design and 
Estimation Method 
Four of the experiments used in the analysis in- 
cluded data for a series of three wings with varying 
degrees of camber surface severity dictated by the 
design lift coefficient. Because the results of each of 
these experiments indicated a successful application 
of twist and camber, these data can be used in quan- 
tifying some empirical guidelines for application of 
linearized theory design methods. Data from plots 
of suction parameter versus design lift coefficient for 
a given operational lift coefficient (figs. 7, 9, 16, 
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and 19) have been assembled in figure 26. As shown 
in the sketch at the top of the figure, the impor- 
tant data points are the maximum values of the suc- 
tion parameter Ss.Illax for a given lift coefficient and 
the design lift coefficient C L , ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~  at which it is 
achieved. 
The plot in the middle of figure 26 permits a com- 
parison of the camber surface severity correspond- 
ing to the experimental maximum (( C L , ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ )  
and the camber surface severity corresponding to the 
theoretical maximum ( ( C L . ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  ) ) .  If the theory 
accurately represented the experimental data, these 
two values would be identical as shown by the dashed 
line. The plot shows that the actual surface required 
is always less severe than the theoretically generated 
surface and that the Mach number exert,s a strong in- 
fluence on the relative values. For a given Mach num- 
ber, there is, for practical purposes, just one ratio of 
experimentally determined optimum design lift coef- 
ficient to theoretical optimum design lift coefficient. 
This ratio is independent o f  the operational lif t  coef- 
ficient. Of particular significance are the data for the 
tests at A I  = 2.60 which cover various sweep angles 
(,B cot Ale = 0.60 to  0.90). The empirical ratios are 
applicable to a wide range of lift coefficients which 
should be greater than the CL range used in their 
derivation (0.08 to  0.16). However, at  very low CL 
values. where attainable concentrated leading-edge 
thrust may have a significant contribution, the wing 
performance is not critically dependent on the small 
amount of twist and camber that may be required, 
and a flat wing may perform as well as a wing with 
twist and camber corresponding to the indicated em- 
pirical ratios. 
The results of these correlations suggest the use 
of a design factor KD shown at the top of figure 27 
in determining a design lift coefficient for use in the- 
oretical wing design to replace the actual operational 
or cruise lift coefficient. Such a strategy is not new; it 
has been used before (for example, refs. 32 and 33). 
The present data, however, provide a firm base for 
the practice and demonstrate the dependence of the 
design factor on h'lach number. The previous analysis 
of the pressure data for the 70" arrow wing including 
the effect of wing twist and C L . ~ ~ ~  on leading-edge 
loadings also supports the strategy. It indicates not 
only that a change in CL,~~, is an effective measure 
in providing a more realistic optimum surface, but 
also that there is not likely to  be a better approach 
of comparable simplicity. 
The bottom of figure 26 shows the relationship 
betwcen maximum measured suction parameters and 
maximum theoretical suction parameters. These ra- 
tios are not as well defined as the ratios of CL,des 
but still can be useful. The greatest scatter is for the 
wings with i9cot At, = 0.90 tested by Alack (ref. 11). 
For these wings with a near sonic leading edge, suc- 
tion parameter tends to be relatively small and can 
be affected by variations in attainable thrust as in- 
fluenced by a wing-thickness-generated bow shock, 
which is not included in the theory. A factor ex- 
pressing the ratio between measured and theoretical 
maximum suction parameters is shown at the bottom 
of figure 27. This curve should be interpreted as an 
approximate upper bound for wings designed accord- 
ing to the principles outlined in this paper. These 
principles include not only the selection of the ap- 
propriate design lift coefficient but also the selection 
of design surfaces that provide the proper leading- 
edge onset flow conditions for thrust recovery and 
the prevention of flow separation. 
Application of Empirical Design and 
Estimation Method 
Use of the plots of figure 27 in selecting a design 
lift coefficient and estimating wing performance may 
be summarized as follows. First, for the selected 
design hlach number read the corresponding factor 
Kn from the top plot to define a design lift coefficient 
CL.des = KDCL.cruise 
for use in computer code definition of the lifting sur- 
face ordinates and theoretical performance including 
(SLS,max)th.  Then read Ks from the bottom plot t o  
estimate the suction parameter 
Ss.cruise = K S ( S s . m a x ) t h  
that can actually be achieved. The code value of 
(Ss,l l~ax)t~ for CL.des is used in this expression even 
though CL,des differs from C L . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  As illustrated in 
sketch Y for a wing-design family of various CL.des 
values. very little change in S,T,max occurs. The drag 
coefficient at cruise lift coefficient can be estimated 
by use of the expression 
which is derived from a rewriting of the suction 
parameter definition. The lift-drag polar near the 
cruise lift coefficient may be approximated as 
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where the suction parameter S, is found from the 
curve for theoretical S, versus CL for a value of CL 
equal to  KD times the actual CL and is corrected for 
the overestimation tendency by subtracting an in- 
crement between theoretical and experimental peak 
suction parameter, which is assumed to be constant 
over a range of C,. In equation form, 
Sketch Z illustrates a typical application of the 
procedure. 
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For small values of C L . ~ ~ ~ ,  the factor will prop- 
erly define the mild surface required, but appli- 
cation of the factor K s  may underestimate the 
performance. The suction parameter for a properly 
designed twisted and cambered wing will not be less 
than S, for a flat wing at the same CL. For a better 
performance estimate, use whichever value is greater. 
When the WINGDES code is used in the design mode 
with a flat initial surface (the code default), the first 
design iteration provides data for a flat wing. 
Although the empirical design and estimation fac- 
tors were derived from data for wings designed with- 
out attainable thrust considerations, they may also 
be applied to designs using the default option of thc 
WINGDES2 code in which camber surface require- 
ments are reduced to  a degree consistent with the 
estimated development of leading-edge thrust. The 
same tendency for the linearized theory to overesti- 
mate the local upwash is present in both cases. Ap- 
plication of the factor KO will provide a better design 
where local camber surface slopes are appreciable and 
will have little or no influence where slopes arc small 
or zero. The purpose of the attainable thrust design 
is not so much to improve performance as it is to  
give a comparable performance with a milder cam- 
ber surface. Thus, the factor K,y is still applicable. 
However, as previously mentioned, an estimated S,q 
value less than that of a flat wing at the same CI, 
should be replaced by the flat wing value. 
If the need to  impose moment restraints on an op- 
timum combination of loadings arises, the following 
expression can be used: 
This expression provides a design moment at CL.~~,, 
which in combination with a moment increment due 
to the difference between C L , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  and C L , ~ ~ ~  yields 
the desired Cm,cr,lise. 
Although wing-design codes provide for the de- 
sign of surfaces meeting specified moment restraints, 
this capability should be used cautiously for super- 
sonic cruise vehicles. As shown in figure 28, the 
imposition of seemingly mild Cm,cies restraints can 
have large effects on lifting efficiency. This exam- 
ple is for a 70" swept arrow wing designed for a lift 
coefficient of 0.16 at  a Mach number of 2.05 by use 
of the WINGDES2 code, but the results are typical. 
If, for example, twist and camber were employed to 
shift the center of pressure from the unrestrained de- 
sign location of about 0.503 to a location of about 
0.253 to  be more consistent with the presumed sub- 
sonic location, a design moment coefficient of zero 
would be required. This requirement would result in 
about a 35-percent reduction in suction parameter or 
about a 10-percent reduction in Consid- 
eration in providing trim for supersonic cruise flight 
should be given to configuration center-of-gravity se- 
lection, to fuel management, or to other nonaero- 
dynamic means. Combating the aerodynamic-center 
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shift from subsonic to supersonic speeds will gener- 
ally be accomplished with less penalty by the use 
of subsonic rat her than supersonic aerodynamic de- 
vices. See reference 34 for a study of subsonic mo- 
ment control systems including flaps. canards, and 
horizontal tails. 
Test Cases of Empirical Method 
Existing experimental data such as those re- 
produced in this paper can be used to assess the 
validity of the empirical design and evaluation meth- 
ods. For an existing wing surface, it is first neces- 
sary to establish a design lift coefficient by use of an 
evaluation code (in this case the evaluation mode of 
iVINGDES2). Then the factor K D  is applied to find 
the cruise lift coefficient for which this surface would 
have been designed if the empirical design selection 
method had been applied directly. In a certain sense, 
it is an inverse application of the empirical design and 
estiniation method. 
Such an application for the 70' swept arrow wing 
originally designed for a cruise lift coefficient of 0.08 
at a Nach number of 2.00 (tested at hlr = 2.05) 
is illustrated in figure 29(a). Because data for this 
wing (shown in fig. 8) were included in the derivation 
of the method, good correlation would be expected; 
therefore. this example does not provide a true test 
of the applicability of the method. It does, however, 
offer a good example of factors to be considered in 
the use of the method. The key theoretical data as 
generated by the WINGDES2 code in its evaluation 
mode are shown at  the left of the figure. The effective 
design lift coefficient is established by the peak of the 
suction parameter curve which in this case occurs at  
a lift coefficient of about 0.085 only slightly different 
from the original design value. A reference to the 
curve for K D  of figure 27 shows that for the test Mach 
number of 2.05, an appropriate cruise lift coefficient 
would be 
In other words. if the desired cruise lift coefficient 
had been 0.12. the proper design lift coefficient would 
be 0.085, and an appropriate wing surface design 
(found by the iYINGDES2 code or any other valid 
linearized theory method) would display the char- 
acteristics shown here. The plot of cy versus span 
station shows that for most of the span N Z t  is only 
slightly less than ades (the angle of attack corre- 
sponding to the design lift coefficient). This is an 
indication of a good design for effective recovery of 
theoretical leading-edge thrust by a sharp leading- 
edge wing. The range of full thrust (the whole space 
between the curves for azt + Aaft and a,t - A q t )  
shows a substantial margin of error which should en- 
sure relatively good performance. Application of thc 
empirical estimation method to the theoretical data 
provides an estimate of actual performance which as 
shown at the right of the figure agrees well with the 
experimental data. Note that good performance as 
measured by the suction parameter extends well be- 
yond the value for C L . ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ .  The measured suction 
parameter of about 0.35 for the cruise lift coefficient 
represents a relatively efficient lifting surface for this 
Mach number. Full recovery of the theoretical flat 
wing leading-edge thrust would yield a suction pa- 
rameter of about 0.56. 
The second example, also from data used in 
derivation of the empirical method, is included to 
illustrate a design similar to that produced by the 
WINGDES2 code in the default mode where the 
range of attainable thrust is used to an advantage 
in achieving a milder camber surface than would 
otherwise be required. Figure 29(b) shows data for 
a 72.65' swept wing (DcotAle = 0.75) from refer- 
ence 11. The plot of (Y versus span station shows 
that for most of the span the upper limit of the range 
of full thrust is only slightly greater than the design 
angle of attack. This fits the description of a wing de- 
signed for the mildest possible camber surface yield- 
ing a performance comparable with that of a flat wing 
with full theoretical leading-edge thrust. As might be 
expected, the empirical estimate agrees well with the 
measured data. Note that above C L , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  the mea- 
sured suction parameter decreases at a more rapid 
rate than for the previous wing because the design 
approach is aimed at  production of a mild camber 
surface. 
Illustrations of the application of the empirical 
methods in figures 29(c) to (1) are for data not 
included in the derivation, and thus they provide a 
valid test. Data for a 75" swept arrow wing designed 
for a lift coefficient of 0.16 at  a Mach number of 
2.00 (tested at M = 2.05) are shown in figure 29(c). 
Data for this wing were first shown in figure 12. The 
theoretical data for this wing in conibination with 
the empirical factor KD indicate that it would be an 
appropriate design for a cruise lift coefficient of about 
0.25 not 0.16. There also must be some reservation 
about the degree of thrust recovery beyond a span 
station of about 0.8 as indicated by the plot of 
N versus span station. Unfortunately, this region 
is where the numerical solution is least accurate 
because of the small number of elements used to  
represent the surface. As pointed out previously, 
there is good reason to employ clipped tips for arrow 
wings. In spite of this reservation, the empirical 
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estimate gives a reasonable prediction of the actual 
performance. For a lift, coefficient of about 0.2 where 
the experimental suction parameter data reach a 
maximum arid flatten out, the corresponding cy is 
about -1.3'. At this angle, code results indicate 
that thrust recovery would be complete to about 
95 percent of the span. 
Data for the aspect ratio 2 wing--body with coni- 
cal camber at a Mach number of 1.30 in figure 29(d) 
show a very good empirical estimate of the measured 
performance. Actually at a supersonic Mach num- 
ber this low, the empirical factor is very close to 1.0 
and the theory alone gives a good estimate of the 
expected performance. (See fig. 5(a).) The curve 
for azt + Aof+ and its close correspondence with the 
a d e s  value for most of the semispan indicate a good 
design for thrust recovery. The dip in the curve near 
the 0.15 semispan station is caused by the inadequate 
numerical representation of the wing-body juncture 
and is not of any practical significance. 
Data for the conically cambered wing at  a Mach 
number of 1.70 in figurc 29(e) show a relatively poor 
performance. For valiics of CL in excess of about 
0.16, the measured suction parameter is well below 
the empirical estimate because of a poor design for 
thrust recovery at, the cruise CL, which is indicated 
by the plot of a versus span station. At all span 
stations, a z t  + Aaft is considerably below the design 
angle of attack for C L . ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
Measured suction parameter for the arbitrary 
planform wing--body wing design with no restraint 
shown in figure 29(f) agrees well with the empirical 
cstimatc. The failure of the range of full thrust to 
match ades outboard of the 0.85 semispan station is 
of no conscquence because the lcading edge is super- 
sonic and there is no theoretical thrust to be recov- 
ered. Data in figure 29(g) for a wing of the same 
planform designed with a severe restraint (AC, = 0 
at  the leading edge and only a gradual buildup with 
increasing distance behind the leading edge) do not 
quite fit the definition of a good design as described 
in this paper. The good prediction of suction param- 
eter shown here may he somewhat fortuitous. 
The 74" swept arrow wing-body whose data are 
shown in figure 29(h) has a pronounced upsweep of 
the wing apex (a large local angle of attack), which 
is responsible for the large negative values of a,t for 
the inboard semispan positions. Large differences 
between "des and the upper limit of the range of 
full thrust aZt + Aaft could easily imply a separated 
flow. This separation in turn could prevent the 
development of an upwash field like that predicted 
by the theory and could have a serious detrimental 
effect on wing performancc. The aZt and range of 
full thrust distribution also suggest that distributed 
thrust loadings in the vicinity of the wingtip would 
not bc achieved. It is thus riot surprising that the 
estimated performance is not realized. 
The 75" swept modified arrow wing-body treated 
in figure 29(i) has an even more pronounced upsweep 
of the wing apex, which was first noticed in the dis- 
cussion of figure 23. The large discrepancy between 
the design angle of attack and the upper limit of the 
attainable thrust range gives a strong indication of 
the probability of flow separation which could not 
only prevent thrust recovery at  the inboard stations 
but also could adversely affect the relationship be- 
tween the developed upwash and the surface shape 
of the outboard stations. The measured suction pa- 
rameter data confirm this assessment. As discussed 
previously, the estimated suction parameter derived 
from the curve for K s  of figure 27 represents an ap- 
proximate upper limit of performance achievable only 
with a properly designed surface. 
Data for the supersonic transport wing-body first 
treated in figure 24 are shown in figure 29(j). At the 
estimated cruise lift coefficient, there is close agree- 
ment of the estimated and measured suction param- 
eters. The somewhat larger experimental suction pa- 
rameters at lower lift coefficients may be the result 
of the selection of too high a value of Cu," in the ab- 
sence of flat wing data. The importance of flat wing 
reference data to the proper evaluation of lifting ef- 
ficiency cannot be overstated. The cruise CL suc- 
tion parameter of about 0.22 represents a relatively 
efficient design for this planform and a cruise Mach 
number this high. The supcrsonic leading edge of the 
outboard 25-percent of the wing semispan produces 
no theoretical leading-edge thrust and no opportu- 
nity for thrust recovery design. 
In figure 29(k), data are shown for a 60" swept 
wing--body with a wing surface designed for a lift 
coefficient of 0.05 at a Mach number of 1.80 (tested 
at M = 1.60). For this mild camber surface, with 
sections which produce a relatively large range of full 
thrust, good correlation of estimated and measured 
suction parameters would be expected. 
Results for the mission adaptive design of the 
same wing planform for CL = 0.30 at M = 1.60 
shown in figure 29(l) are quire different. The pre- 
vious discussion of data for this design when first 
introduced in figure 25 explained the difficult design 
problem that is represented here. The curves for the 
range of full thrust in figure 29(1) reveal some addi- 
tional possibilities to explain the failure of the design. 
The characteristics shown are similar to those shown 
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in figure 29(i). As in the previous case, the desired 
recovery of theoretical leading-edge thrust would be 
thwarted by the poor alignment of the wing surface 
with the upwash field. For this mission adaptive 
design. the design surface extends from the 0.13 semi- 
span station to the wingtip. and over this range con- 
trol of the leading-edge flow matchup should be pos- 
sible. However. only for a very limited portion of the 
wing semispan does the upper limit of the range of 
full thrust approach the design angle of attack. This 
suggests that the TAFIX feature of the WINGDES2 
code was not employed. Implementation of this ad- 
justment as described in reference 18 compensates 
at  least in part for failures of the numerical solution 
to provide the proper leading-edge camber (a coin- 
cidence of the upper limit of full thrust aZt + Aaft 
with the design angle of attack ad,,). In most cases, 
this is merely a “fine tuning” operation, but for spe- 
cial cases such as this mission adaptive design where 
candidate design surfaces are restricted to a small 
portion of thc wing chord. its application may be es- 
sential. In addition, in order to give a representation 
of the restricted areas as accurate as possible, the 
maximum allowable number of code wing elements 
should be employed. 
In accordance with the preceding suggestions, 
a new design of the mission adaptive surface was 
undertaken. The numerical solution employed 32 
semispan elements (JBYILIAX = 32) and 1902 total 
elements. the maximum allowable for this planform 
and Mach number with the present version of the 
code. In addition the TAFIX option was employed 
by using the suggested values provided by the first 
run in a second run. As in the original application. 
no C, restraint was applied. The plot for range of 
full thrust shown in sketch AA displays a much more 
reasonable match of the leading-edge surface with the 
upwash field. The code does not provide a sufficiently 
detailed representation of the lifting surface to avoid 
the abrupt changes in the vicinity of = 0.13 
caused by the wing-fuselage juncture. A design using 
only the wing planform and excliiding the fuselage 
forebody would yield a better behaved solution. The 
remaining mismatch in the vicinity of the wingtip is 
probably caused by a still inadequate representation 
of the mission adaptive surface. Near the wingtip 
only 1.1 elements (on the average) are included in 
the 20-percent chord of the mission adaptive surface. 
Results from previous examples of application of 
the empirical method indicate that this new design 
should offer improved performance. 
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The data of figure 25(b) in combination with the 
plot of Q in figure 29(1) may be used to illustrate the 
effects of flow separation on drag. As illustrated in 
a,deg 
Qzt + A= ft 
Q z t  - d a f t  
a 
des 
- 0  .5 1.0 
Y 
b12 
- 
Sketch AA 
the plot of a,  there is no angle of attack at which 
attached flow is indicated for the full wingspan. The 
best matchup is for angles in the range from 3” to 
5’ or lift coefficients of about 0.1 to 0.2, where some 
agreement between theory and experiment exists. At 
higher lift coefficients, the failure to  provide con- 
ditions favorable to thrust recovery and the main- 
tenance of attached flow can produce severe drag 
penalties. At low lift  coefficients, the theoretical per- 
formance which is predicated on an assumption of at- 
tached flow indicates a substantial drag penalty rel- 
ative to that of a milder surface properly designed 
for that lift coefficient. At C, = 0, for example, a 
flat wing ( C L , ~ ~ ~  = 0) would have a drag coefficient 
of 0.0250. If flow on the severely warped wing re- 
mains attached, the theory indicates a drag level con- 
siderably higher (about 0.0310). However, measured 
values are not that high (about 0.0280). Under these 
circumstances separation causes drag reduction. For 
the theoretically attached flow, the total lift would 
be zero, but high levels of localized lift (both pos- 
itive and negative) would be present t o  contribute 
to the drag. Thus. the failure to  realize this local 
lift as a result of flow separation also prevents the 
occurrence of the associated drag. 
In general, the empirical methods give a reason- 
able prediction of the relationship of the measured 
performance (both the maximum suction parameter 
and the lift coefficient at which it occurs) t o  the 
theoretical prediction. Even for those cases where 
the agreement with experimental data is poorer than 
would be desired. the empirical estimate offers a con- 
siderable improvement over the use of linearized the- 
ory alone. Failure of the designed wing surface to 
provide a reasonable leading-edge matchup with the 
upwash field (aZt + Aaft = ad,,) provides a warn- 
ing of a serious deterioration in wing performance. 
Not only will the theoretical potential be reduced, 
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but more important, such a mismatch could lead to 
flow separation which would result in drastic losses 
in performance. 
Use of the empirical guidelines in conjunction 
with computer-code-generated wing data such as 
those shown in figure l(c) should provide a valu- 
able preliminary design tool for wing planform trade 
studies. The linearized theory methods require little 
effort in preparation of input data and can be exe- 
cuted in a relatively short period of time. Data for 
the curves of figure l(c) (21 computer runs) were as- 
sembled in an elapsed time of about 2 days. When 
applied to  such data, the empirical factors provide 
realistic estimates of actual performance and the re- 
quired surfaces for use in trade-off studies. 
Integration of Wing Design Into 
Complete Airplane Configurations 
A number of published works, for example ref- 
erences 35 to  44, have addressed the problem of 
combining a well-designed wing camber surface with 
other airplane components so as to  retain or even en- 
hance the wing performance. In this section, some of 
the more important of these considerations are de- 
scribed and explained. 
Shearing of Design Surface 
The linearized theory, on which most of the cur- 
rent methods of twisted and cambered wing design 
are based, sets specific requirements for the surface 
slope with respect to the flight direction (chordwise) 
but imposes no restrictions on the slope with re- 
spect to lateral direction (spanwise). Results from an 
experimental investigation reported in reference 36 
which illustrate the importance of lateral-slope con- 
siderations are shown in figure 30. The models were 
variations of the basic wing design for a Mach num- 
ber of 2.0 and a lift coefficient of 0.08 described in 
reference 10. Data for this wing at a Mach number 
of 2.05 were shown in figure 8. These wings have 
been sheared to  provide a flat lateral section at vari- 
ous stations x* along the root chord of the wing, as 
shown in the inset sketch in figure 30. The varia- 
tion of measured with the shear parame- 
ter x * / ~  is shown, along with sketches of the side 
views of the semispan wings. The experimental data 
indicate that maximum performance is attained for 
values of x*/c+ near 0.5. The best results appear to 
be obtained when the surface is arranged to  lie in 
as nearly a single plane as possible without changing 
the streamwise slopes. The results of an experimental 
study in which wing dihedral is the variable (ref. 37) 
lead to  a similar conclusion. Those results have lead 
to a rule which might be called the “minimum pack- 
ing case theory.” 
Fuselage Integration 
An important consideration in the application of 
twisted and cambered wing design is the manner in 
which the wing and the fuselage are combined. Ref- 
erence 38 gives maximum lift-drag ratios at a Mach 
number of 2.02 for wing-fuselage combinations em- 
ploying the basic cambered wing of figure 30, and 
these data are presented in figure 31. Also, for refer- 
ence purposes, data are presented for a combination 
in which the uncambered (flat) wing is used. The 
theory values are those given by the WINGDES2 
code. At one time the belief was that a fuselage 
aligned with the free stream (configuration A) would 
be beneficial because it would cover up the trouble- 
some inboard wing region having large surface slopes. 
Experimental data for the first of the cambered and 
twisted configurations in figure 31 indicate, however, 
that the combination with a fuselage so aligned has 
a maximum lift-drag ratio only slightly larger than 
that of the flat configuration. Another possible way 
of combining the wing and fuselage is to  align the 
fuselagc with the wing root chord (configuration B). 
As shown in figure 31, the maximum lift-drag ra- 
tio for this combination is considerably larger than 
that for the flat configuration. Configuration C in 
this figure has a fuselage which is aligned with the 
root chord but has a reflex at the wing apex and at  
the root-chord trailing edge. In effect, the thickness 
of this configuration, both wing and fuselage, is dis- 
placed symmetrically about the camber surface de- 
fined for the wing planform. For the design condition 
of CL = 0.08, the fuselage ahead of and behind the 
wing surface is aligned with the free stream and car- 
ries little or no lift. This wing-fuselage combination 
produced the highest maximum lift-drag ratio of the 
test configurations; the ratio was about 10 percent 
better than that of configuration A. Such an arrange- 
ment of the configuration volume appears to  preserve 
the distribution of wing loading prescribed by the 
wing theory. Theoretical maximum lift-drag ratios 
evaluated by use of the mean-camber-surface con- 
cept, which is discussed in the following paragraph, 
predict reasonably well the performance gains of B 
and C in figure 31 but fail to properly assess the 
penalties associated with the streamwise fuselage 
alignment, Additional information on the influence 
of fuselage camber on the performance of twisted and 
cambered wing-fuselage configurations is given in ref- 
erence 39. As depicted in figure 31, a normal whole 
wing design calls for a root chord with some positive 
incidence, which could result in an undesirable cabin 
floor angle. This incidence can be reduced with some 
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small penalty in lifting efficiency by use of optional 
features of the lVINGDES2 code described in the ap- 
pendix in the section ”Notes on Code Application.” 
Mean Camber Surface 
The concept of a mean camber surface is quite 
useful in analyzing the characteristics of a wing-hody 
configuration with appreciable thickness. An appli- 
cation of this kind of analysis t o  the prediction of in- 
terference effects for a delta wing--wedge body model 
at = 2.00 (ref. 40) is shown in figure 32. Lift-drag 
polars and curves for angle of attack as a function of 
lift coefficient are shown for a higii-wing and a low- 
wing configuration. The lift characteristics have been 
estimated from program calculations for a warped 
surface formed by the locus of points midway be- 
tween the upper and lower model surfaces. Since the 
numerical solution cannot work with discontinuous 
slopes, it is necessary in this example to approximate 
the mean camber surface with a surface that varies 
gradually from element, to element. Tho step in the 
surface is thus replaced by a series of ramps extend- 
ing over a number of grid elements. This modeling 
is obviously an extreme case of a warped wing sur- 
face. The data show that the high-wing Configuration 
has lower drag at  the lifting condition than does the 
low-wing configuration and that the theory correctly 
predicts this drag. The mean camber surface used 
to represent the high-wing model more nearly corre- 
sponds to the surface required for an optimum com- 
bination of loads. The use of favorable-interferericc 
concepts, as exemplified by the high-wing model. is 
in a sense a special case of twist and camber. As 
shown at the right of the figure, the theory somewhat 
overestimates the influence of the wedge in the gem 
eration of interference lift. perhaps because in real 
flow the body pressure field extends some distance 
ahead of the theoretically sonic leading-edge wing. 
Since a mean camber surface may be used to repre- 
sent the lifting effects of a wing--body combination, 
it would be expected that, conversely, lifting effects 
for a theoretically det,erriiined mean camber surface 
would be best retained with a symmetrical distribu- 
tion of thickness above and below that surface. 
Nacelle Alignment 
Positioning of engine nacelles or stores has an im- 
portant influence on configuration aerodynamic char- 
acteristics. Substantial variations in wave drag at 
zero lift can result from variations of nacelle loca- 
tion relative to the wing-fuselage. As illustrated in 
figure 33, nacelle alignment also influences the drag. 
This figure presents data from reference 41 and shows 
the variation of AC, for the wing-nacelle combina- 
tion with alignment or cant angle at CL = 0.16. By 
definition, the drag increment is zero for zero cant 
angle. As shown in the inset sketch, a nacelle-pylon 
installation experiences a side force due to  the flow 
angularity produced by the wing. A component of 
the forcc acts in the drag direction. When the na- 
celle is aligned with the local flow. no side forcc and 
no drag components are present. LVhen the nacelle 
is aligned with the airplane axis or the free stream, 
a side force normal to the nacellt. is present but the 
drag component is zero. For a cant angle larger than 
the flow angle, the side-force vector reverses and con- 
siderable drag can result. Also. for negative cant an- 
gles. the drag penalties can become large. Note that 
a thrust, not a drag, is indicated for cant angles be- 
tween the free stream and the local flow, with the 
maximum thrust halfway between the two. Setting 
a nacelle-pylon combination at such an angle results 
in somewhat higher drag at  zero lift but produces, 
as does a twisted or cambered wing, a reduction in 
drag a t  design conditions. Calculation of local flow 
angle is not now a part of the WINGDES2 computer 
code but may be handled by a graphical integration 
of pressure to obtain velocity potential and a sub- 
sequent differentiation to obtain surface velocities. 
When calculated siirfacc angles are used to optimize 
nacelle-pylon alignment. some correction should be 
made for the tendency to overestimate flow angular- 
ity off the wing surface at the pylon location. In the 
example given in figure 33 the measured flow angle at 
the nacelle was only about two thirds the predicted 
surface angle. These considerations are also applica- 
ble to any vertical surfaces displaced from the air- 
plane axis (e.g., outboard vertical fins). This rather 
simplified analysis of a complex situation has proved 
effective in obtaining drag reduction. 
Other Considerations 
Othcr considerations involved in integrating 
twisted and cambered wing technology into com- 
plete supersonic cruise vehicles arc discussed in ref- 
erences 32, 33. and 42 to 45. Foreniost among the 
topics treated in those references, but not here, is the 
use of fuselage shaping in the reduction of wave drag 
at zero lift. These references also treat the problem 
of shaping and locating engine nacelles for minimum 
wave drag. Anothrr technique also discussed is the 
use of wing camber surface reflexing in the vicinity of 
the nacelles to produce favorable interference effects. 
A numerical method for implementing nacelle inter- 
ference wing surface design is given in references 21 
to 24 and 46. The WINGDES code can also be used 
for wing reflexing design. The code user, however, 
must first provide a nacelle interference pressure field 
as described in the appendix and must also describe 
an input trailing-edge design surface matching the 
boundary of the nacelle pressure field. 
Euler Code Analysis 
Modified linearized methods, even the calibrated 
system previously described, are not sufficiently ac- 
curate to replace wind tunnel testing in the fi- 
nal stages of engineering development for com- 
plex airplane configurations. This study includes 
an assessment of the applicability of a more ad- 
vanced analysis method to  one set of wind tunnel 
data. An Euler equation numerical solution de- 
scribed in references 47 and 48 has been applied 
to the data for the 70" swept arrow wing of refer- 
ences 9 and 10, which have been previously treated 
in this paper. The Euler code known as EMTAC 
(Euler marching technique for accurate computation) 
is valid for low and high supersonic Mach number 
flows with strong shocks and rotational effects. 
Mathematical Model and Code 
Parameters 
The surfaces of the 70" arrow wings were defined 
for the code as a series of cross sections at different 
longitudinal stations along the wing centerline. The 
cross sections were divided into upper and lower 
surface patches. Typical cross-section grids for the 
wing with CL,des = 0.16 are shown in figure 34. 
As shown in these sections, the grid is clustered in 
the region of the wing leading edge, which for this 
solution was considered to be sharp. Consideration of 
the blunted leading edge with an estimated constant 
leading-edge radius of 0.004 in. used in the analysis 
with modified linearized theory would have presented 
a much more difficult problem. The consequences of 
the decision to use a sharp leading-edge solution are 
discussed later. 
A flow-field grid resolution study was performed 
by varying the number of grid points in the circum- 
ferential and normal directions at the wing cross sec- 
tions. The grid was varied from a minimum density 
of 30 points along the circumference to a maximum 
of 60 points and from a minimum density of 15 points 
normal to the surface to a maximum of 27 points. In 
trial solutions involving various combinations of cir- 
cumferential and normal densities, the solution was 
more sensitive to  grid density in the circumferential 
direction than the normal direction. Figure 35 shows 
the code-evaluated lift, drag, and pitching-moment 
coefficients as a function of the cross-section grid den- 
sity expressed as the product of the number of cir- 
cumferential points and the number of normal points. 
Data points for a variety of combinations of circum- 
ferential and normal points fell close to the plotted 
curve. As shown in the figure, the calculated coef- 
ficients have essentially converged for a grid density 
of 1200. A grid of 60 circumferential and 25 nor- 
mal points (1500 cross-section grid points) depicted 
in figure 34 was used in derivation of thc code data 
presented in this paper. The longitudinal step size 
was varied between 0.02 and 0.05 in. (model length 
of 30 in.), depending on wing geometry and angle 
of attack. The computed forces and moments were 
not significantly affected by step size variation within 
this range. 
The EMTAC code uses a space-marching tech- 
nique which proceeds down the length of the wing. A 
conical solution is used as a starting solution for the 
input geometry. The longitudinal location at which 
the conical solution terminates and the solution on 
the actual wing geometry begins is specified by the 
user. A stable solution is dependent on this starting 
location. Most solutions were obtained with a start- 
ing location of 0.75 in. (2.5 percent of model length); 
however in some cases for the higher angles of attack, 
a starting location of 2.0 in. (6.7 percent of model 
length) was required. 
Correlation of Euler Code and 
Experimental Results 
Pressure distributions provided by the Euler code 
and experimental measurements from reference 10 
are provided in figure 36. Similar comparisons 
for the basic linearized theory were given in fig- 
ure 10. In general, for all three design lift coefficients 
(figs. 36(a), (b), and (c)), the Euler code results give 
an improved correlation with the measurements. Im- 
provements over the linearized theory results are par- 
ticularly noticeable at  the higher lift coefficients in 
the region of the wing leading edge, where the lin- 
earized theory singularity is obviously incorrect. Eu- 
ler code results are questionable only for the outer- 
most wing semispan stations where even a very small 
grid increment can extend over a substantial portion 
of the wing section chord. 
Figure 37 shows the experimental results and the 
Euler code forces and moments obtained by integra- 
tion of code surface pressures. The curves labeled 
Euler code (the long-dash line) include a skin fric- 
tion component determined by subtraction of the Eu- 
ler code drag coefficient for the flat wing at a = 0" 
from the experimental C O , ~ .  This skin friction com- 
ponent was added to all the Euler code drag coeffi- 
cients. The results show a reasonable but not exact 
correspondence of the code predictions with the ex- 
perimental data. Normal-force and pitching-moment 
predictions are quite good, a noticeable improvement 
over the modified linearized theory prediction shown 
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in figure 8. However, a significant overestimation of 
the measured axial force and drag occurs with a cor- 
responding underestimation of the suction parame- 
ter. The net result is that the performance estimate 
of the more advanced code is little better than that 
of the modified linearized theory. (See fig. 8.) 
Analysis of Theoretical-Experimental 
Discrepancies 
In the modified linearized theory used in this 
paper, any departure from an axial force that is 
invariant with angle of attack for a flat wing is inter- 
preted as an attainment of some amount of leading- 
edge thrust. Euler code data for the flat wing shown 
in figure 37(a), however, show some variation of ax- 
ial force with angle of attack even though the sharp 
leading-edge solution eliminates the possibility of a 
calculated leading-edge thrust. The Euler code pre- 
diction of a small variation of axial force with angle 
of attack results from integration of surface pressures 
which depart from the linearized theory behavior in 
which upper and lower surface pressure increments 
due to  angle of attack are of equal magnitude and 
opposite sign. Because this change in axial force is 
associated with pressures acting over the whole of 
the airfoil section rather than a concentrated force 
in the immediate vicinity of the leading edge, it does 
not represent a leading-edge thrust. This force is in- 
cluded as a part of the attainable thrust estimate 
described in reference 28, because calibration of the 
system is based on measured axial-force data which 
account for all departures from linearized theory. 
For the flat wing at all angles other than zero and 
for the twisted and cambered wings at angles above 
and below those corresponding to the design lift co- 
efficients, the experimental data of figure 37 show 
direct evidence of an actual attained leading-edge 
thrust. An estimate of the forces that might result 
from inclusion of a leading-edge thrust in an Euler 
code solution may be obtained by applying a correc- 
tion for the presence of attainable leading-edge thrust 
derived from the WINGDES2 code. First an average 
angle of attack for zero thrust (AC,.l, = 0) over the 
wing semispan was found from an examination of the 
pressure data of figure 36. Then attainable thrust 
estimates for a flat wing from the WINGDES2 code 
were subtracted from the Euler code axial force sym- 
metrically about the angle of attack for zero thrust. 
This adjustment would be expected to overestimate 
the thrust force because, as discussed in the previ- 
ous paragraph, the estimated attainable thrust in- 
crement includes a contribution already accounted 
for by the Euler code solution. As shown in fig- 
ure 37, Euler code results with the adjustment (the 
short-dash line) give an improved correlation with 
the measured axial-force, drag, and suction parame- 
ter relative to  the unadjusted results (the long-dash 
line). The thrust is not overestimated because, as 
shown in figure 8(a), the attainable thrust estimate 
does not fully predict the measured flat wing thrust. 
A further explanation for the behavior of the Eu- 
ler code force data relative to the experimental force 
data may be seen in the pressure data of figure 36. 
Measured upper surface pressures in the vicinity of 
the leading edge for CL greater than C L , ~ ~ ~ ~  are gen- 
erally greater (more negative) than the code results. 
Higher than predicted peak pressures just behind the 
leading edge may be associated with the attainment 
of some degree of leading-edge thrust. Higher pres- 
sures which peak aft of the leading edge (for exam- 
ple, the data at the semispan station of 0.3 for the 
flat wing) indicate the possibility of a larger contri- 
bution of a separated leading-edge vortex flow than 
predicted by the Euler code. 
One difficulty that may be encountered in appli- 
cation of Euler codes to  problems of this nature is an 
inability to correctly predict a partial development 
of leading-edge thrust and a partial development of 
a separated vortex flow. As indicated in reference 49, 
a fully attached flow solution can be achieved for 
blunt leading edges with proper attention to grid re- 
finement and the selection of an appropriate finite- 
difference scheme. The resultant leading-edge force 
will very likely be less than the linearized theory full 
thrust value but could still give an overly optimistic 
estimate of the thrust that can actually be achieved 
if some degree of separation is present. As indicated 
in references 49 and 50, a Navier-Stokes solution ap- 
pears to be a more promising method for the accu- 
rate prediction of leading-edge thrust and wing per- 
formance levels. However, in the case of one of the 
wings examined in reference 50, the assumption of 
a laminar or turbulent boundary-layer model deter- 
mined whether the flow at the leading edge was sep- 
arated or attached. Perhaps, as with lincarized thc- 
ory, advanced computational aerodynamic methods 
will have to rely on empirical criteria to account for 
leading-edge flow separation and its effect on leading- 
edge thrust. 
Comparison of Euler Code and Linearized 
Theory Camber Surface Selection 
As previously shown, linearizcd theory without 
benefit of a correction based on a large collection 
of experimental data is incapable of selecting the 
proper amount of twist and camber for a particular 
application and fails in estimation of the achievable 
performance. The following example is presented to 
test the ability of the Euler code to serve this pur- 
pose. Figure 38 shows suction parametcr at each 
of the three selected lift coefficients as a function of 
the design lift coefficient designating the amount of 
twist and camber. As previously mentioned in the 
discussion of figure 9, the lincarized theory predicts 
a greater level of efficiency (higher suction param- 
eter) than is actually achieved and calls for a more 
severe surface (greater departures from a flat surface) 
than is actually rcquired. In contrast, the Euler code 
predicts a lower level of efficiency than is realized. 
With the addition of the attainable thrust estimate, 
however, the predicted optimum design lift coefficient 
and suction parameter more nearly match the exper- 
imental results. 
The results of this study of the application of 
an Euler code to  a representative wing analysis 
problem indicate that the Euler code employed herein 
and other computational fluid dynamics methods of- 
fer much promise. However the results found here 
also indicate that extensive correlations with reliable 
experimental data arc required to firmly establish the 
applicability and limitations of the new techniques. 
For this purpose, pressure distribution correlations 
alone can be misleading. The appearance of the pres- 
sure distribution correlation plots for the examples 
treated here led to anticipation of an agreement with 
force data that was not realized. An analysis of the 
discrepancies indicated that much of the problem is 
associated with the handling of the leading-edge ra- 
dius of a “sharp” wing section which actually has a 
degree of bluntness and results in achievement of an 
appreciable amount of leading-edge thrust. 
The supersonic wing designer can resort to cor- 
rected linearized theory methods while new compu- 
tational fluid dynamics methods are being developed 
and verificd. These simpler and faster strategies may 
continue to be employed well into the foreseeable fu- 
ture, particularly for configuration selection and pre- 
liminary design. They also may be useful in provid- 
ing initial designs for use in design processes employ- 
ing computational fluid dynamics analysis methods 
coupled with optimization techniques. 
The modified linearized theory evaluation method 
with nonlinear corrections (LTSTAR) shown in fig- 
ure 39 is described in reference 51. In this case, the 
LTSTAR method provides a good estimate of the 
achievable performance and the required twist arid 
camber. The method, however, does not always pro- 
vide this degree of correlation, as shown by other 
correlations presented in reference 51. In selection 
of the proper design lift coefficient and in estima- 
tion of the wing performance, the LTSTAR method 
does not offer any significant improvement over the 
simpler strategy described in the section “Empirical 
Design Guidelines.” As might be expected for a set of 
data used to calibrate the system, the semi-empirical 
method results shown in figure 39 give a good indi- 
cation of the optimum design lift coefficient and the 
achievable performance level. From examples given 
previously, similar prediction abilities should apply 
to  other wing designs that rncet the requirements for 
thrust recovery and prevention of flow separation. 
Conclusions 
A survey of research on drag-due-to-lift minimiza- 
tion at supersonic speeds including a study of the ef- 
fectiveness of current wing design and analysis meth- 
ods has yielded the following conclusions: 
1. Measured levels of lifting efficiency for wings 
without twist or camber fall far short of the theo- 
retical potential because only a small fraction of the 
full theoretical leading-edge thrust is actually real- 
ized and the vortex forces that result from flow sep- 
aration have little beneficial effect on performance. 
2. The lifting efficiency of wings without twist or 
camber (as measured by the suction parameter) can 
be prcdicted with reasonable accuracy by a modified 
linearized theory computer code which accounts for 
attainable thrust and vortex force contributions. 
3. Wings with twist and camher, which substitute 
a distributed thrust over a broad leading-edge region 
for the concentrated flat wing leading-edge thrust, 
generally offer better performance than that of the 
flat wing but at levels still short of the theoretical 
potential. 
4. Extensive comparisons of theory and experi- 
ment for twisted and cambered wings reveal a con- 
sistent qualitative pattern in which maximum suction 
parameter is overestimated by the linearized theory, 
and the required surface for given flight conditions is 
less severe than that given by the theory. 
5. Analysis of data including pressure distribu- 
tions indicates that an unrealistic theoretical predic- 
tion of the magnitude of the wing upwash field is the 
primary cause of the discrepancy and that the use of 
a theoretical design lift coefficient less than the de- 
sired operational lift coefficient offers an appropriate 
correction for linearized theory design methods. 
6. A further analysis of the data led to the devel- 
opment of an empirical method for the selection of 
the proper design lift coefficient and for the estima- 
tion of achievable aerodynamic performance. 
7. Information provided by the WINGDES2 code 
was found to  give an indication of the required 
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matchup of the leading-edge surface with the local 
upwash for effective recovery of leading-edge thrust 
and the prevention of appreciable flow separation 
with its associated performance penalties. 
8. Application of the empirical estimation 
method to a series of sample cases showed that 
reasonable prediction of the measured performance 
(both the maximum suction parameter and the lift 
coefficient at which it occurs) was given provided that 
leading-edge matchup conditions were met. 
9. Use of the empirical method in conjunction 
with computer code data should provide a valuable 
preliminary design tool for wing planform trade-off 
studies. The modified linearized theory methods 
require little effort in preparation of input data and 
can be executed in a relatively short period of time. 
10. Additional suggestions for implementation of 
linearized theory wing-design methods for complete 
configurations were reviewed. 
11. Application of an Euler code to  evaluation 
of aerodynamic characteristics for one wing series 
resulted in improved correlation between predicted 
and measured pressure distributions. However, the 
improvement in prediction of overall aerodynamic 
efficiency was less than anticipated. An analysis of 
the discrepancies indicated that much of the problem 
is associated with the handling of the leading-edge 
radius of a sharp wing section which actually has a 
degree of bluntness and results in achievement of an 
appreciable amount of leading-edge thrust. 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton, VA 23681-0001 
May 1, 1992 
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Appendix 
Wing-Design Computer Code 
The wing-design code introduced in reference 18 generates an optimized twisted and cambered 
lifting surface for a given wing planform operating at  specified flight conditions, provides the 
corresponding lifting-pressure distribution, and gives wing force and moment data. The code provides 
an analysis of the designed surface and may be operated in an analysis-only mode. Supersonic and 
subsonic speeds can be handled, but it is not a transonic code. Because the solution is based on the 
use of candidate surfaces, it can provide a twisted and cambered surface restricted to specified wing 
regions (a mission adaptive design) as well as a whole-wing design. 
The numerical method is based on linearized theory potential flow solutions for a zero thickness 
lifting surface represented by an array of horseshoe vortices. A solution by iteration rather than 
by a matrix inversion is used. The code also provides for an estimate of attainable leading-edge 
thrust and of the forces caused by separated leading-edge vortices. Attainable leading-edge thrust 
considerations play a direct part in the design process, but vortex force estimates do not except for a 
reduction of design lift coefficient (and camber surface severity) caused by the vortex lift contribution. 
The computer code WINGDES2-Wing-Design and Analysis Code-may be obtained for a fee 
from 
Computer Software Management Information Center (COSMIC) 
The University of Georgia 
382 East Broad Street 
Athens, GA 30602 
Telephone: (404) 542-3265 
Request the code by the designation LAR-13995. This code is written in FORTRAN V for use on 
the CDC@ 6600 computer system and on the CDC@ CYBER computer system. 
The first record in the input is a code run identification that accepts up to  80 characters. The 
remainder of the input is placed in NAMELIST format under the name INPT1. 
Wing Planform-Required Input 
The wing planform information is specified by a series of leading-edge and trailing-edge break- 
points for a right-hand wing panel. Up to  30 pairs of coordinates may be used to  describe the 
leading edge and up to  30 pairs to describe the trailing edge. The planform input data in program 
terminology are as follows: 
NLEY 
TBLEY (NLEY) 
number of leading-edge breakpoints (limit of 30) 
table of leading-edge y values; beginning at y = 0; increasing 
order of y from root to tip 
table of leading-edge 2 values that corresponds to  TBLEY table 
number of trailing-edge break points (limit of 30) 
table of trailing-edge y values; beginning at  y = 0; increasing 
order of y from root to  tip 
table of trailing-edge z values that corresponds to  TBTEY table 
largest z ordinate anywhere on planform 
TBLEX (NLEY) 
NTEY 
TBTEY (NTEY) 
TBTEX (NTEY) 
XMAX 
SREF wing reference area for use in aerodynamic force and moment 
coefficients 
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CBAR wing reference chord for use in aerodynamic moment coefficients 
XAIC IC location of moment reference center 
ELAR 
JBYJIAX 
element aspect ratio (default 1.0 for subsonic cases, l.O/p for 
supersonic cases) 
integer designating number of elements in spanwise direction 
(limit of 50) 
For subsonic speeds the element aspect ratio ELAR is chosen by the user (default 1.0). At 
supersonic speeds. a fixed value of ELAR = l .O/B is imposed to avoid computational difficulties and 
the user has no option. For flat and mildly cambered wings at  subsonic speeds, an element aspect 
ratio one half the full wing aspect ratio or greater is recommended. For wings with small chord 
leading-edge or trailing-edge design areas, it may be necessary to  use a large element aspect ratio to 
place at least two elements within the chord. The number of elements in a given chord, qe or cte, 
may be approximated as 
-V = % (.JBYI\IAX)(ELAR) 
b / 2  
or 
N = (JBYRlAX)(ELAR) 
b / 2  
Because computational costs tend to incrclase as the fourth power of JBYMAX and the second power 
of ELAR, an increase in the element aspect ratio is thc. more efficient means of providing for improved 
definition. At supersonic speeds, where ELAR is fixed. the only recourse is to increase JBYMAX. 
This parameter controls the size of the wing i n  code dimensions. 
The necessary scaling is done within the code by use of a scale factor, 2(JBYMAX)/(SPAN (p ) ) .  
The number of complete wing elements IV corresponding to a given JBYMAX may be approximated 
as 
The code has been written to accommodate 1000 right-hand panel elements (2000 complete wing 
elements). Generally, the JBYAIAX integer is less than the limit of 50. The normal range is 10 to  20 
for subsonic speeds and 20 to 40 for supersonic speeds. Computational costs tend to increase as the 
square of the number of elements. 
Sketch A1 illustrates a typical wing planform and its representation in the code. Pairs of leading- 
edge and trailing-edge break points are selectcd to represent with reasonable accuracy the actual 
planform as a series of connected straight lines. For a supersonic solution with a small number of 
semispan elements (.JBYAIAX = 8). the code-generated planform would appear as shown. For a 
supersonic solution with a more usual number of semispan elements (JBYMAX = 20 to 40), the 
code-generated planform would much more closely resemble the code input. The step nature of the 
leading and trailing edges is a result of the requirement for unswept horseshoe elements to provide 
a stable supersonic solution. For subsonic spreds, swept leading and trailing edges can be handled 
and a reasonable code-generated planform requires far fewer semispan elements. 
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Code generated A 
Sketch A1 
Wing Camber Surface-Optional Input 
A wing mean camber surface may be specified by a set of tabular entries. However, if a flat wing 
analysis is to  be performed or if a flat wing is to be used as the initial surface in a design process, 
these entries are not required. If a wing surface is input, the section mean camber surface must be 
specified by exactly 26 chordwise ordinates at up to 52 span stations. When fewer than 26 camber 
coordinates are used to define the sections, the ordinate tables must be filled with enough zeros to 
complete the list of 26. The necessary section information is as follows: 
NYC 
TBYC (NYC) 
NPCTC 
TBPCTC (NPCTC) 
TZORDC (NPCTC, NYC) 
TZSCALE 
number of spanwise stations at  which chordwise sections are 
used to define mean camber surface (limit of 52) 
table of y values for chordwisc camber surface sections; begin- 
ning at  y = 0; increasing order of y from root to tip 
number of chordwise stations used in definition of mean camber 
surface (limit of 26) 
table of chordwisc stations, in percent chord, at which mean 
camber surface ordinates are defined; increasing order from 
leading edge to trailing edge 
table of mean camber surface z ordinates that corresponds to  
TBPCTC table; the full 26 values for root chord (including 
zeros for values in excess of NPCTC) are given first, followed 
by similar information for NYC spanwise stations in increasing 
order of y 
multiplying factor applied to TZORDC table to  change camber 
surface ordinates 
The TZORDC table may be multiplied by a scale fact,or TZSCALE. This factor may be useful if the 
original tabulated ordinates are nondimensionalized with respect to a single measurement (e.g., the 
wing root chord) or if it is necessary to evaluate the effect of change in camber surface severity. 
Attainable Thrust and Vortex Force Data-Required Input 
The following wing section information is required for the calculation of attainable leading-edge 
thrust and leading-edge separation forces: 
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NYR 
TBYR (NYR) 
TBTOC (NYR) 
TBETA (NYR) 
TBROC (NYR) 
IVOROP 
YAPEX 
number of spanwise stations at which information on airfoil sections is 
supplicd (limit of 30) 
table of y values for airfoil section information; beginning at  y = 0: 
increasing order of y values from root to tip 
table of airfoil maximum thickness as a fraction of chord, t / c  
table of section locations of maximum thickness as a fraction of chord. 77 
table of leading-edge radii as a fraction of chord, r / c  
vortex location option as follows: 
0 full vortex force acts normal to wing reference plane at wing leading 
edge; does not contribute to axial force 
1 vortex center given by empirical relationships derived from delta wing 
experimental data (default) 
2 vortex center given by method of Lan (ref. 52) 
spanwise location of vortex flow-field origin (default 0.0) 
For special planforms such as forward-swept wings or other wings with an apex away from the 
centerline, the YAPEX input can help provide a better estimate of vortex-induced flow fields and 
forces. 
The design procedure employed in the code is intended to provide the mildest possible camber 
surface that will yield an aerodynamic lifting efficiency comparable with that of a flat wing with 
full theoretical leading-edge thrust by utilizing to the fullest extent any thrust that may actually 
be developed. For such a design, as shown in sketch A2. the upper limit of the range of full thrust 
is made to coincide with the design angle of attack. For a more conservative design, one more 
comparable with previous design methods such as reference 19, an alternate approach may be taken. 
In this alternate approach, the wing design is performed with TBROC set to zero for the entire 
semispan. Then after the design run, a second run with actual values of TBROC is performed to 
estimate the wing performance. As indicated by sketch A3, for this design, the range of attainable 
thrust provides a factor of safety on eithcr side of the design to minimize the effect of failures of the 
design procedures to properly match the surface to the upwash field in the vicinity of the leading 
edge. 
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Sketch A2 Sketch A3 
For wing spanwise stations at which the leading edge is supersonic (pcot Ale > I ) ,  no theoretical 
leading-edge thrust is developed and the range of full thrust is zero. In the design process, however, 
the code still makes use of the calculated azt quantity, which for a twisted and cambered wing 
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is generally not zero. For this situation the ctzt value may be considered to  represent the zero 
leading-edge loading condition resulting from an alignment of the leading-edge surface with the local 
flow ahead of it. Maintenance of the same flow alignment condition as for subsonic leading edges 
(azt + Aaf, = ades) was found to yield a more efficient surface than other strategies and was adapted 
for supersonic leading edges also. 
Flight Conditions-Required Input 
The flight or test conditions are specified as follows: 
XM free-stream Mach number 
RN 
NALPHA 
TALPHA 
free-stream Reynolds number (based on C) x 
number of angles of attack to be calculated (limit of 19) 
table of angles of attack to be calculated, deg 
The commonly accepted practice of performing subsonic calculations for a Mach number of 0 is 
not appropriate for this code. Realistic estimates of attainable thrust can be made only if both the 
Mach number and the Reynolds number correspond to actual conditions. In fact, the code stops 
and writes an error message when XM = 0 is input. A wide range of angle of attack is required in 
order to use the code in the design mode. This range must cover the angle of attack for C L . ~ ~ ~  of 
the original and all subsequent surfaces. An error message is written when the angle of attack range 
is too small. 
Solution Convergence Criteria-Optional Input 
To determine perturbation velocity distributions for the input camber surface, the flat wing 
surface at  an angle of attack of lo. and the candidate camber surfaces used in the design mode, a 
maximum of 70 iterations are provided. If this number is reached without the convergence criteria 
being met, the results for the 70th iteration are printed with an appropriate message. The maximum 
number of iterations may be changed by the entry 
ITRMAX maximum number of perturbation velocity iterations (default 70) 
The code convergence criteria are met when, for all wing surfaces, the average difference in 
perturbation velocity between successive iterations is less than one half of 1 percent of the average 
velocity over the wing. If the average velocity for any of the wing surfaces is less than the average 
velocity for the flat surface at cy = lo, the flat wing surface value is used instead. In many instances, 
these criteria may be more stringent than necessary. If desired, the convergence criteria may be 
changed by the entry 
CNVGTST perturbation velocity convergence criteria (default 0.005) 
Design Specifications-Required Input for Design Mode 
The following entries control the solution for the optimized surface in the program design mode. 
For the analysis of a specified wing surface, ornit these entries. 
CLDES design lift coefficient (if CLDES is not specified, the code defaults to CLDES 
= 0.0, which triggers an analysis-only solution) 
design pitching-moment coefficient (if CMDES is not specified, the code de- 
faults to CMDES = 1000.0, which triggers an optimization solution without 
moment restraint) 
maximum number of design iterations (default 20) 
CMDES 
ITRDESM 
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See the section "Empirical Design Guidelines" of the text for comments on performance penalties 
that can result from imposition of ChIDES restraints. This capability should not generally be used 
for supersonic cruise designs. 
In attempting to meet the convergence criteria for wing design. the code provides for a maximum 
of 20 iterations. If this number is reached without the convergence criteria being met, the results 
for the 20th iteration are printed with a warning of the failure to meet the criteria. If desired, the 
maximum number of design iterations may be increased or decreased by the ITRDEShi entry. The 
user has no control over the design convergence criteria. 
Design Specifications-Optional Input for Design Mode 
The rest of the design mode entries are optional. These can be valuable for program user control 
of the design process but are covered by program defaults if tho user chooses not to exercise the 
opt ions. 
The user may select the number of general camber surfaces to be used in the optimization process 
as follows. These surfaces are described in reference 18. 
NGCS number of general camber surfaccs covering the entire wing (limit of 8, 
default 8) 
In addition, the user may select exponents that control the shape of the various surfaces by use 
of the following entries: 
EXPY1, EXPY2, EXPY3, EXPY4 exponents of g used in definition of general camber 
surfaces (defaults: EXPYl = 0.0, EXPY2 = 1.0, 
EXPY3 = 2.0, and EXPY4 = 3.0) 
EXPX1, EXPX2 rxpoiients of .r' used in definition of general camber 
surfaces (defaults: EXPXl = 1.5, EXPX2 = 2.0) 
To preserve the original surface between the leading-edge modification surfaces and the trailing- 
edge modification surfaces for a mission adaptive design. NGSC may be set to zero. In this case, 
user options for both leading-edge arid trailing-edge modifications must be employed. 
The following entries control the region of the wing affected by the leading-edge modification 
surfaces. Because wing aerodynamic performance is critically dependent on the surface shape and 
pressure loading in the leading-edge region. these surfaces are essential to the optimization process. 
NLEC number of break points used in definition of area of wing to 
be affected by leading-edge modification surfaces (limit of 30, 
default 2) 
TBLECY (NLEC) table of y values at  break points used in definition of area 
of wing to be affected by lcading-edge modification surfaces; 
increasing order of y from wing root to wingtip (default 0.0, 
TBLEY (NLEY)) 
TBLEC (NLEC) table of qe values corresponding to TBLECY table (default 
TBTEX( 1)- TBLEX( 1) for both entries): see note under ELAR 
entry regarding definition of leading-edge areas; it may be 
necessary to change ELAR or to place limits on nonzero qe 
values 
The following entries control the region of the wing affected by the trailing-edge modification 
surfaces and the streamwise section shape of these surfaces. The code defaults exclude these surfaces. 
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NTES 
NTEC 
number of trailing-edge modification surfaces (limit of 4) 
number of break points used in definition of area of wing af- 
fected by trailing-edge niodificatiori surfaces (limit of 30) 
table of y values at break points used in definition of area of 
wing affected by trailing-edge modificat,iori surfaces; increasing 
order of y from root to  tip 
table of C t e  values corresponding to the TBTECY table; see note 
for ELAR entry regarding definition of trailing-edge areas; it 
may be necessary to change ELAR or to place limits on nonzero 
C t e  values 
TBTECY (NTEC) 
TBTEC (NTEC) 
EXPXTE exponent of (x' - (c - qr)) used in definition of trailing- 
edge modification surfaces (exponents of y are the same as 
those used in definition of general camber surfaces) (default: 
EXPXTE = 1.5) 
Sketch A4 shows a typical representation of' leading-edge and trailing-edge modification surfaces 
for a supersonic mission adaptive design. The design areas are represented by hatching. Leading- 
and trailing-edge surface chords must be specified for the entire wing semispan even if the chords 
are zero. Where there is an abrupt change in chord, values of the chord should be specified for 
semispan stations just inboard and just outboard of the break. For a supersonic solution with a 
small number of semispan elements (JBYMAX = 8), the code-generatcd planform would appear as 
shown. For a supersonic solution with a more usual niimber of semispan elements (JBYMAX = 20 
to 40), the code-generated design area planform would more closely resemble the code input. For a 
subsonic mission adaptive design, swept leading and tra.iling edges can be handled, and reasonable 
code-generated design areas require far fewer spariwise elements. 
Program defaults provide candidate surfaces which generally provide a camber surface design 
with good aerodynamic efficiency. The program user, however, may want to tailor a camber surface 
solution more appropriate to  the problem at hand and may want to search for solutions offering 
greater efficiency. 
The code provides for an automated graphical flap-fitting technique, described in reference 53 ,  
which is activated by the following input: 
IFLPDES flap design index (set this index to 1 if the code is to be used to define a 
spanwise distribution of leading- and trailing-edge flap deflections which 
approximate the designed camber surface; use this option only for a design 
in which leading- and trailing-edge modification surfaces are specified; code 
defaults to an index of 0, which bypasses the flap-design feature) 
When the flap-design feature is to be used, leading-edge and/or trailing-edge modification surfaces 
must be employed and NGCS must be set at zero. The chords of these surfaces are input as the 
chords of the flaps themselves. The code then designs a restricted-area camber surface for leading- 
and trailing-edge areas whose chords are set to 1.5 times the flap chords. (Sce sketch A5.) The 
original camber surface (a flat surface or a milder camber design such as for supersonic cruise) 
is then superimposed by rotation and translation on t,hc new design. Differences in leading- and 
trailing-edge ordinates are then used to calculate flap deflections which approximate t,hc designed 
camber surface. It must be emphasized that, the fla.p deflections thus obtained are not necessarily 
optimum deflections but only approximations. The code aerodynamic characteristics do not apply 
to the configuration with flaps but to the smooth designed surface from which the flap geometry 
was derived. For subsonic cases, use of the evaluation code described in references 34 and 53 
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Flap chord 7 ''Fr F chord Flap 
Sketch A4 Sketch A5 
can help provide a better estimate of true optimum deflections and the flap system aerodynamic 
characteristics. 
Design Surface Smoothness Control-Optional Input 
The following user option provides a degree of control over the srrioothriess of the carnber surface 
solution. Code-determined weighting factors for the leading-edge modification surfaces are subject 
to numerical inaccuracies which may produce z ordinates that do not have a smooth variation with 
respect to the y dimension. See pages 19 to 23 of reference 18 for a discussion of the role of leading- 
edge modification surfaces in the design process and of the selection and use of leading-edge surface 
factors. In addition to the leading-edge surface weighting factors used in the design, the code also 
provides a listing of suggested replacement values that. as described in reference 18. may lead to 
improved performance. By using this option, the user may substitute a smoothed set of leading-edge 
surface factors for the code-tabulated values. With the present program. two runs are required: the 
first finds the nonsmoothed values and the second operates with the smoothed values. 
IAFIX smoothing operation indicator: set IAFIX = 1 if smoothed 
values are to  be supplied (default 0) 
table of smoothed surface weighting factors replacing code- 
generated table in same order of increasing span stations 
TAFIX (JBYMAX) 
Interference Flow Field-Optional Input 
The computer code permits the design of a wing lifting surface with flow fields of other airplane 
components, such as fuselage, nacelles. or canards. taken into account. This design may be 
accomplished by the addition of a table describing the iritcrference lifting pressure distribution on 
the wing surface generated by the other airplane components. This pressure field and the surface on 
which it acts. described by an input table, enter into the optimization process but, unlike the other 
surfaces and loadings. remain unchanged throughout the design. 
The interference pressure field must be supplicd by the user: normally. it is found by the use of 
some other aerodynamic analysis program capable of handling the desired airplane components. In 
most cases. two computer runs of this other program are required: one has all the airplane components 
represcnted. and one has only a mean camber surface that matches as closely as possible the fixed 
input camber surface (surface 1) of the wing-design code. The wing-design code interference lifting 
pressure field is then defined as the difference between these two loadings. By using the appropriate 
wing-design code options. the design surface may include only the wing outboard of the wing-fuselage 
juncture or may include the complete lifting surface, in which case a new fuselagc camber surface is 
generated. 
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The following additional input data provide for a wing design with other airplane component- 
induced pressure fields taken into account. For normal program operation, simply omit these entries. 
If an interference pressure field is input, the distribution must be specified by exactly 26 chordwise 
positions at up to 52 span stations. When fewer than 26 chordwise positions are used to define the 
interference pressure field, the table for AC, must be filled with enough zeros to complete the list 
of 26. 
ICP 
NYCP 
TBYCP (NYCP) 
NPCTCP 
TBPCTCP (NPCTCP) 
TCP (NPCTCP, NYCP) 
YFUS 
other airplane component-induced pressure field indicators; set 
ICP = 1 if this option is used (default 0) 
number of spanwise stations at  which chordwise sections are 
used to define interference pressure field (limit of 52) 
table of y values for interference pressure field chordwise sec- 
tions; beginning at y = 0; increasing order of y from root to tip 
number of chordwise stations used in interference pressure field 
definition (limit of 26) 
table of chordwise stations, in percent of chord, at which inter- 
ference pressure field distributions are defined; increasing order 
from leading edge to trailing edge 
table of interference pressure field coefficients corresponding to  
TBPCTCP table; full 26 values for root chord (including zeros 
for values in excess of NPCTCP) are given first, followed by 
similar information for spanwise stations in increasing order 
of Y 
spanwise station of wing-fuselage juncture; this entry limits 
wing general camber surfaces to  values of y greater than that 
specified; leading- and trailing-edge camber surfaces may be 
limited by existing options; use of these limitations yields a 
design lifting surface confined to  the wing outboard of the 
fuselage (default 0.0) 
Code Output Data 
The code is constructed so that successive runs may be made with a given computer entry. To 
make additional runs, it is only necessary to add an identification record and name list data that are 
to  be changed from the previous run. An additional capability is provided by the entry NEWDES. 
When the code is run in the design mode and NEWDES is set to 1, a design camber surface is 
found, the input set of camber surface ordinates is replaced by camber surface ordinates for the new 
design, and this new design is treated as an evaluation case. In the original code, the default for 
the entry NEWDES was 0, which provided for a design of the wing surface but not for a subsequent 
evaluation. Now, however, because this feature has been found to be so useful, the default has been 
changed to  NEWDES = 1. When the NEWDES option is used, successive runs may be employed 
to evaluate the new surface at off-design conditions. 
The wing-design camber surface ordinates are printed for a reference angle of attack defined by 
an entry of ALPZPR (reference angle of attack) or CLZPR (reference lift coefficient). The default 
is ALPZPR = 0.0. When CLZPR is specified, the code calculates the corresponding ALPZPR and 
uses it in the determination of ordinates. 
If the code user desires, span load distribution data may be printed. If the index IPRSLD is 
set to 1, section aerodynamic characteristics, including the separate contributions of basic pressure 
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loadings, attainable thrust, and vortex forces for each entry in the angle of attack table, are printed. 
These data are printed only for the evaluation mode or when the NEWDES option is used in the 
design mode. 
The printed code results include the following items: 
1. An iteration-by-iteration history of the convergence parameters for the longitudinal pertur- 
bation velocity solution; in the design mode. data are given only for the most critical surface 
of up to  64 surfaces which may be used and for the flat surface at a = 1"; for the supersonic 
solution in which iteration is not used, this printout is omitted 
2. A listing of the spanwise distribution of the leading-edge surface factor, the angle of attack 
range for full thrust, and the angle of attack for zero thrust: these data are given for the 
evaluation mode and for all iterations in the design mode from the first (input surface) to the 
last (optimized surface): for the evaluation mode. leading-edge surface factors are all zero 
3. A listing of overall wing aerodynamic characteristics as a function of angle of attack; these 
data are given for the evaluation mode and for all iterations in the design mode from the first 
(input surface) to the last (optimized surface) 
4. A listing of the spanwise distribution of wing-section aerodynamic characteristics, including 
the separate contributions of basic pressure loadings. attainable thrust, and vortex forces; 
these data are given only for the evaluation mode (or when the NEWDES option is used in 
the design mode) and are given only if the print option IPRSLD is set to 1 
5. A listing of the wing-surface ordinates as a function of chord position for each of the span 
stations used in the program solution 
6. Listings of lifting pressure distributions for the camber surface at  a = 0" and for the flat 
surface at a = 1" 
7. A listing of the leading-edge surface factors used in the design and a listing of suggested 
replacement values which may lead to improved performance when the NEWDES option is 
used; generally, the need for this replacement arises only when it has not been possible to  
provide a sufficiently detailed numerical representation of the wing to give closely matched 
aerodynamic characteristics in the design and evaluation modes 
8. A listing of a suggested spanwise distribution of flap deflection angles to  approximate the 
designed camber surface and to approach its aerodynamic performance when the IFLPDES 
option is used and flap chord information is supplied 
Notes on Code Application 
The code in its present form offers the user a wide variety of options in the way a particular design 
problem is attacked. Experience in application of the code has led to the following recommendations 
for some specific tasks. 
For the design of a camber surface covering the whole wing planform (not a mission adaptive 
design) in which moment restraints are imposed, a straightforward application of the code will yield a 
reasonable solution. However, for more than mild moment restraints a somewhat better performance 
is obtained by using the following steps: 
1. Perform a whole wing design at the design lift coefficient. hIach number, and Reynolds number 
conditions but impose no moment restraint 
2. Perform a second whole wing design at the same conditions but with the desired moment 
restraint; for this case, also impose a set of leading-edge surface weighting factors TAFIX as 
defined in a table of suaaested values given bv the first design (with amrotxiate smoothing) "" " Y ,  A I  I "/ 
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This process will produce a more nearly optimum surface in the critical leading-edge region. 
The required moment increment is supplied by the general surfaces covering the entire wing. The 
leading-edge surface is thus compromised to a lesser degree by the moment requirement. 
For the design of mission adaptive surfaces arid the selection of flap geometry, a straightforward 
application of the code tends to underemphasize the contribution of loadings provided by the camber 
surface or flaps in the region of the wing trailing edge. This results in only a small penalty in 
theoretical performance because the wing leading-edge shape is still proper for the design conditions. 
As a practical matter, however, additional loading of the trailing-edgt. surfaces will reduce the need 
for leading-edge camber which, as discussed previously, introduces drag penalties not fully covered 
by the linearized theory. A recommended procedure that utilizes trailing-edge cambcr and/or flap 
deflections to  increase the theoretical performance arid produce a more practical design is as follows: 
1. Perform a whole wing design for the entire wing planform at the dcsigri lift coefficient. Mach 
number, and Reynolds number conditions. Use no moment restraint if perforrnance alone is 
the concern, but specify a design moment if trim conditions must also be considered. This 
design provides an indication of performance potential and aids in the selection of local design 
area chords within limitations imposed by wing structural restraints. Generally, chords should 
be as large as structural considerations allow; however, the whole wing solution sometimes 
shows areas where leading-edge design area or flap chords may be reduced or eliminated 
2. Perform a restricted area wing design for the same flight conditions arid for a moment coeffi- 
cient Cm,des at the design lift coefficient as given by the whole wing solution. Imposition of the 
design moment ensures that adequat,e consideration is given to trailing-edge contributions to 
lifting efficiency. For a mission adaptive design, input the desired design area chords subject 
to  the considerations discussed in the first step. To pcrforrn a flap design, input a design area 
chord equal to the actual flap chord and activate the flap design (FLPDES) feature of the 
code to  provide a spanwise flap deflection schedule 
3. For flap design cases, examine the code output flap deflection schedule and modify it as 
necessary to meet design restraints such as those imposed by spanwise segmentation. Also, 
since the theoretically recommended deflections are only approximations riot true optimunis, 
experience may be applied in modifying results, particularly in the reduction of large indicated 
angles. For subsonic cases, application of the wing evaluation code (refs. 34 and 53) to the 
selected flap system will help in defining more accnrately the optimum deflcctions and the 
flap system performance 
The wing-design code provides a number of options which can be used to control the character 
of the designed surface. For special design problems, the user may want to explore various alternate 
design approaches. For example, to reduce the wing root chord incidcrice and the cabin floor an- 
gle, a special trailing-edge design area illustrated in sketch A6 may be u s ~ ~ .  For a normal whole wing 
Sketch A6 
design, the wing root chord will have a larger incidcncc than that of a flat wing developing the same 
lift. This occurs because the leading-edge surface changes required for thrust recovery also result 
in a loss of lift which must be compensated by increased lifting forccs elscwhcre. If the wing area 
providing this compensating lift is limited as shown (with NTES = 4 arid EXPXTE = 1.5), the root 
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chord incidence will not be as large as for a whole wing design. Because the special trailing-edge 
surface is substituted for the general surfaces, it is necessary to eliminate those surfaces by setting 
XGCS = 0. Generally. a drag penalty is associated with this alternate design. 
The table of suggested TAFIX values may in some cases show negative values. These are provided 
to apply to design cases in which the initial surface is already twisted and cambered. If this initial 
surface has too severe a leading-edge camber for the new design conditions, it may need to  be 
reduced. and a negative factor is appropriate. For the usual design cases (the code default, for 
example). occasional negative values should be disregarded. 
In use of the suggested replacement leading-edge surface weighting factors TAFIX, one particular 
situation requires an additional explanation. For the standard automated design process which 
attempts to achieve a surface with minimum distortion from a flat surface, suggested redesign 
TAFIX values may take on the appearance shown in sketch A7. Strict adherence to the suggested 
distribution would produce a surface slope discontinuity which is neither necessary nor desirable. A 
better distribution is indicated by the dashed line. This not only provides a smooth surface but also 
represents a design with a greater margin of safety. The suggested TAFIX values shown in sketch A7 
result from a wing design with a,t and Aaft values shown in sketch A8. Inboard of the 30-percent 
semispan station, the range of full thrust A q t  is greater than the design angle of attack and no 
camber or twist is required. However, a moderate amount of camber and twist dictated by the 
TAFIX distribution shown by the dashed line will give an equally good design phase aerodynamic 
efficiency and will provide a design surface that will not suffer as severe performance penalties if 
evaluation phase results do not completely meet the design goals. Recall that for maximum factor 
of safety in design, the leading-edge matchup would appear as in sketch A3. 
Q z t  + A ’1 f t  
1 
Y 
b12 
0 - 
- 
0 1 
Y 
bf 2 
- 
Sketch A7 Sketch A8 
As discussed in the section ‘Code Output Data,” provision has been made for successive runs 
of the code with a single computer entry. Under some circumstances, the following input data 
quantities may be changed during a computer run. The new values will be used for subsequent runs 
unless reset by the code user. 
JBYXIAX 
CLDES 
NEIVDES 
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may be reduced to keep the number of elements within code limits; the new 
value which depends on the Mach number will be retained unless respecified 
is reset to 0.0 after a design run is performed; subsequent runs will be for 
evaluation only, unless CLDES is respecified 
is reset to zero after the evaluation of a newly designed surface is performed; 
the original input camber surface description ( 2  = zero everywhere for the 
default) is replaced with new values of NYC, TBYC, NPCTC, TBPCTC, and 
TZORDC for the designed surface which are retained unless respecified 
TZSCALE is reset to 1.0 after the rescaling operation is performed; any subsequent 
rescaling activated by setting TZSCALE to a value other than 1.0 will be 
applied to  the newly rescaled surface 
is multiplied by 1.5 when the flap design option (IFLPDES = 1) is employed; 
TBLEC must be respecified if a subsequent design is to  be performed 
is reset to  1000 at  the completion of each computer run; for the following run, 
the camber surface ordinates will be printed for an angle of attack of zero 
unless CLZPR is respecified 
TBLEC 
CLZPR 
For reference purposes it my be desirable to  have full theoretical thrust performance estimates 
which the code does not normally supply. Such a result, however, may be obtained by setting the 
input RN to a very high value such as 1.0 E20, letting TBTOC = 1.0, and TBROC = 0.5. The code 
CA values will represent full theoretical thrust for a range of angle of attack from the largest value 
of aZt - Aaft at any spanwise station (the lower limit) to  the smallest value of aZt + Aaft at any 
spanwise station (the upper limit). 
Table I presents sample input data for the WINGDES2 code for each of the test configurations 
studied. The fuselage and the wing are represented in the planform submitted to the code. The 
camber ordinates TZORDC were determined from the mean ordinates of both the wing and fuselage. 
Generally, the whole wing-body planform was represented by 25 to  30 semispan elements JBYMAX 
and by 700 to 1200 total elements. The first 16 examples are evaluation cases and the last 4 are 
design cases. 
To obtain estimates of attainable leading-edge thrust, input values of RN and XM are both 
specified and the wing section geometric characteristics of t l c ,  r / c ,  and 7 are entered in the 
appropriate tables. For evaluation of the estimated forces caused by leading-edge vortex separation, 
the vortex location option IVOROP = 1 was chosen. This option has been found to be more accurate 
for the conventional swept wings of this study than the other two options. 
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Table I. Sample Input Data for WINGDES2 Code 
(a) 60" flat swept arrow wing with standard wing section 
ATTAINABLE THRUST WINGS - MACK,TP 2167 STD SECTION 
$INPT1 XM=1.6,RN=2.O,JBYMAX=25,IVOROP=1,IPRSLD=O, 
SREF=300.0,CBAR=12.252tXMC=12.48rXMAX=28.27, 
NLEY=2,TBLEY-0.0OOt16.32, 
TBLEX-0.000,28.27, 
NTEY=2,TBTEY=0.000,16.32, 
TBTEX118.38~28.27, 
NYR=2,TBYR=0.000,16.32, 
TBTOC-.0400,.0400, 
TBROC=.0024,.0024, 
TBETA=.4500,.4500, 
NALPHA=13,TALPHA-O.O,1.0,2.0,~.0,4.0,~.0,6.0,7.0,8.0,9.0, 
10 .o, 11.0,12 .o, $ 
M=l .8 
$INPT1 XM=1.8, $ 
M=2.0 
SINPT~ XM=~.O, $ 
M=2.16 
$INPT1 XM=2.16, $ 
(b) Flat modified arrow wing-body combination with sharp-leading-edge 
wing section 
THRUST WING - WOOD,TP2204 SHARP L E SECTION R=.004 M=1.6 
$INPT1 XM=1.6, RN-2.0, JBYMAX=25, IPRSLD=l, 
SREF=324.6,CBAR=15.86,XMC=22.53,XMAX=36.32, 
NLEY=9, 
TBLEY=0.000,0.815,1.627,2.442t3.663,5.494,7.326, 9.767,12.21, 
TBLEX=4.531,5.148,6. 710,9.088,13.03,18.67, 23.32,28.76,33.79, 
NTEY=9 , 
TBTEY-0.000,o. 815,l. 627,2.442,3.663,5.494,7.326,9.767,12.21, 
TBTEX=30.93,30.77,30.61,30.46,3O.74,31.93,33.13,34.72,36.32, 
NYR-7 , 
TBYR-0.0000,0.8150,2.4420,5.4940,7.3260,9.7670,12.209, 
TBT0C=.04000,.04000,.04000,.04000~ .04000,.04000,.04000, 
TBROC=.00100,.00100, .00020,.00030,.00040,.00070,.0~1~0, 
TBETA=.42500,.42500, .42500,.42500, .42500,.42500, .42500, 
~~~~~~-11,~~~~~~-0.0,1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0,5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0,9.0,10.0, 
$ 
M=2.0 
$INPTl XM=2.0, $ 
M=2.36 
$INPTl XM=2.36, $ 
Table I. Continued 
(c) Aspect ratio 2 wing-body combination with conical camber for CL = 0.215 and 
it4 = 1.00 
AR 2 DELTA WING CONICAL CAMBER - BOYD,RM A55G19 3 PCT 
$INPT1 XM=1.3, RN=5.6, JBYMAX=25, IPRSLD=l, 
SREF=2.00,CBAR=1,333,XMC=2.242,XMAX-3.556, 
NLEY=3,TBLEY=0.000,0.200~1.000, 
TBLEX=0.000,1.642,3.242, 
NTEY=4,TBTEY=0.000,0.150,0.160,1.000, 
TBTEX=3.556,3.556,3.242,3.242, 
NYR=2,TBYR-0.0000,1.0000, 
TBTOC-0.0300,0.0300, 
TBROC-.00047,.00047, 
TBETA-0.5000,0.5000, 
NYC=8,TBYC=O.O,. 19, .20,. 40,. 60,. 80,. 90,l .OO, 
NPCTC-8, 
TBPCTC-0.0000,5.0000,10.000,20.000,40.000,60.000,80.000,100.00, 
TZ0RDC-~.0000,0.~000,0.000~,0,~~~~,0.~~0~,~.~~~~,~.0000,0.0000,18*0.0 
0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,18*0.0, 
-.0084,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0,0000,18*0.0, 
-.0167,-.0055,-.0016,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,18*0.0~ 
-.0250,-.0148,-.0093,-.0032,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,18*0.0, 
-.0334, -. 0269, -. 0221, -. 0157,-. 0077, -. 0033,-.0007,0.0000,18*0.0, 
-.0385,-.0347~-.0312,-.0266,-.0195,-.0145,-.0104,-.0073,18*0.0, 
-. 0425, -. 0425, -.0425, -. 0425, -. 0425, -. 0425,-. 0425,-. 0425,18*0 -0 ,  
NALPHA~17,TALPHA=-6.O,-5.OI-4.OI-3.O,-2.O,-l.~,~.~,l.~,2.~,3.~~4.~~ 
5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0,9.0,10.0, $ 
XM=1.7, RN-5.6 
$ INP T 1 XM=1.7, RN=5 .6, $ 
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Table I. Continued 
(d) Aspect ratio 1.57 wing-body combination twisted and cambered for 
uniform load at  C, = 0.20 and M = 1.62 
TRIANGULAR WING - BROWN,TN 4020 CLD=.20 
$INPT1 XM=1.62,RN=1.45,JBYMAX=25,1PRSLD=lf 
SREF=14.1OfCBAR=4.O0,XMC=5.875,XMAX=7.875, 
NLEY=3,TBLEY=0.000,0.380f2.350t 
TBLEX=0.000,2.845,7.875, 
NTEY=2,TBTEY=0.000,2.350f 
TBTEX=7.875,7.875, 
NYR=3,TBYR=0.00Of1.763,2.350, 
TBTOC=.0200,.0307,.0340f 
TBROC=.0004,.0009,.0011f 
TBETA=0.300,0.300,0.300, 
NYC=11, TBYC=O .OOO, 0.470,o. 705,O. 940,l. 175,l. 410,l. 645, 
NPCTC-8 , 
TBPCTC=0.000,10.00,2O.OO,3O.OOf4O.OOf6O.OO,8O.OOflOO.O, 
TZORDC~0.2~~,0.134,0.~~~l-.O6lf-.l59f-.354f-.54~~-.74~fl8*O.O, 
0.014,0.024,0.002,-.032f-.072,-.175,-.292f-.408,18*0.0f 
0.022,0.038,0.032f0.015,-.010f-.078,-.155,-.240f18*0.0, 
0.029,0.050,0.052,0.044f0.033,-.006f-.060f-.120f18*0.0, 
0.036,0.059,0.065f0.064f0.059,0.038,0.005f-.030,18*0.0f 
0.043,0.065,0.073,0.076,0.077,0.071,0.060,0.042,18*0.0, 
0.050,0.068,0.078,0.085,0.089,0.090,0.085,0.078,18*0.0, 
0.057,0.070,0.079,0.085,0.092,0.099,0.102,0.102,18*0.0, 
0.065,0.073,0.078,0.083,0.088,0.092,0.096,0.098,18*0.0, 
0.069,0.072,0.075,0.077,0.080,0.084,0.087l0.09~l18*~.0, 
0.072,0.072,0.072,0.072,0.072,0.072,0.072,0.072,18*0.0, 
1.880,2.115,2.256,2.350, 
NALPHA=15,TALPHA=-4.Of -3.0, -2 . O f  -1 . O f  0 . o f  1,0,2 . O f  3 . O f  4 . O f  5.0, 
6.0,7.0,8.0,9.0,10.0, 
CLZPR-0 .20 , $ 
CLD-. 08 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=O .4 , CLZPR-. 08 , $ 
CLD=O . 0 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=O.O,CLZPR=O.0, $ 
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Table I. Continued 
(e) 70" swept arrow wing twisted and cambered for optimum combination of loads 
at CL = 0.16 and M = 2.00 
70 DEG ARROW WING - CARLSON,TMX-332 AND TN D-1264 CLD=,16 
$INPT1 XM=2.05,RN=4.4,JBYMAX=3O,IVOROP=l,IPRSLD=1, 
SREF=212.94,CBAR=13.00,XMC=13.25,XMAX=30.00, 
NLEY=2,TBLEY=0.000,10.92, 
TBLEX=0.000,30.00, 
NTEY=2,TBTEY=0.000,10.92, 
TBTEX-19.50,30.00, 
NYR=5,TBYR=0.0000,5.4600,7,6440,8.7360,10.920, 
TBT0C=0.0300,0.0300,0.0300,0.0300,0.0300, 
TBR0C-.00020,.00042,.00050,.00050,.00050, 
TBETA=0.5000,0.5000,0.5000,0.5000,~.5000, 
NYC-9,TBYC=0.000,1.092,3.276,5.460,7.644,9.828,10.37,10.70,10.92, 
NPCTC-9, 
TBPCTC=0.0~0,5.000,1O.OO,2O.OO,3O.OOl4O.OO,6O.OO,8O.OO,lOO.O, 
TZ0RDC-6.800,6.790,6.470,5.210,3.770,2.00~,-1.60,-~.13,-8,31,17*0.0, 
4.700,4.780,4.600,3.700,2.620,1.290,-1.60,-4.30,-6.89,17*0.0, 
0.510,0.770,0.870,0.690,0.330,-.120,-1.27,-2.65,-4.05,17*0.0, 
0.840,1.040,1.200,1.370,1,350,1.200,0.750,0.120,-.640,17*0.0, 
1.140,1.340,1.500,1.700,1.800,1.860,1.800,1.620,1.260,17*0.0, 
1.440,1.520,1.600,1.720,1.830,1.940,2.070,2.180,2.240,17*0.0, 
1.530,1.590,1.640,1.730,1.800,1.870,1.980,2,050,2.120,17*0.0, 
1.590,1.610,1.640,1.680,1.730,1.760,1.820,1.860,1.900,17*0.0, 
1.590,1.590,1.590,1.590,1.590,1.590,1.590,1.590,1.590,17*0.0, 
TZSCALE=.16,CLZPR-O.16, 
NALPHA~17,TALPHA~-6.0,-5.0,-4.0,-3.0,-~.0,-1.0,0.0,1.0~~.0,~.0~~.0~ 
5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0,9.0,10.0, $ 
CLD=. 08  
CLD=O . 0 $INPT1 TZSCALE=.50,CLZPR=.16, $ 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=O,O,CLZPR=.16, $ 
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Table I. Continued 
( f )  75' swept arrow wing twisted and cambered for optimum combination of loads 
at CL = 0.16 and A 4  = 2.00 
75 DEG ARROW WING - CARLSON,TMX-332 
$INPT1 XM=2.05,RN=4.4,JBYMAX=30,IVOROP=1, 
SREF=156.78,CBAR=13.01~C=13.25f~=30.0f 
NLEY=2,TBLEY=0.000,8.040f 
TBLEX=0.000,30.00, 
NTEY-2,TBTEY=0.000,8.040f 
TBTEX=19.50,30.00, 
NYR=5,TBYR=0.000014.0200f5.6280f6.4320f8.04001 
TBTOC=.03000, .03000,.03000,.03000,.03000, 
TBROC-.00020,.00042,.~~~5~, .00050,.00050, 
T B E T A = . 5 ~ 0 ~ ~ , . 5 ~ ~ 0 ~ , . 5 ~ ~ 0 ~ , . 5 0 0 0 0 , . 5 0 0 0 0 ,  
NYC=8,TBYC=0.000,1.608,3.216,4.842,6.432,7.236,7.638,8.040, 
NPCTC=9 , 
TBPCTC=0.00~,5.000,1O.OOf2O.OOl3O.OOl4O.OOf6O.OOf8O.OOflOO.Of 
T Z O R D C ~ . ~ 7 8 ~ , . ~ 7 4 ~ , . O 6 8 l f . ~ 5 5 ~ f . ~ ~ ~ 7 l . O 2 9 3 f . O O l 8 f - . O 3 l f - . ~ 6 5 f l 7 * O . O f  
. O 1 2 9 , . O 1 5 ~ ~ . O 1 6 2 , . O ~ ~ ~ f . O O 9 9 l . O O 4 2 , - . O O ~ f - . O 2 l f - . O 3 6 f l 7 * O . O l  
.0081, ,0105, .0119, .0127, .0120, .0105, .0060, -.001, -.010,17*0.0, 
.0120,.0138,.0152,.0173,.0180,.0183,.0112,.0150,.0123,17*0.0, 
.0155,.0166,.0175, .O195, .O2O8, .O219, .O225, .o225, .O225f,O2l8fl7*O.Of 
. O 1 7 1 , . O 1 7 8 , . O 1 8 5 , . O 1 9 6 , . O 2 O 6 , . o 2 1 5 , . O ~ l 5 f . ~ 2 ~ 8 f . ~ ~ ~ 5 l . O 2 3 8 l l 7 * O . O l  
.0179, .0184, .0189, .0197, .0203, .0208, .0217, .0226, .0235,17*0.0, 
.0187,.0187,.0187,.0187, .0187,.0187,.0187,.0187,.0187,17*0.0, 
NALPHA=17 , TALPHA=-6.0 I -5.0 I -4.0 I -3.0 I -2.0 I -1 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 1 . 0 I 2 . 0 I 3.0 I 
4.0, 5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0,9.0,10.0, 
TZSCALE=30.0,CLZPR=.16, $ 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=O.O, $ 
FLAT WING 
Table I. Continued 
(g) 75.96' swept modified arrow wing twisted and cambered for optimum 
combination of loads at CL = 0.12 and M = 2.60 
CLIPPED TIP ARROW WING - MACK,TN D-7753 BCOT=.6O,CLD=.12 
$INPT1 XM=2.60,RN=5.12,JBYMAX=25,IVOROP=1,IPRSLD=1, 
SREF=1935.48,CBAR=52.08,XMC=46.15,XMAX=97.74, 
NLEY=2,TBLEY=O.O00,23.03, 
TBLEX=0.000,92.31, 
NTEY=3,TBTEY=0.000,20.81,23.03, 
TBTEX=76.93,97.74,92.31, 
NYR=4,TBYR=0.0000111.510,18.420~23.030~ 
TBT0C=0.0300,0.0300,0.0300~0.0300, 
TBR0C=.00012,.00024,.00046,.00050, 
TBETA-0.5000,0.5000,0.5000~0.5000~ 
NYC=12,TBYC=0.00,2.30,4.60,6.90,9.21,11.51,13.81,16.l~, 
18.42,20.77,21.88,23.03, 
TZORDC=. 6627,. 6107, .5587,. 4558, ,3508, .2469, .0387,-.169,-.273,17*0 . O f  
.4050,.3994,.3833,.3053, .2166, .1278,-.048,-.216,-.355~17*0.0, 
.1949, .2098, .2144,. 1775, .1200, .0546,-.081,-.214,-.325,17*0.0, 
.0747,.0983,.1107,.0886,.0574, .0162,-.080,-.182,-.276~17*0.0, 
.0206,.0439,.0587,.0520,.0347,,0076,-.064,-.141,-.216,17*0,0, 
0.000,.0241,.0407,.0422~.0347, .0162,-.033,-.088,-.149,17*0.0, 
0.000,.0225,.0390,.0465~,0455,.0360,.0087~-.031~-.072~17*0.0, 
0.000,.0180,.0325,.0455,.0487,.0477,.0325~.0102~-.017~17*0.0~ 
0.~~~,.0139,.0260,.041~~.0485~.0520~.0477,.0399,.0260,17*0.0, 
0.000,.0083,.0162,.0310, ,0433, .0481,.0541, .0559,.0524,17*0.0, 
0.000,.0050,.0100,.0190,.0250,.0310,.0400,.0480,.0520,17*0.0, 
~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~  
TZSCALE=11.729,CLZPR=O.l2, 
NALPHA~18,TALPHA~-12.0,-10.0,-8.0~-6.0~-4.0,-2.0~-1.0~0.0~1.0~2.0~ 
CLD=. 08 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=.666,CLZPR=O.12 $ 
CLD-0 . 0 
3.0,4.0,6.0,8.0,10.0~12.0~14.0~16.0, $ 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=O.O,CLZPR=O.12 $ 
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Table I. Continued 
(h) 72.65' swept modified arrow wing twisted and cambered for optimum 
combination of loads at C, = 0.12 and A I  = 2.60 
CLIPPED TIP ARROW WING - MACK,TN D-7753 BCOT=.75 CLD=.12 
$INPT1 XM=2.6O,RN=5.12,JBYMAX=25,IVOROP=1,IPRSLD=1, 
SREF=1935.48,CBAR=46.5ltXMC=41.29,XMAX=87.67, 
NLEY-2,TBLEY-0.000,25.79, 
TBLEX=0.000,82.51, 
NTEY=3,TBTEY=O.000,23.64,25.19, 
TBTEX=68.76,87.67,82.51, 
NYR=4,TBYR=0.0000,12.890~20.630~25.790, 
TBTOC=O. 0316,O. 0316,O. 0316,O. 0316, 
TBR0C=.00014,.00026,.00050~.00050, 
TBETA=0.5000,0.5000,~.5~~~,~.50~0, 
NYC=12,TBYC=~.~~,~.79,~.15,7.73,1~.31,l~.89,15.~~,18.05, 
NPCTC=9 , 
TBPCTC=0.000,~.~~~,1~.OO~~0.OOf3O.OO,40.OO~6O.OO,8O.O~~lOO.O, 
TZORDC=.7413,.6896,.6378t.5342t.43O6t.3274t.l2O2,-.O87,-.294tl7*O.O, 
.3646,.3575,.3429,.28OlI.2O4O~.l256~-.O29~-.l73~-.284,l7*O.O~ 
.1690,.1756,.1750, .1412,.0917,.0386,-.072~-.174,-.267t17*0.0, 
.0664,.0800,.0857,.0640,.0290,-.006~-.088,-.165,-.243,17*0.0, 
.0305,.0319,.0386,.0302,.0097,-.014,-.077,-.139,-.198,17*0.0, 
0.000,.0116,.0193,.0181,.0097,-.010,-.053,-.101,-.145,17*0.0, 
0.000,.0112,.0193,.0229,.0229,.0121,-.018~-.053,-.087,17*0.0, 
0.000,. 0108, 0193,. 0265,. 0302,. 0265,. 0097,-.014,-. 039,17*0.0, 
0 .OOO, .0105, .0193, .0290, .0338, .0338, .0290, .0145,0.000,17*0.0, 
0.000,.0089,.0159,.0222,.0271,.0290,.0314,.0300,.0280,17*0.0, 
0.000,.0025,.0050,.0100,.0160,.0200~.0230,.0260,.0300,17*0.0, 
0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,17*0.0, 
20.63,23.64,24.50,25.79, 
TZSCALE=10.520,CLZPR=O.l2, 
NALPHA=18,TALPHA=-12.0t -10.0, -8.0, -6.0, -4.0, -2.0, -1.0,O. 0, 
1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0,6.0,8.0,10.0,12.0,14.0,16.0, $ 
CLD=. 08 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=.666,CLZPR=O.12 $ 
CLD=O . 0 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=O.O,CLZPR=O.12 $ 
Table I. Continued 
(i)  69.44" swept modified arrow wing twisted and cambered for optimum 
combination of loads at  C, = 0.12 and M = 2.60 
CLIPPED TIP ARROW WING - MACK,TN D-7753 BCOT=.9OtCLD=.12 
$INPT1 XM=2.60,RN=5.12,JBYMAX=25rIVOROP-1,1PRSLD=1, 
SREF=l935.48,CBAR=42.514,XMC=37.702,XMAX=80.20, 
NLEY=2,TBLEY=0.O0Ot28.23, 
TBLEX=0.000,75.29, 
NTEY=3,TBTEY=O.000,26,19,28.23, 
TBTEX=62.74,80.20,75.29, 
NYR=4,TBYR=0.0000,14.110t22.580t28.230, 
TBTOC=.03350,.03350,.03350,.03350, 
TBROC=.00015,.00030, .00050,.00050, 
TBETA=0.5000,0.5000,0.5000t0.5000, 
NYC=12,TBYC=0.00,2.82,5.64,8.41,11.29,14.11,16.94,19.76, 
NPCTC= 9, 
TBPCTC=0.000,5.000,1O.OOt2O.OO~3O.OOt4O.OO,6O.OOt8O.OO,lOO.Ot 
TZORDC~.7839,.7324,.68O6t.5772t.4743,.37lO,.l643t-.O42t-.249,l7*O.O, 
.3232,.3070, .2877,.2349,.1715,.1029,-.032,-.156,-.243,17*0.0, 
.1597,.1558t.1478t.1135,.O726,.O277,-.O66t-,l57t-.232tl7*O.Ot 
.O726t.O742,.O713,.O475t.O2llt-.Ollt-.O8O,-.l49,-.2l6tl7*O.O, 
.0211,.0242,.0238, .0079,-.013,-.037,-.084,-.138,-.194,17*0.0, 
0.000, .0041,.0053,-.005,-.022,-.040,-.075,-.116,-.156,17*0.0, 
0.000,.0049,.0066,-.001,-.006,-.022,-.048,-.076,-.107,17*0.0, 
O.OOO,.OO53,.OO79t.OO27,-.OO3,-.Oll,-.O26t-,O46t-.O67,l7*O.O~ 
O.OOO,.OO21,.OO37,.OO45,.OO45,.OO37,.OOO8,-.OO2t-.OO6~l7*O.O, 
O.OOO,.OOO5,.OO1O,.OO16,.OO18,.OOl8t.OO15,.OOO2t-.OOl~l7*O.O~ 
O.OOO,O.OOO,O.OOO,O.OOO,O.OOO,O.OOO,O.OOOtO.OOO,O.OOOtl7*O.Ot 
22.58,26.18,27.38,28.23, 
'0.000,.0053, -0079 ,  ~0053~.0040,.0000t-.011,-.021,~.036,17*0.0, 
TZSCALE=9.623,CLZPR=0.12, 
NALPHA~18,TALPHA~-12.Ot-lO.Ot-8.Ot-6.O,-4.Ot-2.O,-l.O,O.Ot 
CLD= . 0 8 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=.666,CLZPR=O.12 $ 
CLD=O . 0 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=O.O,CLZPR=O.12 $ 
1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0,6.0,8.0,10.0t12.0,14.0t16.0t $ 
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Table I. Continued 
(j) 76" swept delta wing-body combination twisted and cambered for optimum combination 
of loads at C, = 0.10 and h.1 = 3.50 
M=3.5 T AND C WING - SORRELLS,TN D-8247 CLDESz.1 
$INPT1 XM=3.5, RN=4.9 I JBYMAX=25 I IPRSLD=l I 
SREF=2045.2,CBAR=60.58fXMC=51.3,XMAX=90.17f 
NLEY=2,TBLEY=0.000,21.39, 
TBLEX=0.000,85.85, 
NTEY=2,TBTEY=0.000,2l.39, 
TBTEX=90.17,90.17, 
NYR=7,TBYR=O.O~~~,4.28OO,8.56OOfl2.83Ofl7.llOfl9.25Of2l.39Of 
TBTOC=.04~~~,.~4~~~,.O4OOOf.O4OOOf.O4OOOf.O4OOOf.O4OOO, 
TBROC=.00011, .00013,.00018, .00026,.00047, .00079,.00090, 
TBETA=.50000,.50000,.50000,.50000f.5~~o~f .50000,.50000, 
NYC=13, TBYC=0.000,1.080, 2.154,2.540,4.305,6.459,8.611,10.76, 
NPCTC=10 , 
T B P C T C = 0 . 0 0 0 , 2 . 5 0 0 , 5 . ~ ~ ~ , l ~ . ~ O f 2 0 . ~ ~ f 3 O . ~ ~ f 4 O . ~ ~ f 6 O . ~ ~ f 8 O . ~ ~ f l ~ ~ . O f  
TZORDC=5.606,5.461,5.258,4.78Of3.6O7f2.385fl.473,.O46O,-.46Of-~O4lfl6*O.Of 
4.524,4.321,4.176,3.848,2.921,1.921f1.969f1.173f-.089f-.457,-.069f16*0.0f 
2.891,2.814,2.733,2.573,2.047,1.496,.950~f-.066f-.4~~f.0710f16*0.0, 
2.443,2.395,2.357,2.217,1.824,1.359,.8660f-.112f-.437f.0080f16*0.0f 
. 9 8 3 O , 1 . O 4 4 , 1 . 1 O 5 , 1 . l 8 4 f l . l O 5 , . 8 9 2 O , . 5 8 2 O f - . O 8 4 f - . 6 9 l f - l . 2 3 f l 6 * O . O f  
. 3 8 6 0 , . 4 7 8 0 , . 5 6 4 0 , . 6 5 8 O f . 7 3 2 O , . 6 7 3 O f . ~ ~ 3 ~ f . O 8 4 O f - . ~ ~ ~ f - . 9 6 O f l 6 * O . O f  
.2590,.3510,.4240,.5360,.7060,.7440,.668O,.4040,.04~~,-.399,16*0.0, 
.6120,.7090,.7670,.8860,1.054,1.097,1.002,.9860,.7870,.3530,16*0.0, 
1.247,1.313,1.351,1.430,1.577,1.669,1.72~,~.768,1.638,1.308,16*0.0, 
1.831,1.897,1.933,2.014,2.164,2.286,2.365,2.433,2.418,2.195,16*0.0, 
2.431,2.479,2.517,2.583,2.718,2.842,2.908,3.~~~,3.058,2.954,16*0.0, 
3.007,3.040,3.071,3.117f3.205,3.299,3.373,3.505,3.~~~f3.510f16*0.0f 
3,564,3.576,3.589,3.612,3.653,3.696,3.734,3.820,3.889,3.909,16*0.0, 
12.92,15.07,17.22,19.38,21.39, 
N A L P H A = 1 7 f T A L P H A ~ - ~ . ~ , - ~ . ~ f - ~ . O f - l . O f ~ . ~ f l . ~ , ~ . ~ f ~ . O f 4 . ~ f ~ . ~ f 6 . ~ f 7 . O f 8 . O f  
9.0,lO. 0,11.0,12.0, 
CLZPR=. 10, $ 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=.5,CLZPR=.l, $ 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=O.O,CLZPR=.1, $ 
CLDES=. 05 
CLDES=O . 0 
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Table I. Continued 
(k) Arbitrary planform wing-body combination twisted and cambered for optimum 
combination of loads with no constraint a t  CL = 0.08 and A4 = 2.40 
CURVED L E WING - DARDEN TP-2446 NO CONSTRAINT 
$INPT1 XM=2.4,RN=2.0,JBYMAX=25,1V0R0P=1,1PRSLD=1, 
SREF=2.5375,CBAR=1.6861,XMC=1.431,XMAX=3.29, 
NLEY=11 I 
TBLEY=0.00,0.10,0.20,0.30,0.40,0.50,0.60,0.70,0.80,0.90,1.00, 
TBLEX=~.00,0.12,0.48,1,08,1.55,1.85,2,09,2.31,~.53,~.75,~.96, 
NTEY=ll I 
TBTEY=~.~~,0.10,~.20,0.30,0.40,0.50,0.60,0.70,0.80,0.90,1.00, 
TBTEX=2.58,2.60,2.64,2.71,2,79,2.87,2.96,3.04,3.13,3.21,3.29, 
NYR=4,TBYR=0.0000,0.5000,0,8000,1.0000, 
TBTOC=0.0300,0.0300,0.0300f0.0300, 
TBROC=.00010, .00030,.00050, .00050, 
T B E T A = ~ . 5 0 0 ~ , ~ . 5 ~ 0 ~ , 0 . 5 0 ~ O f 0 . 5 ~ O 0 ,  
NYC=ll,TBYC=0.00,0.1OfO.2OfO.3OfO.4OfO.5OfO.6OfO.7OfO.8OfO.9Ofl.OO, 
NPCTC=9 I 
TBPCTC=0.000,5.000,1O,OOf2O.OOf3O.OOf4O.OO,6O.OOf8O.OOflOO.Of 
TZORDC=.1182,.1083,.0965f.0721f .0494, .0307, .0063,-.004,-.013,17*0.0, 
.1345, .1290,.1195,.0968, .0727,.0501,.0139,-.012,-.035,17*0.0, 
.1O99,.1156,.1127,.O972,.O764,.O544,.O15lf-.Ol2f-.O27fl7*O.Of 
.O357,.O487,.O557,.O56O,.O485,.O374,.o122f-,Ollf- .O28fl7*O.Of 
.0059~.0123,.0157,.0184, .0176,.0148,.0054,-.006,-.017,17*0.0, 
.0026,.0053,.0073,.0090,.0088,.0075,.0029,-.003,-.010,17*0.0, 
.0018, .00~9, .0039, .0048, .0046, .0040, .0015, - .002, - .005,17*0 .0 ,  
.OOO7,.OO13,.OO18,.OO23,.OO23,.OOl9f.OOO8f-.OOlf-.OO2fl7*O.Of 
.0000,.0003,.0007,.0013,.0015,.0016,.0014,.0010,.0006,17*0.0, 
.0~~~,.0002,.0005,.0010, .0013,.0016,.0019,.0022,.0023,17*0.0, 
.0000,.0001,.0002,.0004,.0015,.0025,.0050,.0075,.0102,17*0.0, 
CLZPR= - 0  8 I 
NALPHA=17 I TALPHA=-6.0 I -5.0, -4.0 I -3.0 I -2.0 I -1.0 I 0 . 0  I 1.0 I 2.0 3.0 I 
4.0,5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0,9.0,10.01 
$ 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=O.5,CLZPR=.O8, $ 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=O.O,CLZPR=.O8, $ 
ZSCALE=. 5 
ZSCALE=O.O 
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Table I. Continued 
(1) Arbitrary planform wing-body combination twisted and cambered for optimum 
combination of loads with severe constraint a t  CL = 0.08 and M = 2.40 
CURVED L E WING - DARDEN TP-2446 SEVERE CONSTRAINT 
$INPT1 XM=2.4 I RN=2.0 I JBYMAX=25 I IVOROP=l I IPRSLD=l I 
SREF=2.5375,CBAR=1.686lfXMC=l.43lIXMAX=3.29, 
NLEY=11 I 
TBLEY=0.00,0.10,0.20fO.3OfO.4OfO.5OfO.60fO.7OfO.8O,O.9Ofl.OOf 
TBLEX=0.00,0.12,0.48,1.08,1.55,1.85,~.09,~.31,~.5~,~.75,~.96, 
NTEY=11, 
TBTEY=0.00,0.10,0.20,~.30,~.40,0.50,0.60,0.70,0.80,0.90,1.00, 
TBTEX=2.58,2.60,2.64,~.79,2.87,2.96,~.04,~.13,~.~1,3.29, 
NYR=4,TBYR=0.0000,0.5000f0.8000fl.oOOOf 
TBTOC=0.0300,0.0300,0.0300f0.0300f 
TBROC=.00010,.00030,.00050f.00050f 
TBETA=0.5000,0.5000,0.5000,0.5000f 
NYC=ll,TBYC=0.00,0.1Of~.~OfO.3OfO.4OfO.5OfO.6OfO.7OfO.8OfO.9Ofl.OOf 
NPCTC=9, 
TBPCTC=0.000,5.000,1~.OOf~O.OOf3O.OOf4O.OOf6O.OOf8O.OOflOO,Of 
TZORDC~.1395,.1387,.l366f.l272f.llO9f.O882f.O3O2f-.O26f-.O48fl7*O.Of 
. 1 2 1 7 , . 1 2 1 ~ , . 1 2 O O , . 1 ~ ~ ~ f . l 0 0 ~ f . O 8 l l f . ~ ~ 9 ~ f - . O 2 7 f - . O 5 ~ f l 7 * O . O f  
.0740, .0748, .0757, .0754, .0704, .0601, .0240,-.026,-.075, 17*0.0, 
.OOOO,.OO32,.OO74,.Ol6lf.O238,.O294,.O322f.O22lf-.OOlfl7*O.Of 
.0000,.0021,.0045,.0097,.0147,.0193,.0259,.0278,.0242,17*0.0, 
.0000,.0010,.0023,.0047f.0073f.0094f.0125f.0134f .0117,17*0.0, 
.0000,.0003,.0007,.0013,.0018,.0022,.0022,.0025,.0017,.0000,17*0.0, 
. O O O O , . O O O 2 , . O O O 4 , . O O O 7 , . o o 1 1 , . O O l l f . O O l 3 f . ~ ~ ~ ~ f . O O O 9 f . O O O O f l 7 * O . O f  
.OOOO,.OOO1,.OOO2,.OOO4,.oOOO6f.OOO7f.OOO9f.OOO6,.OOO2fl7*O.Of 
.0000,.0001,.0001,.0002,.0003,.0004,.0009,.0017,.0025,17*0.0, 
. O O O O , . O O O 6 , . O O 1 2 , . O O 2 5 , . o o 3 6 , . O O 3 6 f . O O 4 6 f . O O 5 6 f . O O 5 2 , . O O 3 3 f l 7 * O . O f  
CLZPR=.08, 
N A L P H A = 1 7 , T A L P H A = - 6 . O f - 5 . ~ f - 4 . ~ f - 3 . ~ f - 2 . ~ f - ~ . ~ f ~ . ~ f l . ~ f ~ . ~ f ~ . O ,  
4.0,5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0,9.0,10.0, 
$ 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=0.5,CLZPR=.O8, $ 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=O.OlCLZPR=.O8, $ 
ZSCALE=. 5 
ZSCALE=O.O 
Table I. Continued 
(m) 74" swept arrow wing-body combination with twist and camber for C, = 0.10 
and M = 2.50 
T AND C ARROW WING - HASSON TM X8 
$INPTl ~~-2.5~RN-5.0, JBYMAX=25,IVOROP=l, IPRSLD=l, 
SREF=216.O,CBAR-15.492,XMC=l9.584,XMAX=32.532 
NLEY-2,TBLEY=0.000,9.294, 
TBLEX-0.000,32.53, 
NTEY-2,TBTEY=0.00019.294, 
TBTEX=23.24,32.53, 
NYR-6,TBYR-0.0000,1.8588,3.7176,5.5764,7.4352, 9.294, 
TBTOC-.03000,.03000,.03000,.03000,.03000,.03000, 
TBROC-.00017,.00022,.00029,.000431.00050,.00050, 
TBETA-.50000,.50000,.50000,.50~00,.50000,.50000, 
NYC-12,TBYC-0.0001 0.929,1.858,2.788,3.718,4.647,5.576, 
6.506,7.435,8.365,8.829,9.294, 
NPCTC-9, 
TBPCTC=0.000,5.000,1O.OO,2O.OOl3O.OOl4O.OO,6O.OO,8O.OOllOO.Ol 
TZORDC~2.117,1.861,1.6l5,l.l5O,O.723,O.339,-.29Ol-.7lll-.897,l7*O.O, 
1.075,0.996,0.908,0.707l0.481~0.243,-.236l-.657,-.939,17*0.0, 
0.638,0.621,0.589l0.489,0.351,0.184,-.190l-.~~~l-.798,17*0.0, 
0.429,O .429,O. 416,O .356,0.260,0.138, -, 146, -. 423, -. 618,17*0 .O, 
0.286,0.294,0.291l0.257,0.192,0.105l-.112,-.325,-.475,17*0.0l 
0.175,0.191,0.196,0.182,0.141,0.077,-.085,-.249,-.361,17*0.0, 
0.102,0.121,0.131,0.129,0.103,0.058,-.064,-.187,-.260,17*0.0, 
0.053,0.072,0.084,0.089,0.073,0.041,-.046,-.132,-.172,17*0.0, 
0.006,0.032,0.042l0.055l0.049,0.029,-.032l-.089,-.102,17*0.0l 
-.015,0.001,0.008,0.020,0.020,0.012,-,015,-,041,-.047,17*0.0, 
-.O18,-.OO4,O.OO2,O.OlOlO.O1O,O.OO7,-.OO7,-.O2O,-.O24,l7*O.Ol 
~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . O ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ * ~ . ~ l  
NALPHA=l6,TALPHA=-8.0,-6.0,-4.0, -2 .O,-1.0, 
FLAT WING 
0.0,1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0,5.0,6.017.0,8.0,9.0,10.01 .$ 
$INPTl TZSCALE-0.0, $ 
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Table I. Continued 
(n) 75' swept modified arrow wing-body combination with twist and camber for 
C, = 0.10 and M = 3.00 
BROWN BOMBER - HALLISSY,RM L58E21 
$INPTl XM=2.87,RN=4.2,JBYMAX=25,IVOROP-1, 
SREF=502.56,CBAR=20.43,XMC=27.98,XMAX=56.00, 
NLEY=2,TBLEY=O.000,15.00, 
TBLEX=0.000,56.00, 
NTEY=8,TBTEY-0.000,2.590,5.180,7.760,10.35,12.94,13.~7,15.00, 
TBTEX=28.00,34.56,40.92,46.58,51.24,54.60,55.46,56.00, 
NYR=6,TBYR-0.000,2.580,5.180,7.760,11.65,15.00, 
TBTOC-.0186,.0227,.0227,.0289,.0289,.0165, 
TBR0C=.0003,.0005,.0005,.0007,.0007,.0002, 
TBETA=.4000,.4000,.4000,.4000,.4000,.4000, 
NYC=8,TBYC-0.000,2.590,5,180,7.760,10.35,1~.94,13.~7,15.00, 
NPCTC-9, 
TBPCTC=0.000,5.000,10.00,20.00,30.00,40.00,60.00,80.00,100.0, 
TZ0RDC-~.040,2.630,2.150,1.240,0.410,-.150,-.900,-1.4~,-1.92,17*0.0, 
0.210,0.238,0.215,0.060,-.140,-.380,-.880,-1.39,-1.88,17*0.0, 
0.106,0.159,0.169,0.130,0.047,-.070,-.420,-.780,-1.15,17*0.0, 
0.117,0.168,0.191,0.187,0.148,0.090,-.050,-.220,-.380,17*0.0, 
0.061,0.109,0.138,0.170,0.177,0.169,0.120,0.050,-.020,17*0.0, 
-.030,-.005,0.012,0.045,0.068,0.088,0.113,0.130,0.137,17*0.0, 
-.134,-.134,-.134,-.~34,-.134,-.134,-.134,-.134,-.134,17*0.0, 
-.o~~,-.o55,-.o~~,-.o~~,-.ooa,o.oo~,o.o~~,o.o~~,o.o~~,~~*o.o, 
NALPHA=17,TALPHA~-8.0,-6.0,-4.0,-~.~~-~.0,-1.0,~.~,1.0,~~0, 
3.0,4.0,5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0,9.0,10.0, 
CLZPR= .lo, +$ 
$INPT1 TZSCALE-0.0, $ 
FLAT W I N G  
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Table I. Continued 
(0) Supersonic transport wing-body combination with twist and camber for C, = 0.08 
and M = 2.70 
ARROW WING SST - MORRIS,TM 78706 
$INPT1 XM=2.7,RN=3.19, JBYMAX=25, IVOROP=l, IPRSLD=l, 
SREF=320.69,CBAR=19.155,XMC=33.405,XMAX=54.0, 
NLEY=4,TBLEY=O.000,0.856,8.533,11.41, 
TBLEX-0.000,14.83,41.61,47.78, 
NTEY=6,TBTEY=0.000,0.856,2.370,4.980,8.533,11.41, 
TBTEX=54.00,43.93,43.93,44.84,47.47,49.13, 
NYR=6,TBYR=O.O00,0.856,0.857,8.533,8.534,11.41, 
TBTOC-.0300,.0300,.0300,.03001.0300,.0300, 
TBROC-. 0005, ,0005, .0005, .0005, .0005, ,0005, 
TBETA=.6000,.6000,.6000,.5000,.5000,.5000, 
NYC=13,TBYC=0.000,0.856,1.712,2.370,2.853,3,994,4.980,6.297, 
NPCTC-10, 
TBPCTC=0.000,2.500,5.000,10.0~,2O.00,30.00,40.00,60.00,80.00,1~~.0, 
TZ0RDC=2.300,2.300,2.300,2.300,2.300,2.040,1.450,~.250,-.720,-1.52,16*0.0, 
0.000,-.017,-.048,-.164,-.470,-.833,-1.17,-1.80,-2.31,-2.62,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0150,.0180,-.026,-.176,-,380,-.591,-1.04,-1.44,-1.72,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0250,.0320,.0130,-.090,-.236,-.395,-.742,-1.08,-1.30,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0220,.0340,.0300,-.051,-.166,-.300,-.598,-.893,-1.12,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0190,.0360,.0510,.0270,-.050,-.131,-.32~,-.541,-.708,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0170,.0310,.0550,.0550,.0220,-.032,-.177,-.281,-.417,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0170,.0330,.0540,.0700,.0630,.0450,-.032,-.114,-.210,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0180,.0300,.0530,.0860,.0920,.0800,.0610,.0140,-.035,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0080,.0150,.0270,.0480,.0700,.0740,.0700,.0570,.0460,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0030,.0040,.0070,.0190,.0320,.0360,.0250,.0170,.0150,16*0.0, 
7.418,8.533,9.130,10.27,11.41, 
0.000,.0010,.0010,.0000,.0000,-.004,-.009~-.021~-.036~~.050~16*0.0~ 
0.000,.0000,.0000,.0000,-.001,-.001,-.002~-.003~-.004~~~005~16*0.0~ 
NALPHA~19,TALPHA~-8.0,-7.0,-6.0,-5.0,-4.0,-3.0,-~.0,-1.0, 
0.0,1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0,5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0,9.0,10.0, 
CLZPR= . 0 8, $ 
SINPT~ TZSCALE=O.O,CLZPR=.O~, $ 
CLD=O . 0 
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Table I. Continued 
(p) 60" swept wing-body combination twisted and cambered for C, = 0.05 and hP = 1.80 
CRUISE SURFACE - JOHNSON,CR 3939 
$INPT1 XM=1.6, RN=1.66, JBYMAX=25, IPRSLD=l, 
SREF=148.6,CBAR=9.96,XMC=20.64,XMAX=33.50,  
NLEY=4,TBLEY=0.000,~.~9oll.200,9.200, 
TBLEX=O.000,4.400,13.43,27.29, 
N T E Y = 5 , T B T E Y = 0 . 0 0 0 , 1 . ~ ~ ~ f ~ . 2 ~ ~ f 5 . ~ ~ ~ f ~ . ~ ~ ~ f  
TBTEX-33.50,33.50,26.64f27.16f29.29f 
NYR=2,TBYR=0.000,9.200, 
TBTOC=.04001.0400, 
TBROC=.0011,.0011, 
TBETA=.4000,.40001 
NYC=ll,TBYC=~.00,1.19,1.2O,~.2O,~.~~,4.~O,5.~Of6.~O,~.~O,8.~O,9.~O, 
NPCTC=10 I 
T B P C T C = 0 . 0 0 0 , 2 . 4 8 1 , 4 . 9 7 5 f ~ . 9 6 5 f l ~ . 9 5 f 2 9 . ~ ~ f ~ ~ . ~ ~ f ~ ~ . 9 6 f ~ ~ . 8 O f l ~ ~ . ~ f  
T Z 0 R D C = 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 . 0 ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ 0 0 , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ 0 , 1 6 * 0 . 0 ,  
0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,16*0.0, 
0.000,-.012,-.023,-.O39f-.O6lf-.O8lf-.lOOf-.ll6f-.O8Of-.Ol9fl6*O.Of 
O . O O O , . O O 3 O , . O O 2 O , . O O l O f - . O O 3 , - . o o 7 , - . O O 7 f - . O O 7 f . O O 2 O f . O 2 3 O f . O 4 6 O f l 6 * O . O f  
0.000,.0090,.0150,.0260,.0390,.0430,.0460,.0630,.0850,.1090,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0090,.0160,.0290,.0490,.0560,.0610,.0830,.1060,.1310,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0060,.0120,.0220,.0390,.0520,.0650,.0890,.1120,.1370,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0060,.0110,.0200,.0350,.0490,.0610,.0850,.1070,.1320,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0050,.0090,.0170,.0300,.0420,.0530,.0740,.0950,.1150,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0030,.0060,.0120,.0240,.0330, .0430,.0600,.0770,.0950,16*0.0, 
O.OOOf.OO15,.OO22,.OO6Of.Ol4O,.o24O,.o33~f.O52Of.O72Of.O9lOfl6*O.Of 
N A L P H A ~ 1 5 , T A L P H A ~ - ~ . ~ f - 3 . ~ f - 2 . ~ f - ~ . ~ f ~ . ~ f l . ~ f ~ . ~ f ~ . ~ f ~ . ~ f ~ . ~ f 6 . ~ f ~ . ~ f 8 . ~ f  
9.0,10.0,  
CLZPR=.30, $ 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=0.0,CLZPR=.30f $ 
FLAT WING 
Table I. Continued 
(q) 60" swept wing-body with mission adaptive twist and camber for CL = 0.30 and 
A4 = 1.60 
MISSION ADAPTIVE SURFACE - JOHNSON,CR 3939 
$INPT1 XM=1.6,RN=1.66, JBYMAX=25, IPRSLD=l, 
SREF=148.6,CBAR=9.96,XMC=20.64,XMAX=33.50, 
NLEY=4,TBLEY=0.000,1.190fl.200,9.200, 
TBLEX=0.000,4.400,13.43,27.29, 
NTEY=5,TBTEY=0.000,1.190~l.200~5.20089.200~ 
TBTEX=33.50,33.50,26.64,27.16,29.29, 
NYR=2,TBYR=0.000,9.200, 
TBTOC=.0400,.0400, 
TBROC=.0011,.0011, 
TBETA=.4000,.4000, 
NYC=l~,TBYC=0.00,1.19,1.2O,2.20,3.2O,4.20,5.20~6.2O,7.20~8.~0,9.~O, 
NPCTC=10 I 
TBPCTC=0.000,2.467,4.947,9.925,19.9O~29.9O~39.9l859.93~79.97,lOO.O8 
TZ0RDC=0.000,0.000,0.00~,0.~~~,0.00~,0.~~~~0.000,0.00~,0.~~0~0.000,16*0.~, 
0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000~0.000,0.000~0.000,16*0.0, 
0.000,-.011,-.021,-.038,-.065,-.085,-.104~-.120~-.084~-.023~16*0.0~ 
0.000,.0160,.0290,.0440,.0450,.0410,.0410,.0500,.0710,.0940,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0370,.0670,.1060,.1340,.1360,.1390,.1560,.1770,.2020,16*0.0, 
O.OOO,.O45O,.O83O,.134O,.176O~.l83O~.l88O~.2lOO~.233O~.258O8l6*O.O~ 
0.000,.0470,.0870,.1450~.1920~.2050~.2180~.2420~.2650,.2900~16*0.0, 
0.000,.0500,.0920,.1510,.1990,.2130, 2250,.2490,.2110,.2960~16*0.0, 
0.000,.0470,.0870,.1430~.1930,.2040,.2160,.2370,.2580,.2780,16*0.0~ 
0.000,.0370,.0690,.1150,.1560,.1650~.1740~.1920,.2090,.2270,16*0.0~ 
0.000,.0260,.0480,.0760~.1100,.1200,.1290~.1480~.1680,.1870~16*0.0~ 
N A L P H A ~ 1 5 , T A L P H A ~ - 4 . 0 ~ - 3 . 0 ~ - 2 . 0 ~ - 1 . 0 ~ 0 . 0 ~ 1 . 0 ~ 2 . 0 ~ 3 . 0 ~ 4 . 0 ~ ~ . 0 ~ 6 . 0 ~ ~ . 0 ~ 8 . ~ ~  
9.0,10.0, 
CLZPR= .30 I $ 
$INPT1 TZSCALE=0.0,CLZPR=.30f $ 
FLAT WING 
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Table I. Continued 
(r)  Design of wing surface for 70" swept arrow wing at C, = 0.16 and hl = 2.05 
with no moment restraint 
7 0  DEG ARROW WING - CARLSON,TMX-332 AND TN D-1264 CLD=.16 
$INPT1 XM=2.05,RN=0.0,JBYMAX=30,1V0R0P=1,1PRSLD=0, 
CLDES=0.16,CLZPR=0.16~NEWDES=lf 
CMDES=O.O, 
SREF=212.94,CBAR=13.00,XMC=13.25,XMAX=30.00, 
NLEY=2,TBLEY=O.OOO,l0.92, 
TBLEX=0.000,30.00, 
NTEY=2,TBTEY=0.000,10.92, 
TBTEX=19.50,30.00, 
NYR=5,TBYR=0.0000,5.4600~7.6440~8.7360~10.920~ 
TBT0C=0.0300,0.0300,0.0300~0.0300~0.0300~ 
TBROC=.00010, .00021,.00034, .00050,.00050, 
TBETA=0.5000,0.5000,0.5000~0.5000~0.5000~ 
NALPHA=17,TALPHA=-6.O,-5.O~-~.O,-~.O,-~.O,-l.O~O.O~l.Of~.O,~.O,4.O~ 
5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0,9.0,10.0, $ 
(s) Design of wing surface for 70" swept arrow wing at C, = 0.16 and M = 2.05 
with Ch/.des = 0.0 and with TAFIX option employed 
70 DEG ARROW WING - CARLSON,TMX-332 AND TN D-1264 CLD=,16 CMD=O.O 
$INPT1 XM=2.05,RN=0.O,JBYMAX=3O~IVOROP=1,IPRSLD=O~ 
CLDES=0.16,CLZPR=0.16~NEWDES=lf 
CMDES=O.O, 
SREF=212.94,CBAR=13.00,XMC=13.25,XMAX=30.00, 
NLEY=2,TBLEY=0.000,10.92, 
TBLEX=0.000,30.00, 
NTEY=2,TBTEY=O.000,10.92, 
TBTEX=19.50,30.00, 
NYR=5,TBYR=0.0000,5.4600~7.6440~8.7360~10.920~ 
TBT0C=0.0300,0.0300,0.0300~0.0300~0.0300~ 
TBROC=.00010, .00021,.00034,.00050,.00050, 
TBETA=0.5000,0.5000,0.5000~0.5000~0.5000~ 
IAFIX=l I 
TAFIX=1.894,4.269,4.925,5.271,5.442,5.599,5.836,6.257,6.385,6.276, 
6.151,6.040,5.974,5.884,5.855,5.862,5.905,5.983,6.142,6.424, 
6.933,7.252,7.406,7.521,7.547,7.543,7.705,8.211,9.046,10.06, 
N A L P H A = 1 7 , T A L P H A = - 6 . 0 ~ - 5 . 0 ~ - 4 . ~ ~ - 3 . ~ ~ - 2 . ~ ~ - 1 . ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ 1 . ~ ~ 2 . 0 ~ 3 . 0 ~ 4 . 0 ~  
5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0,9.0,10.0, $ 
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Table I. Continued 
(t) Design of revised mission adaptive surface for a 60' swept wing-body combination at 
CL = 0.30 and M = 1.60 without TAFIX 
MISSION ADAPTIVE WING REDESIGN CL=.3 - JOHNSON,CR 3939 
$INPTl XM=1.6,RN=1.66, JBYMAX=50, IPRSLD=l, 
CLDES=0.3O,IFLPDES=l, 
SREF=148.6,CBAR=9.96,XMC=2O.64,XMAX=33.5OI 
NLEY=4,TBLEY=0.000,1.1~~,1.200,~.200, 
TBLEX=0.000,4.400,13.43,27.29, 
NTEY=5,TBTEY=0.00011.190fl.200f5.200,9.200f 
TBTEX=33.50,33.50,26.64,27.16,29.29, 
NYR=2,TBYR=0.000,9.200f 
TBTOC=.0400,.0400, 
TBROC=.0011,.0011, 
TBETA=.4000, .4000, 
NYC=ll,TBYC=0.00,1.19,1.2Of2.2Of3.2Of4.2Of5.2Of6.2Of7.~Of8.~Of9.~Of 
NPCTC=10 , 
TBPCTC=0.000,2.481,4.975,9.965,19.95,29.~5,~~,95,~~.96,7~.80,1~~.0, 
T Z 0 R D C = ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . 0 0 ~ , 0 . ~ ~ ~ , 0 . 0 ~ 0 , ~ . ~ 0 0 , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . 0 0 ~ , 0 . ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ~ , 1 6 * 0 . 0 ,  
0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,16*0.0, 
O.OOO,-.O12,-.O23,-.O39,-.O6lf-.O8l,-.1OO,-.ll6f-.O8Of-.Ol9fl6*O.Of 
O . O O O , . O O 3 O f . O O 2 O , . O O l O f - . O O 3 , - . O O 7 , - . O O 7 f . O O 2 O f . O Z 3 O f . O 4 6 O f l 6 * O . O f  
O.OOO,.OO9O,.O15O,.O26O,.O39O,.O43O,.O46Of.O63Of.O85Of.lO9Ofl6*O.Of 
O.OOO,.OO9O,.O16O,.O29O,.O49O,.O56O,.O61Of.O83O,.lO6Of.l3lOfl6*O.Of 
0.000,.0060,.0120,.0220,.0390,.0520,.0650,.0890,.1120,.1370,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0060,.0110,.0200,.0350,.0490,.0610,.0850,.1070,.13~0,16*0.0, 
0.000, .0050,.0090,.0170,.0300,.0420,.0530,.0740,.0950,.1150,16*0.0, 
O.OOO,.OO3O,.OO6O,.O12O,.O24O,.O33O,.O43Of.O6OOf.O77Of.O95Ofl6*O.Of 
0.000,.0015,.0022,.0060,.0140,.0240,.0330,.0520,.0720,.0910,16*0.0, 
NGCS=O, 
NTES=2 I 
NTEC=5,TBTECY=0,00~,1.190,1.2OO,5.~OO,~.~~~, 
TBTEC-0.000,O. 000,l. 360,l. 360, .4000,  
N L E C = 4 , T B L E C Y = 0 . ~ ~ ~ , l . l ~ O f l . 2 0 0 f ~ . ~ O ~ f  
TBLEC=0.000,0.000,2.320f.4000f 
N A L P H A ~ 1 5 , T A L P H A = - 4 . O , - 3 . O , - 2 . O f - l . O f O . O f l . O f ~ . ~ f ~ . O f 4 . O f ~ . ~ f 6 . ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ 8 . ~ ~  
9.0,10.0, 
CLZPR=. 30 I $ 
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Table I. Concluded 
(u )  Design of revised mission adaptive surface for 60" swept wing-body combination at 
C, = 0.30 and Af = 1.60 with TAFIX 
MISSION ADAPTIVE WING REDESIGN WITH TAFIX CL=.3 - JOHNSON,CR 3939 
$INPT1 XM=l.6,RN=1.66,JBYMAX=5O,IPRSLD=l, 
CLDES=0.30,IFLPDES=l, 
SREF=l48.6,CBAR=9.96,XMC=20.64,XMAX=33.50, 
NLEY=4,TBLEY=0.000,1.190~l.200f9.200~ 
TBLEX=0.000,4.400,13.43,27.29, 
NTEY=5,TBTEY=0.000,1.190~l.200~5.200~9.200f 
TBTEX=33.50,33.50,26.64,27.16,29.29, 
NYR=2,TBYR=0.000,9.200f 
TBTOC=.0400, .0400, 
TBROC=.0011, .0011, 
TBETA=.4000,.4000, 
NYC=11, TBYC=O.OO, 1.19,1.20,2.20,3.20,4.20,5.20,6.20,7.20,8.20,9.20, 
NPCTC=10 I 
TBPCTC=0.000,2.481,4.975,9.965,19.95,29.~5,~9.~5,~~.~5,5~,96,79.80,100.0, 
TZORDC=O.OOO,O.OOO,O.OOO~O.OOOfO.OOOfO.OOOfO.OOOfO.OOO~O.OOO~O.OOOfl6*O.Of 
0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000~0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,16*0.0, 
O . O O O , - . O 1 2 , - . O 2 3 , - . O 3 9 , - . o 6 1 , - . O 6 l ~ - . O 8 l ~ - . l O O f - . l l 6 ~ - . O 8 O ~ - . O l 9 f l 6 * O . O ~  
0.000,.0030,.0020,.0010,-.003,-.007,-.007,.0020,.0230,.0460,16*0.0, 
O.OOO,.OO9O,.O15O,.O26O~.O39O,.o43o,.O43O~.O46Of.O63O~.O85Of.lO9Ofl6*O.Of 
0.000,.0090,.0160,.0290~.0490,.0560,.0610,.0830,.1060,.1310,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0060,.0120,.0220,.0390,.0520,.0650,.0890,.1120,.1370,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0060,.0110,.0200,.0350,.0490,.0610,.0850,.1070,.1320,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0050,.0090,.0170,.0300,.0420,.0530,.0740,.0950,.1150,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0030,.0060,.0120,.0240,.0330,.0430,.0600,.0770,.0950,16*0.0, 
0.000,.0015,.0022,.0060,.0140,.0240,.0330,.0520,.0720,.0910,16*0.0, 
NGCS=O I 
NTES=2 I 
N T E C = 5 , T B T E C Y = 0 . 0 ~ ~ , 1 . 1 ~ ~ , 1 . 2 0 0 , ~ . ~ 0 0 , ~ . ~ ~ ~ ,  
TBTEC=0.000,0.000,1.360~1.360~ .4000, 
NLEC=4,TBLECY=0.000,1.1~of1.200f9.200, 
TBLEC=O.000,0.000,2.320~ .4000, 
NALPHA=15,TALPHA~-4.O~-3.Of-2.Of-l.OfO.O~l.O~~.O~~.O~4.O~5.O~6.Of7.O~8.Of 
9.0,10.0, 
IAFIX=l I 
TAFIX=1.0, 2.8,6.0,10.3,14.5,15.0,12.0,9.5,8.3,8.0,7.8,8.0,8.2, 
8.5,9.0,9.5,10.3,11.2,12.0,13.0,14 . O f  15.0,16.0,17.0, 
18.3,20.0,21.3,23.2,25.5,27.3,30.3~34.0, 
CLZPR=.30, $ 
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(b) Flat wing with full theoretical leading-edge thrust. 
Figure 1. Drag due to  lift for arrow wings given by linearized theory computer code. 
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(c) Representative twisted and cambered wing designs. 
Figure 1. Concluded. 
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Figure 2. Theoretical and experimental data for flat 60" swept arrow wings with various wing sections. 
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Figure 2. Continued. 
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(c) Blunt leading edge; A4 = 1.60; R = 2.0 x lo6 
Figure 2. Continued. 
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Figure 2 .  Continued. 
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Figure 2. Continued. 
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Figure 3. Theoretical and experimental data for flat modified arrow wing-body combinations with various 
wing sections. 
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Figure 3. Continued. 
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Figure 3 .  Continued. 
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Figure 3. Continued. 
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Figure 4. Theoretical and experimental data for flat aspect ratio 2 wing-body combinations. 
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(c) 5-percent-thick airfoil section; M = 1.30; R = 7.7 x lo6 
Figure 4. Continued. 
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(d) 3-percent-thick airfoil section; M = 1.30; R = 5.6 x lo6. 
Figure 4. Continued. 
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Figure 5. Theoretical and experimental data for aspect ratio 2 wing-body combinations with 3-percent-thick 
airfoil sections and conical camber. 
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Figure 6. Theoretical and experimental data for aspect ratio 1.57 wing-body combinations twisted and 
cambered for three design lift coefficients. A4 = 1.62; R = 1.4 x lo6. 
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Figure 8. Theoretical and experimental data for 70' swept arrow wings twisted and cambered for three design 
lift coefficients. M = 2.05; R = 4.4 x lo6. 
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Figure 13. Theoretical and experimental data for 75.96' swept modified arrow wings twisted and cambered for 
three design lift coefficients. AI = 2.60; Ocot 141, = 0.60; R = 5.1 x lo6. 
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Figure 14. Theoretical and experimental data for 72.65' swept modified arrow wings twisted and cambered for 
three design lift coefficients. M = 2.60; pcot  111, = 0.75; R = 5.1 x lo6. 
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Figure 20. Theoretical and experimental data for arbitrary planform wing-body combinations with different 
loading constraints on twisted and cambered wing design. A4 = 2.40; R = 3.4 x lo6. 
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Figure 22. Theoretical and experimental data for flat and twisted and cambered 74" swept arrow wing-body 
combinations. M = 2.50; R = 5.0 x lo6.  
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Figure 23. Theoretical and experimental data for 75" swept modified arrow wing-body combination with twist 
and camber for CL,des = 0.10. M = 2.87; R = 4.2 x lo6. 
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Figure 24. Theoretical and experimental data for supersonic transport wing-body combination with twist and 
camber for CL,+~ = 0.08; M = 2.70; R = 3.2 x lo6. 
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Figure 25. Theoretical and experimental data for 60" swept wing-body combination twisted and cambered for 
two flight conditions. M = 1.60; R = 1.7 x lo6. 
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Figure 30. Illustration of the effect of wing shear. M = 2.03. 
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Figure 31. Illustration of the effect of fuselage alignment. M = 2.02. 
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Figure 34. Sample of grid system employed in Euler code solution of 70" swept arrow wing with C L , ~ ~ ~  = 0.16. 
M = 2.05; a = 0". 
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Figure 35. Lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients as function of cross-section grid density for Euler code. 
70" swept arrow wing; C L , + ~  = 0.08; M = 2.05; (Y = 0'. 
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